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ABSTRACT 

As computer-based services become pervasive, their attributes related to quality of service 

(QoS) such as reliability, security, and timeliness become both more important and more 

difficult to achieve. This is especially true for distributed services, where the service is 

accessed across a network. In such scenarios, the execution environment is dynamic, and 

a service must often support a diverse set of users, each with different multi-dimensional 

QoS requirements. Although many new distributed service platforms such as CORBA, Java 

RMI, and Web Services have emerged, and many QoS techniques have been developed, no 

existing approach provides a complete solution to these issues. 

This dissertation addresses these challenges by introducing two novel QoS architec

tures that facilitate customizable multi-dimensional QoS in distributed service platforms. 

The first, called CQoS, is designed for platforms in which most of the functionality is 

implemented by the endpoints, such as CORBA and Java RMI. CQoS consists of two 

parts: application- and platform-dependent interceptors and generic QoS components. The 

generic QoS components are implemented using Cactus, a system for building highly con

figurable protocols and services in distributed systems. The CQoS architecture is described, 

along with experimental results for a prototype constructed on Linux. Compared with other 

approaches, CQoS emphasizes portability across different object platforms, while the use 

of Cactus allows custom combinations of attributes to be realized on a per-session basis in 

a straightforward way. 

The second architecture, called the QBox architecture, is designed for platforms in 

which most of the fimctionality is implemented in the network, such as mobile service 

platforms where endpoints may be resource-limited mobile devices. In addition to QoS 

components implemented using Cactus, the architecture includes policy components that 

evaluate each request's requirements and dynamically determines an appropriate execution 

strategy. A specific strategy based on QoS-aware request ordering and replica selection 
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algorithms that manage the tradeoffs between the reliability and timeliness requirements of 

different requests is presented and evaluated. The architecture has been integrated into an 

experimental version of iMobile, a mobile service platform from AT&T. The design and 

implementation of the architecture are described, together with experimental results from 

the iMobile prototype. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer-based services are increasingly reaching every comer of the world, and in many 

different ways. For example, many people can now access services such as email, e-

commerce web sites, and online banking almost anywhere and at anytime. They can do 

this using a variety of computing devices, such as desktops, laptops, PDAs, or cell phones, 

and using a variety of connection technologies, such as dial-up, DSL, cable, or wireless 

communication. These services and the clients that access them are examples of distributed 

systems, which are collections of interacting computers intercoimected by networks. These 

networks can range from local-area networks to metropolitan-area networks to wide-area 

networks such as the Internet, connecting computers around the world. 

With computer services becoming more popular, aspects such as how fast, how secure, 

or how reliable a service is provided are increasingly important. These non-fimctional 

factors are concerned with how well the services are performed, and are subject to many 

changing factors, such as resource availability, workload changes, and system or network 

failures. We use the term Quality of Service(QoS) in this dissertation to describe non

functional requirements related to attributes such as reliability, security, and timeliness. The 

term multi-dimensional QoS refers to situations in which multiple QoS attributes must be 

met simultaneously. Many current applications built on distributed systems require multi

dimensional QoS. For example, a video conferencing system needs QoS guarantees that 

include real-time, reliability, and security at the same time. 

Distributed systems present both challenges and opportunities for providing QoS sup

port. Compared to a single machine, distributed systems have more factors affecting the 

quality of services being delivered. For example, the probability of at least one machine 

failing is greater, network communications can be congested, and mobile computers may 
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roam across networks with different performance characteristics. The underlying system 

software must respond to such changes and continue to deliver services meeting the appli

cation's QoS requirements. Conversely, the autonomy of computers in distributed systems 

brings new opportunities for supporting QoS. For example, although the probability of at 

least one computer failing is greater, the probability of at least one continuing to operate is 

also greater, since failures are often independent. Therefore, the machines in a distributed 

system can monitor each other and the network to detect changes such as failures and con

gestion, and to coordinate their efforts to maintain QoS attributes. 

The goal of this research is to develop software architectures and mechanisms to facil

itate customizable multi-dimensional QoS in distributed systems. Specifically, in this dis

sertation, we describe two architectures, one that integrates QoS into existing distributed 

object platforms such as CORBA [OMGOO] and Java RMI [Sun98], and the other that in

tegrates QoS into mobile service platforms such as the AT&T iMobile system [CHJ"^03]. 

Both architectures support QoS in a transparent, portable, and efficient way, and allow 

tradeoffs to be made among the various QoS attributes. 

1.1 Distributed Service Platforms 

Distributed object platforms and mobile service platforms are examples of distributed ser

vice platforms that provide basic functionalities for building applications in distributed sys

tems. As such, these platforms can serve as a useful base for providing QoS support. This 

section introduces distributed service platforms and identifies two important approaches to 

structuring their functionality. 

1.1.1 Service Platforms and Functionalities 

A distributed service application usually involves service providers, service consumers 

(clients), and the communication networks that connect consumers and providers (figure 

1.1). Interaction between consumers and producers in these scenarios is typically based on 
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Service' 

FIGURE 1.1. Distributed service applications. 

remote procedure call (RFC) [BN84, Sri95]. With RPC, a consumer sends a service request 

and then blocks waiting for a reply, while the provider processes the request when it is re

ceived and sends the reply back to the consumer. For many distributed applications over 

large-scale networks, the network can provide significant functionality such as caching and 

transcoding (see below) and can be complex to manage. Therefore, our model also in

cludes network service providers that implement the communication services for providers 

and consumers. Note that the term provider and consumer are relative, i.e., a provider can 

also be a consumer for another service provider. In this dissertation, we also use the term 

endpoints to refer to service providers and consimiers. 

Distributed applications are challenging to build for a number of reasons. Distributed 

systems usually involve different kinds of computers, operating systems, and even net

works. For them to work together, programmers must address various compatibility issues 

so that they can interoperate seamlessly, and need to deal with dynamic execution con

ditions such as load changes, network congestion, packet losses, and computer crashes. 

Furthermore, for many large distributed applications, programmers need to deal with the 

complexities brought about by integrating software developed or managed by various or

ganizations. All of these are significant issues. 

To facilitate the development of distributed services, many distributed service platforms 

have been developed, such as CORBA [OMGOO], Java RMI [Sun98], DCOM [BK98], and 

Web Services [W3C04]. Service platforms provide a core set of functionalities and ser
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vices that facilitate the development and deployment of services in distributed computing 

environments. Programmers can directly benefit fi-om the functions provided by these plat

forms, for example, to request a service across a network and get the reply without worrying 

about the details of data transport and the hardware architecture of the machine that imple

ments the service. In essence, a distributed service platform masks implementation details 

and provides a high-level interface that simplifies the development of distributed services. 

Binding and request-reply processing are two fimctions commonly supported by dis

tributed service platforms. Binding is used to look up a service and establish a commu

nication link with the machine implementing that service. This often involves mapping a 

textual service name to the network address of the remote machine, and loading and activat

ing the right network protocols at both sides. The communication link established between 

these endpoints is also called a session', all later requests and replies between endpoints go 

through this session. Request-reply processing is used to send out and receive requests and 

replies using lower level transport protocols, including marshalling and unmarshalling to 

convert the request or reply to a standard representation, and vice versa. 

Other functions sometimes provided by distributed service platforms include access 

protocol conversion, transcoding, and caching. Access protocol conversion converts re

quests and rephes sent using one communication protocol such as SMTP, to another pro

tocol such as HTTP; this is usefiil when service providers support different protocols than 

consumers. Transcoding transforms requests and replies Jfrom one format to another, for 

example, changing HTML content in a reply to fit onto the display of a PDA. Caching 

involves storing replies so that future requests can be serviced more quickly. 

1.1.2 Implementation Approaches 

An important issue for building a distributed service platform is deciding where to imple

ment its functions—at providers, consumers, or in the network—since this affects such 

characteristics as the application domains of the service platform and the performance of 
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applications based on the platform. Although some functions, such as request-reply pro

cessing, must be implemented at endpoints, many functions can be implemented in dif

ferent places. For example, transcoding can be implemented at providers, consumers, or 

in the network, with each choice having different tradeoffs with respect to such issues as 

computation overhead and network bandwidth. The impact is similar for other functions 

such as caching and access protocol conversion. 

Based on the above observation, we distinguish between different types of service plat

forms by where their functions are implemented. While there is a whole spectrum of 

choices, we are primarily interested in two common approaches: the endpoint approach, 

in which most fimctions are implemented by the endpoints, and the network approach, in 

which most functions are implemented by the network service providers. A service plat

form using the endpoint approach is best for applications that have Ml control over the 

machines at endpoints, but not the machines in the network. Such applications are com

mon since machines in the network are controlled by the network service providers. Some 

example of services platforms that use this approach are Web Services [W3C04], Grid 

Services [FKNT], and many distributed object platforms such as CORBA [OMGOO], Java 

RMI [Sun98], and DCOM [BK98]. 

Conversely, service platforms that use the network approach are best for applications 

that must cope with restrictions on the endpoints. For example, if an endpoint is a cell 

phone using only SMS (Short Message Service), it may be impossible or infeasible to in

troduce new code on the cell phone. Similarly, an endpoint may be running legacy code or 

controlled by a third party, making it impossible to run platform functions. Many mobile 

service platforms, such as Nokia One [Nok], IBM WebSphere Everyplace Access [CS03], 

and AT&T iMobile [CHJ"'"03] use this approach. Many proxy services [FGCB98, ZD97a, 

ZD97b] also use the network approach. Note that neither the endpoint approach nor the 

network approach prohibit the implementation of functions at other places. For example, 

CORBA sometimes uses caching functions in the network to improve performance, while 

IBM WebSphere Everyplace Access uses client-side code to deal with issues such as secu
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rity and connectivity [CS03]. 

1.2 QoS Requirements and Challenges 

Before describing approaches to supporting QoS in distributed service platforms, we first 

give an overview of QoS requirements in this context. This section introduces the QoS 

attributes that are the focus of this dissertation, distinguishes between session-based and 

message-based QoS, and then describes the challenges associated with multi-dimensional 

QoS and dynamic execution environments. 

1.2.1 QoS Attributes 

While there are many different types of QoS attributes, in this dissertation we focus on 

three: reliability, timeliness, and security. 

Reliability. Reliability is the probability that a system performs its designed function 

without failure in a specific environment for a desired period at a given confidence level. 

Reliability is a systemic property, that is, the reliability of a system is the combination of 

the reliabilities of all the elements in the system. For a distributed service, reliability can be 

measured by the probability that requests are correctly processed. Many techniques have 

been developed to improve system reliability, including retransmission, replication, failure 

detection, logging, and recovery. 

Timeliness. Timeliness is concerned with whether a service can respond to requests 

within given time constraints. Such constraints are often divided into two classes, hard 

real-time and soft real-time. Hard real-time constraints require that a requested service is 

completed by a particular deadline or the service is incorrect. Soft real-time constraints re

quire that a requested service is completed by a particular deadline, but can tolerate a later 

response. It is especially difficult to provide hard real-time guarantees, since this requires 
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full control over fine-grain resource allocation and scheduling end to end. This dissertation 

focuses only on soft real-time constraints. 

Security. Security is concerned with preventing unauthorized access or damage to infor

mation and services, and includes the following properties: 

• Confidentiality. Ensuring that information is kept secret and is accessible only to 

authorized persons. 

• Integrity. Ensuring that information is not changed by unauthorized persons in an 

undetectable way. 

• Authentication. Ensuring that users are who they claim to be. 

• Access control. Ensuring that users access only those resources and services that 

they are authorized to access and qualified users are not denied legitimate access. 

• Non-repudiation. Ensuring that the originator of a message cannot deny that they 

sent the messages originally. 

1.2.2 Session vs. Message based QoS 

QoS requirements are usually specified and supported in terms of sessions or messages, 

which we refer to as session-based QoS and message-based QoS, respectively. Session-

based QoS is a natural fit for applications that use sessions for communication. Require

ments in this case are usually determined when sessions are established, which may involve 

negotiations among all participants and resource reservations along the commimication 

path. Since it takes time to establish such QoS-enabled sessions, session-based QoS is 

mostly used for applications with long duration sessions and relatively fixed QoS require

ments, such as streaming stock quotes. 

Message-based QoS is used for applications in which individual messages have differ

ent QoS requirements. The determination of an individual message's QoS is often through a 
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mapping process, which maps a set of message attributes to QoS requirements. Since these 

attributes can include many different types of information such as message type, session 

identifier, object identifier, and location, the mapping process is very flexible and expres

sive. For example, in an enterprise computing environment, message-based QoS can easily 

be used for expressing the QoS requirements of a query to an enterprise directory system. 

In this case, the requirements might be determined by factors such as the sender's position 

in the company, their current location and time, and the access protocol (e.g. SMTP or 

HTTP) used for sending the request. 

These two ways of supporting QoS have different effects on how and where QoS is 

implemented in distributed service platforms. For example, session-based QoS can be 

supported by reserving resources at the session level, something that is not feasible for 

message-based QoS since each message might have a different QoS requirement. They 

also have different effects on other QoS support issues, such as supporting configurable 

QoS and resolving conflicts among QoS requirements. 

1.2.3 Multi-Dimensional QoS and Dynamic Environments 

As mentioned above, many distributed services and their clients need multi-dimensional 

QoS. For example, users of a highly confidential enterprise net-meeting service would typ

ically want the service to be simultaneously reliable, secure, and real-time. Meeting such 

requirements is especially challenging since the different attributes may affect one another. 

For example, implementing a reliable service using backups may decrease security because 

more machines are available to be compromised. Similarly, security requirements can af

fect timeliness, since executing time-consuming encryption algorithms on each request may 

cause some requests to miss their deadlines. If there is no such effect, the different QoS 

requirements can be supported independently. Otherwise, tradeoffs must be made. 

An additional challenge is that QoS attributes need to be guaranteed despite an environ

ment in which system and network characteristics, and the QoS requirements themselves. 
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may change dynamically during execution. For example, many distributed services that 

use large shared networks experience runtime changes such as congestion and router fail

ures that may affect QoS; in this case, the services must respond appropriately to maintain 

the required QoS level or to negotiate a reduced level with the service. Such scenarios 

also happen frequently in mobile computing environments. For example, when users move 

from a secure LAN to an insecure public LAN, they might need a higher level of security; 

or when users roam from broadband to wireless communication, it might be impossible to 

meet their original real-time requirements. 

1.3 Multi-Dimensional QoS for Distributed Service Platforms 

1,3.1 QoS Architecture 

Our approach to providing support for multi-dimensional QoS in distributed service plat

forms is through designing and implementing QoS architectures [ACH98]. A QoS archi

tecture provides a framework for specifying QoS requirements and for implementing QoS 

mechanisms that can satisfy these requirements. A good QoS architecture significantly re

duces the effort needed to support complex requirements in distributed systems. Examples 

of existing QoS architectures include Quo [ZBS97, LSZ"^01], QoS Broker [NS95], QoS-A 

[CCH94], IntServ [BCS94], and DiffServ [BBC+98]. 

A key element of our approach is to apply the software engineering concept of sep

aration of concerns [Par72, TOHJ99, KHH+01]. Using this, we first identify different 

issues that must be addressed, and then encapsulate the solution to each issue as a separate 

software module. Modules are subsequently composed to develop a solution that satis

fies multiple concerns. Appropriate use of this idea can reduce software complexity, and 

facilitate software reuse and customization. 

There are two levels at which separation of concerns applies to the challenge of support

ing multi-dimensional QoS in distributed service platforms. The first is separating support 

for QoS from support for basic functionality that is provided by such platforms. The sec
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ond is separating the support for the multiple QoS attributes such as reliability, security, 

and timeliness. Ideally, for the first level, we need to separate the development of QoS 

support from the service platform, and then integrate that support into the platforms in a 

flexible and seamless fashion; for the second level, the goal is to develop support for dif

ferent QoS aspects separately, and then compose the appropriate modules needed to meet 

a multi-dimensional QoS requirement. Therefore, to develop a QoS architecture for use in 

distributed service platforms, the following two issues must be addressed; 

• Integration of QoS support into the platforms in a way that minimizes impact on 

basic functionality. 

• Providing flexible support for customizable multi-dimensional QoS. 

The first issue emphasizes the combination of QoS support with other parts of a service 

platform, while the second issue emphasizes the implementation of the QoS support itself 

In the following, we discuss these issues in more detail. 

1.3.2 Integrating QoS Control into Service Platforms 

The approach used to integrate QoS into a service platform is crucial to the success of a 

QoS architecture. It should, in particular, have the following properties: 

• Portability. The same QoS support should be easy to use for different service plat

forms and applications. For example, it should be possible to use the software mod

ules for fault tolerance for multiple service platforms such as CORBA and Java RMI 

with no change or only small changes. 

• Transparency. To use a service platform extended with QoS support, application 

programs should not need to be changed, or only require small changes. For example, 

it should be possible to use an application developed for a regular CORBA platform 

on one with fault tolerance extensions with no changes or only small changes. 
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• Efficiency. The execution overhead of the integration support over and above the 

cost of enforcing the attributes itself should be minimal. If this is the case, then 

applications only pay for their required QoS with minimal extra cost. 

Realizing these properties depends primarily on where and how QoS support is added to a 

service platform. Since QoS requirements are usually systemic requirements, the locations 

to which QoS support is added should be the key points in the control flow of a distributed 

system, that is, locations where the overall QoS properties of the system can be controlled. 

Intercepting key messages exchanged among modules in a service platform is a typical 

way to affect the execution in this way. By adding actions such as delaying, duplicating, 

and dropping messages to these interception points, we can provide support for properties 

such as reliability, security, and timeliness. For example, enhanced reliability requirements 

can be realized by retransmitting or duplicating a request, while security requirements can 

be realized by encrypting messages. Similarly, timeliness requirements can be realized 

by delaying the processing of some low priority requests to ensure high priority requests 

can be processed in time. Since messages are intercepted at the module boundaries, such a 

structure does not violate the rationale behind the modular design. As a result, this approach 

is both transparent and portable, and can be optimized to be efficient. 

The specific details of this interception approach vary depending on the type of the ser

vice platform and whether QoS is session or message based. For the endpoint approach, 

the interception and QoS control should be at endpoints since most functionality is im

plemented on these machines. Similarly, for the network approach, the interception and 

QoS control should generally be implemented on machines operated by the network ser

vice providers. To support session-based QoS, the software modules that implement the 

attributes are configured on a session basis so that all the requests and replies associated 

with a session are affected by the same QoS control. To support message-based QoS, since 

each message might require different QoS, the software modules must be configured or 

executed differently for different messages. 
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1.3.3 Providing Customizable Multi-Dimensional QoS 

To provide customizable multi-dimensional QoS, a QoS architecture must deal with four 

major issues; 

• Specification and mapping. A QoS architecture should provide techniques for spec

ifying application QoS requirements and be able to map these requirements to lower-

level resource requirements and system configuration parameters. 

• Reusable software modules. A QoS architecture should support the reuse of mod

ules implementing QoS attributes across different service platforms. 

• Highly configurable QoS. A QoS architecture should provide a framework that sup

ports different QoS for different situations. 

• Resolving requirement conflicts. A QoS architecture should be able to resolve 

conflicts among QoS reqxiirements and to provide solutions that implement different 

tradeoffs. 

Other important issues include how to monitor those parts of the current system state that 

affect QoS attributes, how to verify that a given QoS architecture meets specified require

ments, and how to change a configuration dynamically to meet changes in requirements or 

execution environment. 

In the following, we discuss the above four issues in more detail, and introduce other 

important issues briefly. We also discuss the different considerations when addressing these 

issues for service platforms that use the endpoint and network approaches, respectively. 

Specification and mapping. A QoS specification is a language or other means of ex

pressing QoS requirements in a precise way. Such a specification should allow quantitative 

or qualitative descriptions of a QoS attribute, the relations among the attributes, and how 

QoS should be adapted when resource availability or the execution environment changes. 
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It should be declarative, that is, only specifying what QoS is required, not how to realize 

the requirements. 

QoS can be specified at different layers of a system. For example, it can be specified 

using application-layer concepts such as response time, transfer rate, and reliability, or it 

can be specified using implementation-layer concepts such as retransmission times, prior

ity, and encryption and decryption algorithms. QoS mapping is the process of transforming 

QoS specifications among different layers and can be used to improve the flexibility of 

QoS control. For example, an application-layer QoS specification can be mapped to an 

implementation-layer specification to generate the configuration of software modules for a 

given application. Or, when the execution environment changes and the current configu

ration cannot meet the original QoS requirements, the application-layer QoS specification 

can be re-mapped to a different set of implementation-layer QoS specifications and the sys

tem can be reconfigured so that it can continue to meet the QoS requirements in the new 

execution environment. 

QoS specification and mapping are different for different types of service platforms. 

For service platforms using the endpoint approach, specification and mapping only apply 

to QoS requirements at the endpoints. On the other hand, for service platforms using 

the network approach, specification and mapping are embedded in the network and hence 

must be able to express and differentiate the QoS requirements for multiple endpoints. For 

example, a QoS specification might require that requests fi-om some endpoints always have 

higher priority than requests fi-om other endpoints. 

Reusable software modules. QoS modules, the software modules implementing basic 

QoS mechanisms, are the basis for QoS customization. Different configurations of modules 

can be used to support different QoS requirements. For example, one QoS module might 

implement a message retransmission mechanism to improve reliability, while another might 

implement an encryption algorithm to improve security. These two modules can be used 

together to address multi-dimensional QoS issues by providing reliability and security at 
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the same time. 

Combining QoS modules, however, is not trivial since modules cannot necessarily be 

used together arbitrarily. For the above example, the retransmission module might need 

to bypass the encryption module when retransmitting a request to avoid re-encrypting a 

message that has already been encrypted. In general, the relation between QoS modules can 

be independent, dependent, or conflicting. Independent modules can be combined without 

considering others; dependent modules must be combined according to their dependency 

relations; and conflicting modules cannot be combined together, or need mechanisms to 

resolve the conflicts [Hil98]. 

QoS modules should also be reusable so that new systems can be built using already ex

isting QoS modules. The re-usability of QoS modules is based on the fact that most existing 

techniques for implementing QoS attributes (e.g., replication for reliability, scheduling for 

timeliness) are not specific to a given application. As a result, the corresponding QoS mod

ules can often be used for different application programs with minimal changes. Of course, 

the techniques usually differ depending on whether the distributed service platforms use 

the endpoint or network approach, and whether QoS is session or message based. 

Highly configurable QoS. As already noted, providing highly configurable QoS is im

portant for supporting multi-dimensional QoS in dynamic environments. However, provid

ing this capability is not easy. For example, simply designing a collection of QoS modules 

that are largely independent is difficult. Event-based frameworks such as Cactus [HSWOO] 

are ideal foundations for maximizing such independence because events provide an extra 

level of indirection in the control flow. This indirection minimizes direct references from 

one module to another, thereby increasing independence. 

Resolving requirement conflicts. There are two kinds of QoS requirement conflicts. The 

first is among requests. For example, one request's timeliness requirement may conflict 

with another request's timeliness requirement. The second is among QoS attributes. For 
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example, the security requirement of a request might conflict with its timeliness require

ment. In either case, a QoS architecture must capture the tradeoffs among multiple conflict

ing requirements. Mechanisms also need to be provided to resolve these conflicts, and to 

try to find the best possible solutions. One way to do this is to specify a preference among 

different QoS requirement. For example, a user might specify that they prefer security over 

timeliness, and thus, when system cannot meet both requirements simultaneously, the sys

tem will first try to meet the security requirement. Similarly, some users may have higher 

priority than other users, so the system will try to meet their requests' requirements first. 

1.4 New QoS Architectures for Customizable Multi-Dimensional QoS 

This dissertation presents two new QoS software architectures to support customizable 

combinations of QoS mechanisms: CQoS [HHRS03] for distributed object platforms such 

as CORBA, Java RMl, and DCOM; and QBox [HHS04] for general request-reply based 

systems such as mobile service platforms. Both architectures are based on Cactus, a frame

work for building highly configurable protocols and services in distributed systems. 

CQoS (Configurable QoS) is an architecture for implementing multi-dimensional QoS 

in a transparent, highly customizable, and portable manner for distributed object platforms. 

It accomplishes these goals by using an interception approach, where the interceptor con

sists of two parts; application- and object platform-dependent stubs/skeletons and a generic 

QoS component. The QoS component, which is implemented using Cactus, provides cus

tomizable QoS enhancements such as fault tolerance, security, and timeliness. Compared 

with other approaches, CQoS emphasizes portability across different distributed object 

platforms, while the use of Cactus allows custom combinations of fault-tolerance, secu

rity and timeliness attributes to be realized on a per-object basis in a straightforward way. 

CQoS has been applied to enhance multi-dimensional QoS support for CORBA and Java 

RMl, two well-known distributed object platforms. 

In CQoS, the configuration of the QoS components is fixed at RPC binding time (ses
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sion creation) and a new binding is needed when QoS requirements or resource conditions 

change. Such an approach is too restrictive for message-based QoS required by mobile 

service platforms, in which the QoS requirements and runtime environment (including re

source availability) may change frequently, and most sessions are short lived. The QBox 

architecmre is targeted for such systems by allowing flexible combinations of attributes 

related to reliability, availability, security, and service differentiation to be enforced on a 

per service request basis. Besides QoS mechanisms, the architecture has a QoS policy 

determination component that determines the QoS requirements for each request, a QoS 

enforcement component that decides how to use the QoS mechanisms to satisfy the re

quirements, and a QoS monitor component to monitor the QoS status of the system. The 

QBox approach has been applied to enhance multi-dimensional QoS support for the AT&T 

iMobUe system, an experimental mobile service platform being developed at AT&T Labs -

Research. 

The major contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows; 

• A software architecture called CQoS that implements multi-dimensional QoS in a 

transparent, highly customizable, and portable manner for distributed object plat

forms. 

• Implementation and experimental evaluation of CQoS on CORBA and Java RMI. 

• A software architecture called QBox for general request-reply based systems that 

allows flexible combinations of attributes related to reliability, timeliness, security, 

and service differentiation to be enforced on a per service request basis. 

• Customizable dependability based on QBox to allow QoS tradeoffs. 

• Implementation and experimental evaluation of QBox and the customizable depend

ability mechanisms on iMobile. 
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1.5 Dissertation Outline 

The remaiBder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related work 

on providing QoS for distributed service platforms, as well as other areas such as networks 

and multimedia communication systems. 

Chapter 3 presents the CQoS architecture, which is designed for distributed service 

platforms that use the endpoint approach. We first describe the overall structure of CQoS, 

which includes interceptors and service components. We then describe the implementa

tion of CQoS on CORBA and Java RMI, and present experimental results to evaluate the 

overhead of the architecture. 

Chapter 4 describes how configurable multi-dimensional QoS can be realized using 

CQoS. Specifically, we present the design and implementation of micro-protocols that en

hance QoS including fault tolerance, security, and timeliness. We also examine how these 

micro-protocols can be combined in different ways and the performance of these combina

tions. 

Chapter 5 presents the QBox architecture, which is designed for mobile service plat

forms and other platforms that use the network approach. We first examine the specifics 

of providing QoS for these platforms, and then describe the structure of a QBox, which 

includes components for policy processing and QoS mechanisms. We also describe a spe

cific QBox implementation in the context of the AT&T iMobile system and evaluate its 

performance. 

Chapter 6 illustrates the use of the QBox architecture to support customizable depend

ability in mobile service platforms. We first examine the issue of QoS tradeoffs, which 

are important to providing QoS in these platforms. We then present our approach, which 

involves the use of QoS-aware request ordering and replica selection algorithms to satisfy a 

request's fault tolerance and timeliness requirements. We also present experimental result 

to evaluate these algorithms. 

Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation and offers future research directions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

Our work is related to other research on QoS architectures, especially in the areas of dis

tributed service platforms, networks, and multimedia communication systems. Since most 

work in the first category uses CORBA as the platform, we focus our review on systems 

that provide QoS for CORBA. Note that some of these approaches (e.g. [NMMSOO]) also 

consider other service platforms such as Java RMI, but the techniques used are similar. We 

also review research on providing QoS in networks and multimedia systems, which address 

relevant topics such as QoS specification, QoS mapping, and QoS enforcement. Finally, we 

summarize how all this work addresses the challenges identified in Chapter 1 for providing 

customizable multi-dimensional QoS. 

2.1 QoS Architectures for CORBA 

In this section, we first introduce CORBA, and then present an overview of various ap

proaches that have been used to add QoS to this platform. After that, we describe a number 

of specific projects in this space. 

2.1.1 CORBA Basics 

CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) is a standard distributed object 

platform specified by the Object Management Group (OMG) [OMGOO]. CORBA is de

signed to be the core communication infirastructure for distributed applications, which 

shields applications from non-portable details of the underlying operating systems, hard

ware platforms, and the communication protocols and networks. 
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FIGURE 2.1. Components in CORBA service platform. 

CORBA defines objects as the unit of distribution. Each object has an object identifier, 

an object reference, and an interface described by the CORBA interface definition language 

(IDL). A client can invoke operations specified in the interface of a remote object without 

concern for where the object resides or in what language it is written. 

CORBA provides the basic fiinctions for remote invocation through the Object Request 

Broker (ORB), stub, and skeleton (figure 2.1). Specifically: 

• The ORB provides the core fimctions of CORBA at the endpoints, as a layer situated 

between the applications and the operating systems. ORBs communicate using GIOP 

(General Inter-ORB Protocol). Note that GIOP is also called HOP (Internet Inter-

ORB Protocol) when it uses TCP/IP as the underlying transport protocol. 

• The stub and skeleton mask the details of interactions with the ORB, and provide 

an object-orient programming model to applications. The stub of an object is at the 

client side representing the object, while the skeleton is at the object side representing 

the client. A client invokes an object's methods by invoking its stub, and through the 

ORB and the skeleton, the object's methods are invoked. Replies are returned to 

the client through the reverse path. The stub and skeleton of an object can be static 

and only used for invoking a specific object, or dynamic (DII and DSI in figure 2.1) 

and able to invoke any object. Static stubs and skeletons can be generated fi-om an 

object's IDL specification. 

CORBA also provides a set of services for object management, such as a Persistence 
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Object Service, a Transaction Service, an Event Service, and a Naming Service. A CORBA 

service is viewed as a collection of IDL interfaces, and it can be composed of several 

objects located at different machines on the network. The service is inherently accessible 

from anywhere. 

Although the original CORBA standard does not support QoS, many later extensions 

address issues such as fault tolerance, real time, and security. However, most of these 

focus only on one specific QoS attribute and do not consider supporting multiple attributes 

simultaneously. Other efforts related to CORBA with support for fault tolerance and other 

attributes are reviewed below. 

2.1.2 Integration Approaches Overview 

Work on adding QoS to CORBA and other distributed service platforms can generally be 

classified into one of several approaches depending on how the functionality is added to 

the system. These include the service approach, the integrated approach, the interception 

approach, and the gateway approach. We give an overview of these approaches here before 

providing more details of specific projects. 

The service approach implements QoS enhancements as separate CORBA services 

transparently to the ORB, while the integrated approach directly modifies the ORB to pro

vide the enhancements. Both approaches can be made transparent to the application. The 

integrated approach typically provides better performance since low level optimizations 

are possible, but interoperability becomes an issue. While the service approach is better for 

portability and interoperability, it is difficult to make any guarantees for communication 

between the client and service, which makes it impossible to guarantee end-to-end timeli

ness or security. A good discussion of the tradeoffs between these approaches is presented 

in [FGG97]. The service approach has been used for fault tolerance in the CORBA Group 

Communication Service (GCS) [FGG96] and DOORS pSfGYSOO], and standard CORBA 

services such as the security service can be viewed as examples of this approach. The 
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integrated approach has been used to enhance fault tolerance in Orbix+Isis and Electra 

[LM97, Maf95], and timeliness properties in Real-Time CORBA (TAO) [SGHP97], and 

could naturally be used to enhance any other QoS attribute. 

The interception approach, as the name suggests, works by intercepting messages or 

requests. These systems are classified based on whether the interception takes place above 

or below the service platforms. With CORBA, approaches that operate above the ORB 

have used mechanisms such as smart stubs and interceptors [TKHGOO], delegates in Quo 

[LSZ"^01], and reflection in Reflective Fault-Tolerant CORBA [KFOO]. The CORBA 2.2 

standard [OMGOO] also provides an interception mechanism, but it has a number of lim

itations [PruOO, WHOO, BBC+04]. Approaches that operate below the ORB intercept the 

HOP messages sent by the ORB before they are passed to the operating system as in Eter

nal [MSMKNOO, MMSN+00, NMMS99]. Similar approaches have also been used with 

Java RMI [NMMSOO] and other distributed object-based systems [FP98, KKOO, PruOO]. 

The interception approach has been used for fault tolerance (e.g., [FP98, MMSN+00, 

NMMS99]), security (e.g., [FP98, NMMS99, TKHGOO]), and timeliness (e.g., [KKOO, 

LSZ+01, MSMKNOO, NMMS99]). 

Interception approaches that operate above the service platform provide a higher level 

of abstraction for implementing the QoS enhancements. For example, existing services can 

be used to locate, communicate with, and detect the failure of servers. Other services such 

as CORBA security services can also be used if desired, while approaches that do not build 

on top of the platform must use lower-level facilities to accomplish these tasks. However, 

interception below the service platform can provide better performance since it can utilize 

efficient custom transport protocols. 

In the gateway approach, a gateway component inserted at the transport layer between 

the clients and servers is responsible for implementing the QoS enhancements. The gate

way may be a single component [BPS+OO] or may have separate client and server sides that 

interact [SZK"*'99]. The gateway must be able to intercept the transport layer messages, 

such as HOP messages in CORBA. This is done in [BPS'*"00], for example, by using a fire
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wall to forward all HOP messages to the gateway. The QuO distributed gateway [SZK'^99] 

uses a client-side proxy to direct requests to the client-side gateway, which can then interact 

with the server-side gateway using any mechanism, e.g., a group communication service. 

This approach does not require any modifications to the CORBA ORB and could be used 

to implement any type of enhancement. However, since the gateway may reside on a differ

ent host than the client and server, it may not be possible to provide strict end-to-end QoS 

guarantees. Moreover, the extra communication steps introduce a performance penalty. 

In the following, we will review the major projects mentioned above, including Or-

bix+Isis, Electra, and TAO, which use the integrated approach; the CORBA Group Com

munication Service and DOORS, which use the service approach; Eternal and Reflective 

Fault-Tolerant CORBA, which use the interception approach; and Quo, which uses a com

bination of the interception and gateway approaches. 

2.1.3 Orbix+Isis and Electra 

Both Orbix+Isis [Orb95] and Electra [LM97, Maf95] are systems designed to support de

velopment of reliable distributed applications by extending CORBA using group communi

cation toolkits such as Isis [Bir85] and Horus [RBM96]. These toolkits provide enhanced 

semantics for communication such as multicast, group membership, ordering of request 

delivery, and virtual synchrony that make it easier to build such applications. 

The basic concepts in these systems are object groups and virtual synchrony, which are 

based on functionalities provided by the underlying group communication kits. An object 

group is a group of replicated or associated CORBA objects implementing the same in

terface, while virtual synchrony provides logically synchronous execution for significant 

events such as request delivery, failure notifications, and membership changes at all repli

cas. Using these abstractions, a collection of objects can be treated as a single object. In 

particular, clients can invoke operations on an object group without needing to know the ex

act membership of the group, and an object group can continue to provide services despite 
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object failures, asynchronous communication, and group membership changes. 

Both Orbix+Isis and Electra use the integrated approach, in which the ORBs are mod

ified to use their respective group communication toolkits (figure 2.2). They are similar 

in that the modifications are transparent to the client, and an invocation to an object group 

is multicast to all the members in the group through the modified ORBs. However, they 

differ in the following ways. First, Orbix+Isis only supports server object groups, while 

Electra supports both client and server object groups. Second, to be a member, an object in 

Orbix+Isis must be extended to handle notifications from the modified ORB, such as mem

bership changes and state transfer, while an object in Electra directly calls the modified 

ORB to create, destroy, join, and leave a group. Third, in Orbix+Isis, the group properties 

such as total order or causal order are specified in the Isis Repository, which allows changes 

in application behavior without code modification or recompilation, while in Electra, the 

group properties are passed through the group creation interfaces. In addition, Electra uses 

a modular architecture, and thus, it can use group communication toolkits other than Isis 

and Horns. 

2.1.4 TAG 

TAO [SGHP97] is a CORBA system that provides end-to-end real-time guarantees for 

applications by using the integrated approach to optimize the ORB to support real-time re

quirements (figure 2.3). In particular, TAO provides timeliness guarantees by including in 

the ORB a Gigabit I/O subsystem to optimize I/O for execution at Gigabit rates over high

speed ATM networks, and a suite of real-time GIOP/IIOP protocols to provide efficient 

and predictable transmission of requests using standard GIOP/IIOP protocols. Further

more, it provides real-time Object Adapters to schedule and dispatch requests in real-time, 

and many application specific codes. The last provides such functionalities as end-to-end 

real-time requirements specification, lightweight marshaling and immarshalling based on 

compiler analysis, and buffer management schemes. 
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FIGURE 2.2. Integrated approach for Orbix+Isis and Electra. 

Since applications can have widely varying requirements, TAO uses service classes 

to specify QoS, where each class is defined using high-level QoS parameters such as 

throughput, latency, and reliability. The system identifies four typical service classes that 

correspond to continuous media, bulk data, low-latency transaction messages, and high-

bandwidth streams [GP96]. Low-level QoS parameters, such as network bandwidth and 

latency, transfer rate, and buffer size, are then derived automatically. In addition, applica

tions in TAO can specify QoS parameters on a per-request or per-object basis. For example, 

an event service for real-time avionics may choose to propagate navigation events with a 

higher priority (lower latency) than sensor events. In contrast, a video-on-demand server 

may only need to specify QoS parameters per-object. 

2.1.5 CORBA Group Communication Service (GCS) 

CORBA GCS [FGG96] also uses the concept of object groups to improve the fault-tolerance 

of an object using group communication. However, it differs from Orbix+Isis and Electra in 
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FIGURE 2.4. Service approach for CORBA Group Communication Service. 

that it uses the service approach so that the group commimication is provided as a CORBA 

service on top of the ORB, and not as part of the ORB itself (figure 2.4). As a result, it 

requires no modification of the ORB and is easily portable from one ORB to another. More

over, with this approach, other CORBA services can be used within the group communi

cation service. For example, CORBA GCS can use a Recovery Service to recover server 

objects from crash failures, or a Persistent Object Service to manage persistent replicas. 

In CORBA GCS, using an object group is not transparent to client and server objects. 

For example, for a client to send a request to an object group, the client must send the 
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request to the group communication service, which is then in charge of multicasting the 

request (with the desired semantics) and collecting the replies. Similarly, server objects 

have to invoke the GCS to join groups and multicast messages. However, object groups 

can be made transparent to client applications by smart proxies at the client side, which 

can be automatically generated from IDL descriptions. On the server side, member objects 

are required to support a specific set of operations that enable the group communication 

services to notify them of membership changes and state updates. 

2.1.6 DOORS 

DOORS [NGYSOO] is designed to provide fault tolerance for CORBA applications. The 

system uses the service approach, which is implemented through a fault-tolerance CORBA 

service. In DOORS, an object group must register with the fault-tolerance service so that 

client applications can query the service to obtain the object group and make invocations on 

the object group. The service manages the replicas and the state of the associated groups. 
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DOORS uses replication and monitoring of infrastructure components to ensure there is 

no single point of failure in the system. Figure 2.5 illustrates the major components of the 

fault-tolerance service in DOORS, including the Replication Manager, the FaultDetector, 

and the Super FaultDetector. 

The Replication Manager component is responsible for creating object groups, and 

for adding and deleting replicas in an object group. Object groups can be created with 

various properties including replication style, membership style, consistency style, and 

initial/minimum number of replicas. Replication style specifies how request processing 

on replicas is performed; examples include ACTIVE, where all replicas handle requests 

independently; WARM_PASSIVE, where a single primary replica handles requests, and 

if the primary fails, another existing replica is selected to function as the new primary; 

and COLD-PASSIVE, where a single primary replica handles requests, and if the primary 

fails, another replica is created on-demand to function as the new primary. Membership 

and consistency styles indicate whether the group membership and data consistency are 

controlled by the application or by the system. 

The FaultDetector and Super FaultDetector components support hierarchical fault de

tection and notification. In particular, the former performs object-level fault detection, 

while the latter performs host-level fault detection. In addition, both propagate fault re

ports to the Replication Manager, and support both push-based (heartbeats) and pull-based 

(polling) object monitoring. 

2.1.7 Eternal 

The Eternal system [MMSN"''00, NMMS02] uses the interception approach to provide 

transparent fault-tolerance to CORBA. Similar to many other projects. Eternal also uses 

the concept of object groups for replicated objects. Here, both client and server objects of 

the CORBA application can be replicated, with replicas distributed across the system. Eter

nal supports different replication styles, such as active, cold passive, and warm passive, for 
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every application object. To facilitate replica consistency. Eternal conveys the HOP mes

sages of the CORBA application using the reliable totally-ordered multicast messages of 

the underljdng group communication system. Totem [MMSA"'"96]. 

The system is built using components both above and below the ORB, as shown in 

figure 2.6. The components above the ORB are CORBA objects, while the components be

neath the ORB are non-CORBA C++ objects that must be present on every processor within 

the system. The specific components above the ORB are the Replication Manager, the Fault 

Notifier, and the Fault Detector. The Replication Manager handles the creation, deletion, 

and replication of both the application objects and the system objects according to user 

specifications. The Fault Detector detects the failure of replicas, objects, and processors 

in the system, while the Fault Notifier uses the information gathered by the Fault Detector 

to notify other interested components of system failures. The Replication Manager, Fault 

Detector, and Fault Notifier are themselves implemented as collection of CORBA objects, 

and thus, can be replicated using Eternal's mechanisms. 

The components below the ORB are the Interceptor, the Replication Mechanisms, and 
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the Recovery Mechanisms. The Interceptor "attaches" itself to every CORBA object at 

runtime. It captures the HOP messages that are destined for TCP/IP, and diverts them to 

the Replication Mechanisms for multicasting via Totem. The Interceptor is transparent to 

the ORB and the application, and is implemented independently from the ORB. The Repli

cation Mechanisms and the Recovery Mechanisms are used to maintain strong consistency 

on the replicas, detect and recover from faults, and sustain operation in all components of 

a partitioned system. 

2.1.8 Reflective Fault-Tolerant CORBA 

Reflective Fault-Tolerant CORBA [KFOO] uses the interception approach to integrate fault-

tolerance support into CORBA (figure 2.7). The interception is done using reflection 

mechanisms, especially compile-time reflection based on open compilers such as openC-H-

[Chi95] and OpenJava [TCIKOO]. Open compilation creates a metalevel object, called a 

metaobject, for each CORBA object, and generates code for the interaction between an 

object and its metaobject, called the Metaobject Protocol (MOP). Using this approach, an 

object can be controlled externally by its metaobjects. 

Figure 2.7 shows the entities in reflective fault-tolerant CORBA. The ones that are es

pecially unique to this approach are metastubs, metaobjects, and metafactories. Besides 

exchanging requests and replies, the metastub and metaobject control the corresponding 

stub and server object's behavior though MOP. For example, they can activate the stub and 

object by calling their constructors, deactivate them by calling their destructors, invoke 

their methods, and get and set their state. Based on these, more complex control can be 

developed, such as retransmission, checkpoint, and replication. The metafactory is respon

sible for creating the metaobjects and metastubs on demand from the stubs and objects. 

The fault-tolerance mechanisms are implemented as metaobjects, which are created for 

CORBA objects according to the fault-tolerance strategy specified in a configuration file. 

For example, a primary-backup strategy can be used for managing replicated CORBA ob-
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jects in an object group. Similar to other projects, the metaobjects use an underlying group 

communication service to provide reliable request delivery and object group membership. 

2.1.9 Quo 

The Quality Object (Quo) architecture [ZBS97, LSZ"^01] uses both the interception and 

the gateway approaches to extends CORBA and other service platforms with various QoS 

attributes (figure 2.8). The interception is implemented using Delegates, which act as local 

proxies for remote objects. Each delegate provides an interface similar to that of the remote 

object stub, but adds locally adaptive behaviors based on the current QoS state, as measured 

by the system. Object gateways are for adding QoS guarantees to Quo, which is achieved 

by using special communication protocols between a client-side gateway and a server side 

gateway [SZK+99]. For example, RSVP [ZDE+93] can be used to manage bandwidth, 

while AQuA [CRS"'"98] can be used to improve reliability. 

Quo also uses other components to specify, measure, and control the QoS aspects of an 

application (figure 2.8). In particular. Contracts are used to specify the level of service de

sired by a client and the level of service an object expects to provide. Regions in a contract 

indicate possible measured QoS, and actions to take when the level of QoS changes. Sys

tem condition objects (SysCond) are used to provide interfaces to resources, mechanisms, 

objects, and ORBs in the system that need to be measured based on Quo contracts. Finally, 
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property managers are used to manage a given QoS property (such as rehability via repli

cation, or throughput via RSVP) for a set of QuO-enabled server objects on behalf the Quo 

clients using those server objects. 

2.2 Other QoS Architectures 

This section reviews research on providing QoS in networks and multimedia systems, in

cluding two Internet QoS frameworks, IntServ and DifiEServ, and two QoS architectures for 

multimedia communication systems, QoS Broker and QoS-A. 

2.2.1 IntServ 

IntServ [BCS94] is an Internet QoS framework specified by the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF) aimed at providing per-flow QoS guarantees to individual application ses

sions. IntServ uses the concept of a flow to describe a chain of packets from a sending 

application to a receiving application traversing the network, all of which are covered by 

the same QoS requirement. A flow is characterized by two specifications; a traffic speci

fication, specifying the flow's expected traffic pattern; and a service request specification. 
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specifying the flow's desired QoS. All elements along the flow path, such as routers, sub

networks, and end-point operating systems, are QoS-aware and must support interfaces 

specified in IntServ. A flow's end-to-end QoS is determined by the combination of all the 

elements along the flow's end-to-end path. 

IntServ defines multiple service classes in addition to the existing best effort service 

so that applications can choose a particular class based on their QoS requirements. These 

service classes are specified in terms of delay, including; controlled delay, which pro

vides several levels of delay from which an application can choose; predicted delay, which 

provides a statistical delay bound; and guaranteed delay, which provides an absolute guar

anteed delay bound. 

The IntServ architecture (figure 2.9) uses a number of components to enforce the QoS 

control, including a packet scheduler, a classifier, an admission controller, and a reservation 

setup protocol. The packet scheduler forwards packets using a set of queues and timers. 

The classifier maps each incoming packet into a set of QoS classes. The admission con

troller determines whether a new flow should be admitted or denied. The reservation setup 

protocol, which is a signaling protocol such as RSVP, creates and maintains flow-specific 

state along the flow path. 

While IntServ provides useful features, it also has several limitations. Perhaps the most 

important of these is that providing per-flow QoS is not scalable since flow-specific state 
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needs to be maintained along the flow path. Another problem is that the setup of a flow 

depends on the signaling protocols, which lack many QoS features such as QoS negotiation 

and configuration. 

2.2.2 DiffServ 

DiffServ [BBC+98] is another IETF standard aimed at providing scalable QoS in network 

systems. The basic idea for improving scalability is to reduce the state maintained in the 

network, especially in routers. This is achieved by making each packet carry its own QoS 

state. In particular, this state is included in each packet by marking the packet's header 

with one of the standard codepoints defined in DiffServ, which determines how a packet is 

treated by routers along the path. This approach reduces the state maintained in the network 

and also simplifies the forwarding decisions in routers. 

Figure 2.10 shows a DiflEServ domain with a set of interior routers and boundary routers. 

The boundary routers classify incoming packets into microflows according to TCP/IP header 

fields, and mark the microflows according to service level agreements (SLAs). Out-of-

profile packets may be dropped or marked with a different priority level such as best-effort. 

The interior nodes perform the subsequent forwarding. Since they do not need to do ex

pensive classifying operations, they can process packets at high speeds. 
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In contrast to IntServ, Diffserv does not define any service classes. However, it does 

include basic structures for defining service classes, namely, per hop behavior (PHB) and 

per domain behavior (PDB). A PHB is used to define how a packet is processed at each 

hop, while a PDB is used to define how a packet is processed at a boundary when crossing 

domains. Some examples ofPHB would be: packets in class A receive strictly x% outgoing 

link bandwidth; packets in class A receive at least x% outgoing link bandwidth, and fair 

share of extra available bandwidth; or always queue packets in class A before packets in 

class B. PDB is used for SLAs among domains, so that end-to-end QoS can be provided 

for packets that need to traverse multiple domains. 

2.2.3 QoS Broker 

QoS Broker [NS95] is designed to support end-to-end QoS for networked multimedia 

streaming applications, which are delay-sensitive and require services with guarantees of 

resource availability and timeliness. The essence of QoS Broker is resource reservation and 

management of end-to-end resources according to application QoS requirements. 

QoS Broker assumes an endpoint communication model, illustrated in figure 2.11, 

which includes two major communication components; an application subsystem and a 

transport subsystem. The application subsystem provides functions such as multimedia 

call management, I/O device management to move data from/to multimedia devices, and 

synchronization of the received media and its delivery to the application. The transport 

subsystem provides connection management, error correction, rate (bandwidth) control, 

and movement of data to and from the computer/network interface. The application sub

system is assumed to be embedded in a less-privileged OS user space protection domain. 

For reasons of data security, resource scheduling, and access to network interface hardware, 

the transport subsystem is embedded in a more protected QoS system space. This model 

also assumes that the OS has real-time capabilities such as real-time priorities, fine granu

larity timers, and locking mechanisms for specified memory buffers; and assumes that the 
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network layer supports QoS features like resource reservation and allocation. 

The QoS Broker is added to this model as an end-point resource manager to make 

communication systems ready for guaranteed transmission of multimedia streams. Specif

ically, it orchestrates resources needed for tasks in the application and transport subsystem 

at the end-point, negotiates with network resource management, and negotiates with the 

remote QoS Brokers. To orchestrate resources and support the decision-making process 

(the brokerage process), the broker must have access to information about application QoS 

requirements and resources in different components. This information is parameterized and 

stored in profiles, and is used by QoS broker to automate services such as QoS translation, 

admission, and negotiation, to properly configure the network links 

2.2.4 QoS-A 

The QoS-A (Quality of Service Architecture) [CCH94] is proposed for supporting con

figurable, predictable, and maintainable end-to-end QoS for continuous multimedia flows. 

This architecture uses the following key concepts; flow, characterizing the production, 

transmission, and consumption of single media streams (both unicast and multicast) with 

associated QoS; service contracts, specifying QoS levels agreements between users and 
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providers; andfloyv management, monitoring and maintaining the contracted QoS. 

QoS-A uses a layered architecture for QoS management and control, illustrated in fig

ure 2.12. The upper layer is a distributed service platform extended with services for mul

timedia communication and QoS specification. The second layer is the orchestration layer, 

which provides jitter correction and multimedia synchronization services among related 

flows. The transport layer provides a set of configurable QoS services and mechanisms, 

while the internetworking and lower layers form the basis for end-to-end communication. 

The system uses three vertical planes across these layers for QoS management: 

• The protocol plane is divided into user and control sub-planes since media data and 

control in a flow require different QoS and thus, need different protocols to man

age them. The user sub-plane is responsible for managing the resource sharing in 

end-systems among flows with widely diverse QoS requirements. It also includes a 

resource management component responsible for overseeing the allocation and adap

tation of the various protocol resources. The control sub-plane is responsible for 

establishment of point-to-point and multicast connections, and signaling support for 

dynamic QoS management required by the flow management plane. 
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® The QoS maintenance plane uses layer-specific QoS managers to monitor and main

tain the associated protocol entities. For example, at the orchestration layer, the QoS 

manager is responsible for the tightness of synchronization between multiple related 

flows, while at the transport layer, the QoS manager is concerned with intra-flow 

QoS such as bandwidth, loss, jitter, and delay. Based on flow monitoring informa

tion and a user supplied service contract, QoS managers maintain the level of QoS in 

the managed flow by fine-grained resource tuning. 

• The flow management plane is responsible for flow establishment (including end-

to-end admission control, QoS based routing and resource reservation), QoS map

ping (which translates QoS representations between layers), and QoS scaling (which 

constitutes QoS filtering and QoS adaptation for coarse grained QoS maintenance 

control). 

2.3 Summary of Approaches 

As discussed in chapter 1, four major issues must be addressed to support customizable 

multi-dimensional QoS in a QoS architecture. The first is QoS specification and map

ping, which deals with specifying QoS requirements and mapping these requirements to 

lower-level requirements and system parameters. The second is reusable software mod

ules, which allows the reuse of QoS mechanisms and techniques across different service 

platforms. The third is the ability to build systems with flexible combinations of QoS at

tributes, which requires a fi-ameworic supporting highly configurable software. Finally, the 

fourth is resolving requirement conflicts, which requires techniques for mediating conflicts 

among QoS requirements and implementing different tradeoffs. All the projects reviewed 

in this chapter have made different choices for how these issues are addressed. In the 

following, we summarize these choices. 

For QoS specification and mapping, the methods used in these efforts can be classified 

into one of the following approaches: 
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• Parameter approach. This approach specifies QoS requirements as a set of param

eters, which can be passed to QoS modules using function parameters, configuration 

files, property values, or interface definitions. This approach is used in many of the 

systems that use group communication systems to extend CORBA with fault toler

ance support, such as Orbix+Isis, Electra, DOORS, Reflective CORBA, and Eternal. 

• Service class approach. This approach pre-defines several service classes with dif

ferent QoS levels so that the application can choose one of the classes. These service 

classes can then easily be mapped to lower-level QoS parameters. This approach is 

used in IntServ, DiflCServ, and TAO. 

• Contract approach. This approach specifies QoS requirements and agreements us

ing a contract, which is usually determined through a negotiation process among all 

the participant components according to current resource availability and QoS re

quirements. This approach is used in QoS broker, QoS-A, and Quo. 

For reusable software modules, these systems provide different levels of support. The 

lowest level is when the system depends on the underlying software rather than implement

ing their own QoS modules. This is the approach used in Orbix+Isis, Electra, CORBA 

GCS, and Reflective Fault-Tolerant CORBA. The second level is when the system has its 

own QoS modules, but supports only a single QoS attribute. This simplifies the problem 

since there is no need to consider the issues related to combining QoS modules imple

menting different attributes. This is the approach used in TAO, DOORS, Eternal, IntServ, 

DiflBerv, QoS-Broker, and QoS-A. The third level is when the system supports QoS mod

ules implementing different QoS attributes, but does not consider combining them to sup

port multi-dimensional QoS. This approach is used in Quo and Eternal [NMMS99]. Note 

that none of these efforts consider the issue of constructing QoS modules that are portable 

across different service platforms. 

For highly configurable QoS, none of these systems use a general software framework 

providing such functionality, so configurability is realized in different ways. One is relying 
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on the underlying systems to provide the configurability. For example, by using Horus, 

a configurable group communication service, Electra can configure the object group in 

different ways to provide different fault-tolerance support. A similar approach is taken by 

CORBA GCS, DOORS, and Eternal. Another approach is using reflective mechanisms, 

such as in reflective Fault-tolerant CORBA, where different metaobjects can be created for 

CORBA objects according to the fault-tolerance strategy specified in a configuration file. 

For resolving requirement conflicts, the techniques include admission control, schedul

ing, negotiation, and adaptation: 

• Admission control dictates whether a flow or a message can enter the system. This 

approach is used in IntServ, DiffServ, QoS Broker, and QoS-A. 

• Scheduling is used to give some requests or sessions higher priority. This approach 

is used in IntServ and TAO. 

• Negotiation involves components interacting to determine the appropriate level of 

QoS that can meet both the QoS requirements and resource availability. This ap

proach is used in QoS-A, QoS Broker, and Quo. 

9 Adaptation is used to change the system behavior to respond to environmental changes. 

This approach is used in Quo, where a system can switch to another QoS region when 

system conditions or application requirements change. 

In general, while many of the systems described here address important issues, none 

provides a complete solution to the problem of implementing multi-dimensional QoS, for 

several reasons. The first is that some of the systems do not consider the problem of con

structing QoS modules that can be used across different service platforms. For example, 

many focus only on CORBA, rather than considering, say, both CORBA and Java RMI. 

The second is that most of the systems deal with only a single QoS attribute, rather than 

addressing issues related to multi-dimensional QoS or tradeoffs among QoS attributes. For 
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example, Orbix+Isis, Electra, and DOORS provide fault-tolerance, while TAO focuses only 

on timeliness. The third is that the configurability provided by these systems is not flexible 

enough to support the multi-dimensional QoS requirements and dynamic environments in 

which many distributed applications execute. Although some systems provide configurable 

QoS by using toolkits such as Horns, the configurability is limited by the toolkit. And for 

systems using reflective mechanisms, they usually need an open compiler that supports re

flection. There are also concerns in these systems about the levels of reflection supported 

and performance overhead. Finally, many of the QoS architectures in distributed systems 

are not designed for general applications or hardware environments. For example, QoS 

Broker is designed for multimedia applications using ATM networks or other networks that 

can provide QoS support, which allows its QoS specification, mapping, and enforcement 

functionality to be tailored to this environment. While this approach gives good results for 

the targeted applications and environments, it limits the generality of the architecture. 

This dissertation attempts to address challenges beyond those of other systems by in

troducing two QoS architectures to facilitate customizable multi-dimensional QoS in dis

tributed systems. One integrates QoS into existing distributed object platforms such as 

CORBA and Java RMI, while the other integrates QoS into mobile service platforms such 

as the AT&T iMobile system. Both architectures support QoS in a transparent, portable, 

and efficient way, and allow trade-offs to be made among the various QoS attributes. Sub

sequent chapters describe these architectures and their prototype implementations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CQoS ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

As discussed in chapter 1, service platforms such as CORBA [OMGOO], Java RMI [Sim98], 

and DCOM [BK98] provide high-level programming abstractions that facilitate distributed 

object computing, but lack a unified framework for supporting Quality of Service (QoS) 

guarantees related to fault tolerance, security, and timeliness. We have also observed that 

many of the basic techniques for implementing various QoS attributes can be used with 

minor changes on any platform supporting a request/reply interaction paradigm. Based on 

above observations, we have developed CQoS, a platform-independent QoS architecture 

for distributed object computing. CQoS consists of CQoS interceptors and configurable 

CQoS service components (figure 3.1). The service components can be customized to 

provide the desired combinations of attributes, while the interceptors are used to insert 

CQoS transparently between the application and platform on both the client and server 

hosts. The service component is implemented using the Java version of Cactus, a system 

that supports construction of highly-configurable network protocols and services [HSH'^99, 

HSWOO]. CQoS is designed to be easily portable, and in particular, to allow QoS attributes 

to be implemented in a way that can be used across different service platforms. To do this, 

the interceptor is used to abstract away platforms and application-specific details, providing 

a standard interface for implementing enhanced fiuictionality. 

The primary goal of this and the next chapter is to present CQoS as a single unified 

fi-amework for providing multi-dimensional QoS across multiple service platforms. We 

do this by first describing the software architecture and the mapping of the architecture to 

CORBA and Java RMI in this chapter, as well as base experimental results using Visibroker 

4.1 and JDK 1.3 on Linux. The examples of how customized fault-tolerance, timeliness, 

and security attributes can be realized in a platform-independent manner are then presented 
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in the next chapter, along with an evaluation of our approach in the context of related work. 

3.1 Overview 

The CQoS architecture allows the QoS attributes of a distributed object system to be cus

tomized transparently to client and server applications. In our prototype implementation, 

the service platform can be CORBA or Java RMI, but as noted above, the same approach 

can be used for any platform that supports a request-reply interaction paradigm, including 

standard remote procedure call (RPC) systems. For example, it would be feasible to inter

cept HTTP requests and replies, in which case the TCP socket layer would be viewed as 

the service platform layer. CQoS can be configured separately for each distributed object 

application in the system, allowing application-specific customization. 

CQoS uses an interception approach to integrate QoS customization into systems. As 

discussed in section 2.1.2, QoS customization can be done at different system levels, in

cluding below the platform, as a modification to the platform, or as a service built on 

top of the platform. Each alternative has its relative tradeoffs, including factors such as 

transparency, effectiveness of the approach, performance overhead, and the ease of imple

menting and customizing such service enhancements. In the case of CQoS. implementing 

on top of the service platform layer has a number of advantages, including the ability to use 

the higher-level primitives provided by the platform for locating objects and for performing 

inter-object communication. It also means that CQoS can be inserted transparently to both 

application objects and service platforms, requiring no changes in either. 
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The key observation enabling this design is that the fimdamental techniques for imple

menting QoS properties such as fault tolerance, security, or timeliness are similar regardless 

of the specific service platform. For example, fault tolerance can be increased by replicat

ing the server and multicasting each method call, independent of whether the platform 

is CORBA or Java RMI. The CQoS architecture eliminates the need for reimplementing 

similar techniques for different platforms by allowing QoS properties to be realized in a 

platform-independent manner. 

To achieve portability, CQoS is structured as two components; a platform and applica

tion specific CQoS interceptor and a generic CQoS service component that implements the 

QoS enhancements. The interceptor provides the service component with the necessary in

terfaces for manipulating requests and replies to implement the properties. Note that CQoS 

is needed only to enhance the QoS attributes provided to the application, not to replace or 

reimplement guarantees that are already provided. For example, if the underlying CORBA 

ORB provides security services, CQoS can be configured to enhance properties other than 

security. 

The CQoS interceptors for the client and server sides, called the CQoS stub and CQoS 

skeleton, respectively, are automatically generated firom the server IDL description (e.g., 

CORBA IDL) using a CQoS compiler. The generic CQoS service components on each 

side are implemented as Cactus components that are referred to as the Cactus client and 

Cactus server, respectively. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe these components in more detail; 

discussion of the CQoS compiler is deferred until section 3.4 since it is more implementa

tion specific. 

3.2 CQoS Interceptors 

Client-side interception is based on replacing the conventional stub used by service plat

forms such as CORBA or Java RMI by the CQoS stub (figure 3.2). When the client invokes 

a method on this stub, it creates an abstract request object and notifies the Cactus client. 
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The stub then stores the pending request until the call has been completed. Similarly, 

server-side interception is based on using the CQoS skeleton as a proxy server for the ac

tual server object. This skeleton overwrites the server object binding with the underlying 

platform layer. This causes the incoming requests to be forwarded automatically to the 

CQoS skeleton, which also creates an abstract request object and notifies the Cactus server. 

To implement this functionality, CQoS stubs and skeletons provide multiple interfaces 

for interaction with the appUcation, platform, and QoS service component. The application 

interface on the CQoS stub is identical to the original stub and provides operations for 

each of the server object methods. The platform interface on the CQoS skeleton provides 

operations that allow the platform to pass the request to the CQoS skeleton. The details 

of CORBA and Java RMI implementations of this interface are discussed in section 3.4. 

Finally, the interface for the QoS service component, called the Cactus QoS interface, 

provides methods for the Cactus client and Cactus server to manipulate the requests and 

connections to servers. 

To support request manipulation, the Cactus QoS interface provides an abstract repre

sentation of the client request together with appropriate operations. Specifically, the request 

is represented as a Java class, where the request parameters are represented as a vector of 

Java objects (j ava. lang. Obj ects). This interface provides a set of accessor methods 

to get and set parameters and return values. The implementation of the interface, which is 

platform specific, takes care of converting the abstract request into a form required by the 
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specific platform. For example, a CORBA implementation that uses DII/DSI converts the 

abstract request structure into a CORBA request (org. omg. CORBA. Reques t). The re

quest object also provides a field for piggybacking additional parameters onto the request. 

For example, the Cactus client may include a priority parameter that is used by the Cactus 

server to determine the order in which requests are to be processed. 

The Cactus QoS interface also provides abstract representation of the server objects. 

Since the implementation of certain attributes such as fault tolerance requires communica

tion with multiple servers, the interface provides operations for creating connections with 

specific servers (Stub.bindQ), testing the status of a serv er {Stub.serverMatusQ), and send

ing requests to specific servers {Stub, invoke server ()). The Stub.bindQ operation can also 

be used to rebind to a failed server after it has recovered. Details related to server names 

and addressing are hidden by the interface so that the CQoS service component can be 

independent of the application as well as the service platform. In particular, the interface 

allows the server replicas to be referred to by numbers (1..N) rather than by application or 

platform-specific identifiers. Currently, the Stub.serverstatusQ operation only indicates if 

the server is running or failed, but it could be extended to provide information such as the 

load conditions on the server for load balancing purposes. On the server side, the inter

face provides operation Skeleton, invoke servant () that the Cactus server can use to actually 

invoke the method in the server object (i.e., the servant) and the Skeleton, invoke .server Q 

operation that the Cactus server can use to communicate with Cactus servers on other repli

cas. The latter operation is used, for example, to send ordering messages between replicas 

to implement a consistent total ordering of client invocations. 

3.3 CQoS Service Component 

QoS attributes are implemented by the Cactus client and Cactus server components. These 

components are composite protocols that are implemented using Cactus, a design and im

plementation fi-amework for constructing configurable protocols and services [HSH+99]. 
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In the following, we briefly introduce Cactus, describe the Cactus client and server compo

nents, and outline how these components can be configured to provide custom QoS prop

erties. 

3.3.1 Cactus Overview 

A service or protocol in Cactus is implemented as a composite protocol, with each ser

vice property or other functional component implemented as a software module called a 

micro-protocol. A micro-protocol is structured as a collection of event handlers, which 

are procedure-like segments of code that are executed when a specified event occurs. A 

customized version of a protocol or service is constructed by selecting the micro-protocols 

that implement the desired features. The service can also be changed during execution by 

dynamically altering the configuration of micro-protocols within the composite protocol. 

Cactus provides a variety of operations for managing events and event handlers. A 

binding operation is used to bind a handler to an event, and has the form bind(Event e, 

Handler h, int order. Object statarg), where order determines which handler is executed 

first when multiple handlers are bound to the same event, and statarg is used to pass static 

arguments to the handler when it is executed. The static argument is the same for each 

execution of the bound event handler and can be used to provide the handler information 

that it needs every time it is executed. The binding operation returns a reference to a 

resulting binding object of the type Binding. An unbinding operation can then be used to 

unbind an existing binding, and has the form unbindfBinding h). 

Events are raised either implicitly by the runtime system or explicitly by a micro-

protocol executing the raise operation e. raise(Message m, Long delay) or the invoke op

eration e.invoke(Message m), where e is a reference to an event, and m is a reference to a 

Cactus message, which includes a set of attributes and their values. The raise operation is 

non-blocking (asynchronous), where the caller continues executing concurrently with the 

handler execution. It also supports a delay parameter delay, which can be used to imple
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ment time-driven execution. The invoke operation is blocking (synchronous), where the 

caller is blocked until all the handlers bound to event e have been executed. Both opera

tions return a reference of type Occurrence to the resulting "event occurrence" which can 

be used to control the execution of bound handlers. 

When an event is raised or invoked, all handlers bound to that event are executed. A 

handler receives a reference to the event occurrence and two sets of arguments, the dynamic 

arguments that are specified when the event is raised and the static arguments that were 

described above with the bind operation. An event occurrence occ can be canceled by the 

occurrence's cancel method, i.e., occ.cancelQ; in this case, none of the unexecuted handlers 

bound to the event are executed. 

A number of prototype implementations of Cactus have been completed. These include 

a C version called Cactus/C that runs on Linux and other Unix platforms, and a Java version 

called Cactus/J that runs on most platforms. The prototypes described here use Cactus/J on 

Linux. 

3.3.2 Cactus Client and Server 

The Cactus client and server provide a simple interface for CQoS interceptors. In particular, 

the client provides a cactus j-equest(requestlD) operation that the stub can use to notify it 

of request arrival, and the server provides an analogous operation cactus Jnvoke(requestlD) 

for the skeleton. Both operations block until the request has been completed. For example, 

when cactus jrequestO returns, the stub can return the return value from the request structure 

to the client. The implementations of these operations simply raise the appropriate events 

newRequest and newServerRequest, respectively, with the actual processing done by vari

ous micro-protocols. The above design assumes all client invocations are synchronous, but 

the implementation could easily be extended to support asynchronous invocations. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the events used in the Cactus client and server. The arrows be

tween events indicate causal relations between events, that is, an arrow from ev1 to ev2 
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FIGURE 3.3. Cactus events used in CQoS. 

indicates that some micro-protocol that has a handler bound to ev1 raises ev2. In the Cac

tus client, event readyToSend indicates that a request is ready to be sent to the server(s), 

while invokeSuccess and invokeFailure indicate that an invocation completed successMly 

or failed, respectively. In the Cactus server, event readyTolnvoke indicates that an invoca

tion is ready to be passed to the server object, invokeRetum that the invocation has returned 

from the object, and requestReturned that the reply has been sent back to the client. Other 

events in the server are used to maintain the membership of server replica groups, for elect

ing a new coordinator in the total ordering algorithm, and for state recovery. The events 

related to tokens are used by these algorithms and are explained further in section 4.2 below. 

3.3.3 Customization 

Since CQoS decouples the application from the specification and implementation of the 

QoS attributes, QoS customization can be done in a variety of ways by end users, system 

administrators, or application designers. While customization must currently be done using 

a programming interface, a graphical tool similar to the CactusBuilder [Hil98] could be 

developed to facilitate the process. Here, we focus on the underlying mechanisms designed 

to support this customization. 

Cactus supports customization both statically at configuration time and dynamically at 
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execution time. With static customization, the desired set of micro-protocols is specified 

either by modifying the constructor of the composite protocol to start the appropriate micro-

protocols or by using a configuration file that is read by the constructor of the composite 

protocol. With dynamic customization, the set of micro-protocols is determined after the 

Cactus protocols stan execution and the micro-protocols are loaded using Java's dynamic 

code loading features. 

Dynamic customization uses two generic micro-protocols in Cactus/J: RBOOT and 

RCONTROL. RBOOT provides the minimal functionality required to load RCONTROL. In 

particular, it connects to the object fix)ra which the code is to be loaded and accepts a 

message that contains RCONTROL as a Java archive. RCONTROL loads the actual micro-

protocols required in the configuration. It remains active for the duration of the composite 

protocol, and thus, allows new micro-protocols to be loaded during execution. Using this 

technique, the object constructor in the composite protocol needs only to start the generic 

RBOOT micro-protocol to support full dynamic customization. The current versions of 

RBoOT and RCONTROL use a separate TCP connection to load the code, but other alter

natives are being explored such as using the underlying service platform or Jim technology 

[SunOO]. 

While static customization is conceptually simple and easy to use, dynamic customiza

tion offers more flexibility. For example, the configurations in statically customized client 

and server protocols must match for the system to operate correctly, while dynamic cus

tomization allows a matching configuration to be loaded at execution time. This ability can 

be utilized in a number of ways. For example, the client can download the necessary micro-

protocols from the server, the server can download micro-protocols from the client, or both 

the server and client can download micro-protocols from some external configuration ser

vice. Each of these options has useful application areas. For example, a client can down

load a multicast or load balancing micro-protocol that is used by a specific collection of 

replicated servers, while a server can download the secure communication micro-protocol 

required by a given client. An external configuration service allows the properties—and 
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thus the configurations—to be defined for all [client,service] pairs without requiring direct 

manual configuration of protocols. All of these alternatives make it easier to deploy new 

or updated micro-protocols since the updates only need to be made at the clients or the 

servers, or the configuration service. 

The ability to alter configurations dynamically introduces the need to coordinate these 

changes on different hosts to maintain consistency. For example, if a micro-protocol imple

menting consistent total ordering of client invocations is changed at runtime, all the server 

replicas must perform the change at the same time with respect to the flow of invocations. 

In our current prototype, dynamic customization is limited to the client side and only at the 

time when the client binds to a server. Since we do not consider configuration changes at 

the servers or more general runtime changes, the only coordination required is to ensure 

that the Cactus client loads the necessary micro-protocols before it passes requests to the 

Cactus server. We have explored coordination issues in the context of group communica

tion services [CHSOl] and intend to apply these techniques in future versions of CQoS. 

3.4 Prototype Implementation 

The CQoS stub and skeleton form the platform and application-dependent components of 

this fi-amework, providing a mechanism to abstract system specific details and implement a 

standard interface by which Cactus protocols can access data in an implementation neutral 

manner. This section describes highlights of how these interceptors have been mapped to 

CORBA and Java RMI in the prototype implementation, as well as details of the CQoS 

compiler. We emphasize again that the actual implementation of the QoS attributes in the 

Cactus client and server is independent of the specific platform used. 

3.4.1 CORBA 

As mentioned in 2.1.1, CORBA is a vendor-independent software architecture designed 

to facilitate object-based distributed computing. The architecture consists of three ma-
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FIGURE 3.4. System components and interactions in the CORBA implementation. 

jor components: an interface definition language (IDL), a communication infrastructure 

(ORB) supporting remote method invocation, and a variety of supporting services. 

Our approach to adding customizable QoS is to insert CQoS stubs and skeletons be

tween the client and the ORB and the ORB and the servant. These replace the conventional 

stubs and skeletons and are responsible for intercepting method invocations on both the 

client and server sides. The interception is completely transparent and no modifications 

are required to the client code, to the server code, or to the IDL description of the server 

interface. Among other things, this allows enhanced QoS to be added to legacy CORBA 

applications. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the different system components and their interactions. Client 

and Servant are the user-provided CORBA client and servant, where the servant is a Java 

object that implements the request processing for one or more CORBA objects, stub, 

helper, and skeleton are standard components generated by the IDL compiler. The 

standard stub and skeleton are replaced in our approach by the CQoS stub and skele

ton and the helper is modified slightly to enable interception, startup on the server 

side is a standard object-specific initialization file modified slightly to enable interception. 

Dotted lines represent interactions at servant initialization and client bind time, while solid 

lines represent interactions at invocation time. 

A careful naming convention for the POAs (Portable Object Adaptors) and the CQoS 

skeletons is used to enable the client side to locate the potentially replicated objects. Gen-
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import org.omg.PortableServer.*; 
public class Served) { 

private static int serverld = 0; 
public static void main(String[] aigs) { 

try{ 
// Initialize the ORB. 
org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args^ull); 
// get a reference to the root POA 
POA rootPOA = POAHelper.narrow(orb.resolve_initial_references("RootPOA')); 
// using drfault servant policy for our persistent POA 
org.omg.CORBA.Policy[] policies = { 

rootPOA.createJifespan_policy(LifespanPoiicyValue.PERSISTENT), 
}; 
// Create myPOA with the right policies 
POA myPOA = 

rootPOA.create_POA("bank agent ^oa D rootPOA.the POAManagerQ,policies); 
// Create the servant 
Accountlmpl accountServant = new AccoimtImpl("BankManager - 0 
I I initialize the CQoS skeleton 
AccountSkeletonlmpl skeleton = new AccountSkeletonImpI(serverId, orb, accountServant); 
byte[] skeletonid = "bank £QOS .Skeleton ".getBytesQ; 
// register the servant and activate it 
myPOA.activate_object_withjd(skeletonId, skeleton); 
I I Activate the POA manager 
rootPOA.the_POAManager0.activate0; 
II Wait for incoming requests 
orb.run(); 

} catch (Exception e) {e.printStackTrace{); } 

FIGURE 3.5. The COBRA Server startup 

erally, a CORBA object is represented by an lOR (Interoperable Object Reference) that is 

created by a POA when the servant that implements the object registers with the POA using 

the appropriate object identifier. We used a set of POAs in our system, one for each object 

replica, to create the lORs. The POA for the i"' instance of object with identifier "OID" 

is named "OID_agent_poaJ". Given that the POAs have different names, we can use the 

same object identifier "OID_CQoS_SkeIeton" for the CQoS skeletons on all replicas. Using 

this convention, the CQoS stub can get the lORs of the object replicas by binding with the 

correct POA and using the object identifier "OID_CQoS_Skeleton". 

Client- and server-side interception is implemented by modifying the helper and 
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startup files, respectively. On the server side, the startup file is modified to start 

and register the CQoS skeleton rather than the application servant (figure 3.5). Specif

ically, startup uses the above naming convention to create a POA for the object and 

register the CQoS skeleton with the POA. A pointer to the original servant is passed as an 

argument to the CQoS skeleton. This pointer is used within the skeleton to implement the 

invokejservantQ operation by making a native Java call to the servant object. 

On the client side, a line in the standard helper file is modified to specify the CQoS 

stub as the stub to be used by this client. As described above, this stub has a method 

corresponding to each server object method, which converts the method call into an abstract 

request structure that is passed to the Cactus client using cactus j-equest(). The CQoS 

stub also intercepts a client's bindQ operations. In our current implementation, the bindQ 

operation simply creates a CQoS stub and returns it to the client, with the actual binding 

done at the time the client issues its first request. The CQoS stub may create multiple 

bindings (e.g., for replication), and the Cactus client can access the status of bindings and 

request rebinding through the Cactus QoS interface described above in section 3.2. Note 

that the CQoS skeleton uses identical techniques to establish connections between server 

object replicas when necessary. 

Finally, the implementation of the invoke server 0 operation provides communication 

between the CQoS stub and skeleton, and between CQoS skeletons, using CORBA facili

ties. We have completed two implementations based on two alternative CORBA interfaces 

defined for the IDL to Java mapping [OMGOl]. The first uses the Dynamic Invocation In

terface (DII) at the client and the Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI) at the server, while the 

second uses CORBA streaming APIs. In the DIL'DSI approach, the CQoS stub constructs 

a CORBA DII request object using a delegate for the CQoS skeleton and sends the request 

using the imokeQ operation provided by the request object. The CQoS skeleton provides 

an analogous invokeQ operation that is called by the POA when the request object arrives. 

This operation uses DSI facilities to extract the method name and parameters, including 

any extra Cactus parameters added to the request. 
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In the streaming approach, the CQoS stub uses the streaming APIs to construct a 

CORBA portable output stream, write the request parameters to the output stream, in

voke the server delegate with the output stream as a parameter, and read the result from 

the resulting input stream. The CQoS skeleton provides an invokeQ operation in a manner 

similar to the DII/DSl approach, but in this case it uses stream API operations to extract 

the method name and parameters from the input stream. Regardless of the method used to 

extract the parameters, the CQoS skeleton creates an abstract request object that is passed 

to the Cactus server by calling cactus JnvokeQ. 

3.4.2 Java RMI 

Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is a communication architecture aimed at integrat

ing the distributed object model into the Java programming language while maintaining 

its original semantics [Sun98]. Overall, the RMI architecture is relatively similar in struc

ture to the CORBA architecture in figure 3.4, with automatically generated stubs hiding 

the lower-level communication details from the applications. However, the RMI archi

tecture differs since JDK 1.2 does not use server-side skeletons and does not require a 

separate helper file. The RMI specification supports multiple underlying protocols—the 

default JRMP (Java Remote Method Protocol) and CORBA HOP—and custom stubs may 

be generated for each of these using the rmic stub compiler. The architecture also pro

vides the RMI registry, which is a naming service used to bind remote objects with generic 

names. Clients use the registry to locate remote objects through methods provided in the 

j ava. ntii . Naming class. 

Server-side interception for RMI is modeled on our approach for CORBA. However, 

RMI is simpler than CORBA and does not have concepts such as POA and DSl, which 

affects implementation details. Since Java no longer supports server side skeletons, we 

introduce the CQoS skeleton as a proxy object that is modeled on a typical RMI (JDK 

1.1) skeleton. We use a naming convention for the skeletons at the object replicas. Specif
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ically, the skeleton for the replica of object with identifier "OID" registers with the 

Java naming service using name "OID_CQoSJSkeleton J". The client side CQoS stubs 

then bind to these skeletons rather than the original objects, and thus, all client requests 

are automatically delivered to the skeletons. A mechanism similar to DSI is simulated in 

RMI by having the skeleton export only a generic invokeQ method (j ava. lang .Object 

invoke (j ava. lang. Obj ect [ ] )). The Java request structure containing the actual 

method to be called is passed as a parameter to this method. The actual invocation of the 

server method is done through a native Java call similar to the CORJBA implementation. 

Client-side interception is based on simply replacing the standard stub with a CQoS 

stub with the same name. The stub provides one method for each of the server methods 

and when a method is called, the stub creates the abstract request structure and notifies the 

Cactus client. When the Cactus client wants the request to be sent to the server, it calls the 

invokejserverQ method of the stub with the request as a parameter. Similar to the CORBA 

implementation, the stub binds to the server when the client issues its first request. 

Note that while Java RMI currently supports both JRMP and HOP, the default is cur

rently in the process ofbeing changed to HOP, which allows RMI objects to access CORBA 

objects if they conform to a small set of restrictions. These RMI-IIOP systems can be cus

tomized using the CQoS on CORBA interception mechanisms described above. To achieve 

this, RMI-IIOP stubs are simply replaced with customized CQoS stubs for CORBA. This 

interception approach can be extended to any RPC-Iike client/server communication model. 

3.4.3 CQoS Compiler 

CQoS includes a compiler called cqos-gen for generating CQoS stubs and skeletons for dif

ferent applications and platforms. ' This compiler takes an object's interface description— 

for example, in CORBA IDL—and first converts it to an intermediate representation (IR) 

and then uses the IR to generate a CQoS stub and skeleton for a given platform. The ar-

'cqos-gen was designed and implemented by Mohan Rajagopalan, and is included here for completeness. 
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FIGURE 3.6. Structure of C^o5-GE« 

chitecture of cqos-gen is illustrated in figure 3.4.3. The front end is a parser that converts 

the interface description to the IR, while the back end is a code generator that generates 

the stubs and skeletons using the IR as input. The use of an intermediate representation 

decouples the front and back-end modules, thereby making it easy to add new interface 

description languages and generate stubs and skeletons for new platforms. 

Our intermediate representation is a meta-language that describes an object interface in 

a platform-independent way. An object interface consists of the object's data attributes and 

member functions, so the main components of the IR are attribute, operation, and interface 

descriptors. Each data attribute in the object interface maps to an attribute descriptor that 

provides the name, value, and type of a single data variable. An operation descriptor 

gives a member function's signature, which includes the method name, return type, and 

parameters. Each parameter is treated as an individual data variable and described using an 

attribute descriptor. Finally, the complete interface is described in an interface descriptor 

that consists of an array of attribute and operation descriptors. 

cqos-gen includes a front-end module for IDL called IDLJParser and a back-end module 

for generating DII/DSI-based CQoS stubs and skeletons for CORBA called CORBA_Gen. 

To generate the IR, IDL_Parser reads the input file to completion recording each data vari

able, method, and parameters in appropriate descriptor records. As an example, the IR for 

the interface described in the IDL in figure 3.7 is shown in figure 3.8. 
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interface bank { 
void set.balance(inout string accountJiame, in float account.balance); 
float balance{in string accountjiame); 

} 

FIGURE 3.7. Sample interface in IDL 

Interface Descriptor 
Operations[] n 
AttributesO \ 
Name: bank \ 

Attribute Descriptor 

Type: string 
Name; accoimt_name 
InOut; in-izhit 

Operation Descriptor Operation Descriptor | 
Return: float Return; void j 
Name; setjbalance Name: balance | 
Parameters [] 1 Parameters[] j 

Attribute Descriptor Attribute Descriptor 

Type: int Type: string 

Name: accoimt balance Name; account_name 

InOut: In InOut; In 

FIGURE 3.8. Internal representation of Figure 3.7 

CORBA_Gen generates the stubs and skeletons using the IR as input. Each stub or 

skeleton consists of fixed and application-specific parts. Fixed parts are independent of 

the object interface and appear in all stubs and skeletons, e.g., the bindQ method in each 

stub. These methods are generated from templates stored in the code generator. The rest 

of the stub and skeleton are based on the object interface. Each attribute descriptor is used 

to create a variable definition based on the name, type, and value as defined in the IR. For 

each method, the signature of the method is reconstructed first using information about 

the parameters and the return type stored in the operation descriptor, and then the stub 

code is generated. Specifically, for each method, the stub creates a request object and then 

calls the cactus j-equestQ method in the Cactus client to pass along the new invocation. 

The DII/DSI-based stubs also include optimizations such as parameter pre-initialization to 
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avoid runtime object creation costs. 

CORBA_Gen also generates the invokejserverQ method, shown in figure 3.9, for both 

the stub and skeleton. This method is called by the Cactus client to execute the invoked 

method on the remote object and by the Cactus server to communicate with other server 

replicas. For the skeleton, CORBA-Gen generates the method invokeQ that receives and 

processes a request from the ORB and the method invoke jservantQ that performs the local 

method invocation when called by the Cactus server. 

- Generate switch statement to identify method. 
- For each method in the interface (within switch): 

1. marshal parameters 
2. perform call 
3. return results 

FIGURE 3.9. Algorithm for invoke server () method. 

3.4.4 Base Experimental Results 

The performance of the prototype was tested using a simple BankAccount object that pro

vides operations for setting and retrieving the balance of a bank account. Tests were con

ducted on a cluster of600 MHz Pentium HI PCs running Linux 2.4.7 connected by a 1 Gbit 

Ethernet The CORBA tests were conducted using Visibroker 4.1, while the Java RMI tests 

use Java 2 SDK version 1.3 for Linux. 

We focused on measuring the overhead imposed by our CQoS architecture. We first 

measured the response time using the standard middleware platform (CORBA or Java RMI) 

and then ran the same experiments for different combinations of CQoS components. Each 

test run measured the time to execute 10000 pairs of setJbalanceQ md get JjalanceQ opera

tions, and was run multiple times. The client and server objects were on different machines. 

The results are given in table 3.1, where each line adds one more CQoS component into 

the configuration. Note that in the CORBA case, adding the CQoS stub and CQoS skeleton 
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Configuration set + get one call ohead cum ohead 

Original CORBA 1.90 0.95 0 0 
+ CQoS stub 1.97 0.99 0.04 0.04 
+ CQoS skeleton 2.01 1.02 0.03 0.07 
+ Cactus client and server 2.55 1.28 0.26 0.33 

Configuration set + get one call ohead cum ohead 

Original Java RMI 1.08 0.54 0 0 
+ CQoS stub 1.13 0.57 0.03 0.03 
+ CQoS skeleton 1.21 0.61 0.04 0.07 
+ Cactus client and server 1.72 0.86 0.25 0.32 

TABLE 3.1. Basic tests, average response times (in ms) 

does not simply add them to the baseline test, but replaces the original stub and skeleton 

generated by the standard IDL compiler. The CORBA tests in the table were performed 

using the stream API implementation. The Cactus client and server were configiured with 

only the base micro-protocols. The column labeled "ohead" indicates the overhead of the 

added component compared to the previous configuration, while the subsequent column 

gives the cumulative overhead compared to the baseline. 

The overhead of CQoS is approximately 0.33 ms per call for both CORBA and Java 

RMI. Overall, the performance of Java RMI appears to be somewhat better than CORBA. 

We speculate that this is because Java RMI is a lighter weight middleware without the need, 

for example, to support multiple programming languages. A number of optimizations have 

been used in both implementations to improve performance, such as reuse of the request 

data structures to avoid object creation. The cost of the Cactus client and server have 

also been reduced by optimizing the Cactus runtime system. For example, use of a thread 

pool for event handling reduced overhead considerably. We also tested the DII/DSI-based 

implementation and determined that the performance is consistently worse than the stream 

implementation despite optimizations such as reuse of the name-value list objects required 

by DII/DSI. 

We also performed other tests to identify the impact of Java garbage collection and com
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piler optimization on the CORBA implementation. To measure this impact, we increased 

the heap size and set JVM parameters so that garbage collection was unlikely during a test 

run. This resulted in a performance improvement in all cases, as well as a reduction in the 

variance. For example, the average time for one standard CORBA call was reduced to 0.82 

ms, while the time for one call including all CQoS components was reduced to 1.02 ms. Fi

nally, the impact of the optimizations performed by Sun's standard "HotSpot" compiler was 

determined to be significant. For example, the average response time for one call with all 

components was 2.23 ms when optimization was disabled. All the other performance tests 

described here were run with both garbage collection and compiler optimizations enabled. 

3.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented the CQoS architecture as a single unified firamework for pro

viding customizable combinations of multiple QoS attributes across multiple middleware 

platforms. This novel architecture provides separation of concerns between the algorithms 

that implement QoS attributes and the details of the underlying middleware platform. We 

presented the architecture and interfaces, described the implementation of this architecture 

on both the CORBA and Java RMI platforms, and showed experimental results. The next 

chapter shows how to use this architecture to provide customized multi-dimensional QoS 

support in a platform independent manner. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL QOS SUPPORT IN CQOS 

This chapter describes the way in which multi-dimensional QoS support in CQoS is re

alized using Cactus. Note that none of the specific QoS techniques used here are novel; 

indeed, all have been used in other CORBA and Java RMI systems, and prior to that, in 

RPC systems and other systems that use the request/reply paradigm. The novelty of our 

approach is the way in which they can be configured to realize different combinations of 

attributes. In the following, we first present the design of micro-protocols providing basic 

fault tolerance, security, and timeliness support. We then describe how combinations of 

micro-protocols can be used to support multi-dimensional QoS. Finally, we evaluate the 

performance of various combinations through experiments, and compare our work with 

other related research. 

4,1 Basic Service Functionality 

A Cactus composite protocol typically includes micro-protocols that provide basic ser

vice functionality. In CQoS, these micro-protocols are CLIENTBASE at the client and 

SERVERBASE at the server. Figure 4.1 shows the initial binding relations and handlers 

in the CLIENTBASE micro-protocol. The CLIENTBASE micro-protocol consists of three 

handlers (figure 4.1): 

• assigner. Bound to event newRequest, which is raised when the Stub notifies the 

Cactus client about the arrival of a new request (see section 3.3.2). It assigns a default 

server to the request and raises readyToSend. 

• synclnvoker. Bound to readyToSend, it uses the server determined by assigner to 

issue the request. It checks the server status {Stub.serverjtatusQ), connects to the 
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micro-protocol ClientBase 
initial { 

bina(newRequest, assigner, LAST, 0); % assign a default server, 0 
bind(readyToSend, synlnvoker, LAST, NULL); 
bind(invokeSuccess, resultRetumer, LAST, NULL); 
bind(invokeFailure, resultRetumer, LAST, NULL); 

} 
event handler assigner(nisg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statarg:Object){ 

msg.targetid = statarg; 
readyToSend.raise(msg, 0); 

event handler synInvoker(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
if (Stub.server_status(msg.targetld)! = CONNECTED) { 

status = Stub.bind(msg.targetld); 
if (status == BINDINGFAILURE) { 

msg.result — status; invokeFailure.raise(msg, 0); 
occ.cancelO; return; 

result = Stub.invoke_server(msg.targetId, msg.request); 
msg.result = result; 
if (result-status == SUCCESS) invokeSuccess.raise(msg, 0); 
else invokeFailure.raise(msg, 0); 

} 
event handler resultRetumer(msg;MsgType, occtOccurrence, statarg:Object){ 

Stub.setResult(msg.Request, msg.result); % set result for the request 
Stub.release(msg.Request); % notify Stub to process the result 

} 

FIGURE 4.1. The ClientBase micro-protocol 

server if necessary {Stub.bindQ), calls the server {Stiib.invoke^erverQ), and raises 

invokeSuccess or invokeFailure depending on the result of the call. 

• resultRetumer. Bound to both invokeSuccess and invokeFailure, it provides the de

fault processing of these events by releasing the waiting client thread when an invo

cation is completed (Stub.release(J). 

Figure 4.2 shows the SERVERBASE micro-protocol, which consists of two handlers: 

• getParameters. Bound to newServerRequest, it extracts Cactus parameters jfrom the 

request structure and raises readylolnvoke. 
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micro-protocol ServerBase 
initial { 

bind(newServerRequest, getParameters, LAST, NULL); 
bind(readyTolnvoke, invokeServant, LAST, NULL); 

event handler getParameters(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, stataig:Object){ 
msg-params — Skeleton.getParams(msg.request); % extract parameters from request 
readyToInvoke.raise(msg, 0); 

} 
event handler invokeServant(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statatg:Object){ 

msg.result = Skeleton.iavoke_servaiit(msg); 
invokeRetum.raise(insg, 0); 

} 

FIGURE 4.2. The ServerBase micro-protocol 

• invokeServant. Bound to readyTolnvoke, it invokes the server object by calling the 

Skeleton. imoke^ervantQ method of the CQoS skeleton and raises invokeReturn. 

Note that the basic behavior is broken into multiple handlers with events used to pass 

control from one handler to another. This allows the actual QoS micro-protocols to insert 

their processing at the appropriate points of the control flow. All the handlers in the base 

micro-protocols have been ordered to be the last ones executed when its respective event is 

raised. This makes it possible for other micro-protocols to do additional processing before 

these handlers are executed or to override them by stopping the event occurrence before 

they are executed. 

4.2 Fault Tolerance 

Many fault-tolerance techniques are relatively easy to implement transparently. For exam

ple, method calls can be sent to replicated servers to tolerate host failures, and messages can 

be retransmitted to tolerate transient network failures. To hide the impact of such replica

tion, the mechanisms used also need to eliminate duplicate messages and combine multiple 

replies. It may also be necessary to ensure that all server replicas receive method calls in 

the same order and have a consistent view of the server group membership. The current im
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plementation only considers host crash failures, although a similar customizable approach 

could be used for less benign failures [HIS99]. Currently, we assume the underlying plat

form handles network failures, but it would be easy to add retransmission micro-protocols 

if necessary. 

4.2.1 Replication 

Our current prototype organized the replicas of a server into a group. For a group with M 

replicas, each one is associated with an integer, replicald, and 0 < replicald < M. Our 

current prototype has two replication micro-protocols: ACTIVEREP and PASSIVEREP. 

micro-protocol ActiveRep 
initial { 

for (i = 1; i <GROUPSIZE; i + +){ 
bind(newRequest, actAssigner, i + 1, i); % bound to all servers except the default 

} 
} 
envet handler actAssigner(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg;Object){ 

msg.targetid = statarg; 
readyToSend.raise(msg, 0); 

} 

FIGURE 4.3. The ActiveRep micro-protocol 

ACTIVEREP (figure 4.3) implements active replication where the request is sent to all 

server replicas and all non-crashed replicas reply. ACTIVEREP consists of one handler 

actAssigner that is similar to the base assigner except that it raises readyToSend asyn

chronously. The constructor of ACTI VEREP binds actAssigner to the event newRequest 

multiple times, once for each server. When the event is raised, an instance of actAssigner 

is executed for each replica. From this point, execution proceeds as outlined above—each 

instance of actAssigner raises readyToSend, which starts a separate instance of syncln-

voker. The fact that readyToSend is raised asynchronously means that each instance of 

synclnvoker is executed concurrently by a separate thread and thus, the blocking server 

invocations (Stub.invoke jserverQ) are executed in parallel. 
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micro-protocol PassiveRep 
initial { 

bind(newRequest, pasAssigner, 50, NULL); 
bind(invokeFailure, primarySelector, 50, NULL); 

} 
event handler pasAssigner(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 

msg.targetid = getPrimary(menibership); % choose a non-failed replica as primary 
readyToSend.raise(msg, 0); occ.cancelO; 

event handler primarySelector(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
setdown(msg.targetld); % mark the current primary as failed 
primary = getPrimary(membership); 
if (primary >= 0) { % i/found one 

msg.targetid = primary; readyToSend.raise(msg, 0); 
occ.cancelO; 

FIGURE 4.4. The PassiveRep micro-protocol 

PASSIVEREP (figure 4.4) supports passive replication, where a designated primary 

server replies after forwarding the request to other replicas to keep them consistent. The 

client side consists of two handlers: 

® pasAssigner. This handler assigns a non-failed server as primary to serve the request, 

and overrides base assignor by executing before it and halting fiirther execution as

sociated with the event. 

• primarySelector. This handler overrides base resultRetumer for event invokeFailure, 

marks the current primary as failed, and raises readyToSend to re-execute the request. 

The net result is that the client thread is not released until a proper result has been received 

or all replicas have failed. The primary server uses techniques similar to those used in 

ACTIVEREP to forward the request concurrently to the backup replicas. It also keeps track 

of requests already received, so that receiving a request again does not corrupt the server 

state. 

The current prototype supports three different acceptance semantics, which determine 

when a request is considered completed and a reply can be returned to the client. CLIENT-
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Server 0 

FIGURE 4.5. A token ring. 

BASE by default implements a policy useful for the non-replicated case where the first reply 

(success or failure) to arrive is returned to the client. A second micro-protocol, FIRSTRE-

SULT, returns the result fi-om the first successful execution and a third, MAJORITYVOTE, 

returns the majority value from non-failed replicas. Both of these latter micro-protocols 

consist of one handler that is executed before the base resultRetumer. 

4.2.2 Membership 

The MEMBERSHIP micro-protocol is responsible for maintaining consistent membership 

information within a server group. In particular, it notifies other micro-protocols of servers 

joining the group using the memberUp event and servers leaving the group using the mem-

be rDown event. MEMBERSHIP uses a token-based algorithm, where replicas are organized 

as a logical ring and token messages are circulated around the ring to detect membership 

changes and deliver membership change information (figure 4.5). As mentioned before, 

each replica in a group is associated with an integer, replicald, and 0 < replicald < M. 

Therefore, based on the ring structure, the successor of a replica i can be calculated as 

succ{{) — (z + 1) mod M. Token passing is implemented using remote method invocation 

similar to other CQoS control messages. Specifically, the CQoS skeleton is extended with 

a new Skeleton.token4>ass() method that other objects invoke to pass the token. A replica 
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failure is detected when this token-passing invocation fails. 

Each token carries a token id and membership change information. The token id is a 3-

tuple, (replicald, replicainc, tokeninc), where replicainc is the current incarnation number 

for the replica that generated the token, which is increased by one each time the replica 

is restarted. Similarly, tokeninc is the current incarnation number for the token, which 

is increased by one each time a token is generated by this replica. Membership change 

information is carried in the form of bitmaps and is described further below. 

The algorithm also regenerates lost tokens, which can occur if the replica holding a 

token fails. This possibility is handled using a timer event TokenTimerExpired that is raised 

with a specified delay when a token is passed. If the token returns before the timer expires, 

the event is canceled; otherwise, it is assumed the token is lost and a new token is generated. 

To eliminate multiple tokens, a replica only forwards a token if it generated the token and 

it is the most recent token it generated, or if the token was generated by some other replica 

with a smaller identifier. In this case, any new membership update information carried in 

the eliminated token is saved at the replica so that next forwarded token can continue to 

deliver these information. 

Two types of tokens are used by MEMBERSHIP: normal and restore tokens. The normal 

token is used as described above, while the restore token is used to notify replicas when 

a new group member joins. The normal token is circulated around the ring continuously 

at a specified rate, with each replica holding the token for a given time period to reduce 

overhead. In contrast, the restore token is circulated around the ring only once and without 

being held at each replica in order to minimize notification delay. Token loss is handled 

similarly in both cases. 

MEMBERSHIP consists of three handlers (figure 4.6): 

• checkToken. Bound to readyTolnvoke, it raises the tokenArrived event if the incom

ing message (invocation) is a token. 

• arrivedToken. Bound to tokenArrived event, it raises events memberDown and mem-
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event handler checkToken(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, arg:Object) { 
if (msg.type! = NormalToken OR RestoreToken OR LeaderToken) return; 
delay = 0; if (msg.type == NormalToken) delay = TOKENDELAY; 
tokenArrived.raise(msg, delay); occ.cancel(); 

event handler arrivedToken(msg:MsgType, occiOccurrence, statargrObject) { 
clearTimerO; token = msg.token; 
if (token.downbits ! = 0) { 

token.downbits & = mybits; % clear known downbits 
mybits fc ="(token.downbits); % update my membership list 
if (token.downbits ! = 0) % something new about membership 

memberDown.invoke(createMsg(MEMBERSHIP, token.downbits), 0); 

if (undelivered-downbits ! = 0) { % 
token.downbits | = undelivered-downbits; % take the saved downbits 
undelivered-downbits = 0; 

switch (msg.type) { 
case RestoreToken: % processing restore token 

if (token.srcId = myld AND token.inc = mylnc) { % i f  s e n t  b y  m e  
myTokenInc ++; % prepare new normal token 
sendToken(NormalToken, createToken(myTokenInc, myld, mylnc, token.downbits)); 
startStateTransfer.raise(msg, 0); % raising startStateTransfer event 

} else if (!receivedTokens[srcId].contains(tokenId)) { % not received it before 
upbits = 1 <C srcid; mybits | = upbits; % update my member list 
memberUp.invoke(createMsg(MEMBERSHIP, upbits), 0); % report the up event 
receivedTokens[srcId].add(tokenId); 
sendToken(RestoreToken, token); % pass to next 

case NormalToken; % processing normal token 
if (srcId < myld 1| (srcId == myld AND inc == mylnc AND tokeninc == myTokenInc)) 

sendToken(NotmalToken, token); % pass token 
else undelivered-downbits = token.downbits; % save the undelivered downbits 

} 
setTimer(); 

event handler newToken(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object) { 
clearTimerO; myTokenInc ++; dovmbits =undelivered_downbits; undelivered-downbits = 0; 
newToken = createToken(myTokenInc, myld, mylac, downbits); 
type = NormalToken; 
if (replicaState == StateRecoveiy) type = RestoreToken; 

= LeaderToken; 
send lbken(type, newloken); sefi'mi* 

} 

FIGURE 4.6. Handlers in the Membership micro-protocol 
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void setTimer () { 
tokenOcc = tokenTimerExpired.raise(NULL, TokenWaitingTime); % save the occurrence 

} 

void clearTimerO { 
if (tokenOcc ! = null) tokenOcc.cancel(); % cancel the occurrence 

} 

Type sendToken(type:TokenType, tokeniToken) { 
token.type = type; 
while (true) { 

next = succ(myld, mybits); 
try{ skeleton.token_pass(token); return type; 
} catch (Exception e){ % next is down 

mybits & ="(1 <C next) % update mybits 
newMsg = createMsg(MEMBERSHIP); newMsg.downbits = 1 Cnext; 
memberDown.invoke(newMsg, 0); % report the down event 
token.downbits | = 1 next; 
if (next == token.srcId) { 

type = normalToken; % change type if the token's creator is down 
token.type = normalToken; 

} 

FIGURE 4.7. Major procedures in the Membership micro-protocol 

berUp based on the new information in the token. It also passes the token to the next 

replica, deals with the failure of next replica if necessary, and eliminates any redun

dant tokens. For the restore token, it may raise startStatelransfer event so that the 

handlers in STATERECOVERY (see 4.2.4) can be executed to update the state of this 

machine to be consistent with other machines. 

• newToken. Bound to tokenlimerExpired, it generates a new token of the type ac

cording to the current replica state, which is stored in a shared variable, replicaState. 

The replica state could be Normal, StateRecovery, and LeaderElecting. They are 

also used in the STATERECOVERY and TOTALORDER micro-protocols, which are 

presented below. 

Note that we use a bitmap mybits at each replica to represent the membership knovra by 
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the replica. From lowest to highest, the bits in mybits represent the status of replicas with 

replica Id from 0 to M — 1. A bit is set to 1 when the corresponding replica is regarded 

as up, and to 0 when it is regarded as down. The membership update information in a 

token is represented in bitmaps upbits and downbits. Specifically, a 1 in upbits means 

the corresponding replica is up, while a 1 in downbits means the corresponding replica is 

down. The detail of the procedures used in the handlers is shown in figure 4.7, including: 

• setTimer. Sets a timer by raising the tokenTimerExpired event with a delay, Token-

WaitingTime. 

• clearTimer. Removes the timer by canceling the occurrence of the tokenTimerEx

pired event. 

• sendToken. Attempts to send a token to the successor. If an exception is raised, 

the successor is regarded as failed and memberDown is raised. The procedure then 

computes a new successor and attempts to send the token to that machine. Note that 

if the failed successor is the creator of the token, the token type is changed to normal 

to prevent a restore token fi-om traversing the ring more than once. 

4.2.3 Total ordering 

The TOTALORDER micro-protocol ensures that all replicas receive requests fi-om multiple 

clients in a consistent total order. Our prototype uses a sequencer-based total ordering 

algorithm, where a coordinator called the leader determines the ordering for each request 

and multicasts it to other group members. Note that the coordinator does not need to 

be the same as the primary in the PASSIVEREP micro-protocol. To determine the order 

of a request, a unique identifier is needed. We use a 3-tuple (srcid, inc, requestid) as 

the request's global identifier gid, where srcId is the identifier for the client sending the 

request, inc is the incarnation number for the client, and requestid is a local identifier 

assigned by the client. 
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event handler assignOrder(rasg:MsgType, occiOccurrence, stataig:Object) { 
if (msg.type I = Request) OR (myld 1 = leader) return; % only leader can assign order 
gid = msg.gid; % get request global id, (srcid, inc. requestid) 
order = orderList.get{gid); % see if assigned order before 
if (order == NULL ) { % need assigning new order 

ordemumber = assignRequestOrder(gid); 
if (ordemumber == — 1) { occ.cancel(); return; } 
expectGid = createGid(giasrcid, gid.inc, gid.rid+1); 
clientList.put(gid.srcId, expectGid); % update status 
order = waitingList.get(expectGid); % check if expected next one is waiting 
if (order! = NULL) order.go(); % wake it up is so 

bcast_order(gid, ordemumber); % broadcast order message to all other replicas 
} 
event handler checkOrder(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statarg:Object) { 

gid = msg.gid; 
if (msg.type == Request) { % processing request message 

ordemumber = getOrderNumber(gid); 
if (ordemumber < nextnumber) {occxancelQ; return; } 
else if (ordemumber > nextnumber) { 

readyList.put(ordemumber, order); order.hold(); % waiting for its turn 
^ } 

if (msg.type == Order) { % processing order message 
ordemumber = msg.ordemumber. 
Order order = orderList.getOrder(gid); 
if (order == NULL) % i/ not in order list, put it into orderlist 

orderList.putOrder(gid, createOrder(ordemumber, gid)); 
wakeupWaitingRequest(gid, ordemumber); 
occ.cancelO; % not continue processing order message 

event handler checkNext(msg:MsgType, occ;Occurrence, statarg:Object) { 
nextnumber ++; order = readylist.remove(nextnumber); 
if (order! = null) order.go(); 

} 

FIGURE 4.8. Handlers in the TotalOrder micro-protocol 

In keeping with the execution model of Cactus, each incoming request or ordering 

message is processed by a different thread that executes the handlers bound to the event 

raised by the arrival of the message. Therefore, to implement the above total ordering 

algorithm, the threads that process the requests or ordering messages need to synchro

nize. For example, when a request is waiting for its order number, the executing thread 

need to be suspended, and then be awakened later by the other thread that processes the 
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int assignRequestOrder(GID ^d) { 
expectGid = clientList.get(gid.srcId); % check the expected Gid from this client 
if (expectGid == NULL 11 expectGid.inc < gid.inc ){% a new client or a new inc 

if (expectGid ! = NULL) waitingList.setExpired(gid); % make old requests expiring 
expectGid = createGid(gid.srcid, gid.inc, 0); 
clientList.put(gid.srcId, expectGid); 

} 
switch (compare(gid, expectGid)) { 
case LESS: return —1; % STOP occ.cancel(); return; 
case EQUAL: break; % CONTINUE 
case GREAT: order = createOrder(gid); 

waitingList.put(gid, order); order.holdO; % HOLD 
if (order.expiredO) return —1; 

} 
ordemumber = nextnumber; nextnumber ++; % assign new order number 
orderList.putOrder(gid, createOrder(ordemumber, gid)); % put it into orderlist 

int getOrder (gid) { 
Order order = orderList.getOrder(gid); 
if (order == NULL) { 

Order order = createOrder(gid); 
waitingList.put(gid, order); order.hold(); % waiting for assign an order 
if (order.expiredO) return —1; 

return ordenordemumber; 
} 
void wakeupWaitiiigRequest(Gid gid, int ordemumber) { 

order = waitingList.remove(gid); % get the request from waiting list 
if (order ! = null) {% if there is a request waiting for the order 

order.setOrder(ordemumber); waitingList.remove(gid); 
if (ordemumber == nextnumber) order.go(); % if it is its turn 

else readyList.put(ordemumber, order); % move it to readyList 

FIGURE 4.9. Procedures in the TotalOrder micro-protocol 

the ordering message from the leader. We use an Order object to keep a request and 

its ordering information, as well as to synchronize the threads. The Order object is cre

ated using either createOrder{gid, ordemumber) or, if the order number is not avail

able, createOrder{gid). For the latter case, the order number can be set later by the 

setOrder{ordernumher) operation of the Order object. The object also provides op

erations for suspending (hold{)) or releasing (.g^oO) the thread executing the request to 
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implement the required synchronization. 

The following lists are used at each replica to handle request processing; 

• ready List, for keeping Order objects for requests that are ready to be executed. 

• waitingList, for keeping Order objects for requests that are waiting for ordering 

information from the leader. 

• order List, for keeping all received ordering information. 

• dientList, for keeping the status information for each known client, including the 

current inc and the next request Id expected from the client. 

Message ordering is implemented using three handlers in the Cactus server (figure 4.8): 

• assignOrder. Bound to readyTolnvoke at the leader, it determines an ordering for 

each new request and sends it to other replicas in parallel using a technique similar 

to ACTIVEREP. 

• cbeckOrder. Boimd to the same event on all replicas, it processes both requests and 

ordering information and releases any request that becomes eligible for execution. 

• checkNext. Bound to invokeReturn, it determines if a waiting request can be exe

cuted. 

The procedures used in the above handlers include (figure 4.9): 

• assignRequestOrder. Attempts to assign an order to a request with identifier gid. 

It compares gid to the expected global identifier from the same client. If they are 

equal, the request is assigned an order. If the gid is less than expected, the request is 

outdated and is dropped. If the gid is greater than expected, the request has arrived 

prior to previous requests and is placed into the waitingList. 

• getOrder. Attempts to get an order from the order List for a request. If not success-

ful, it puts the request into the waitingList. 
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• wakup WaitingRequest. Attempts to extract a request with identifier gid from the 

waiting List, and assigns ordernumber to it. If it is the request's turn to be executed, 

it is awakened. Otherwise, it is moved to the ready List. 

One important fault-tolerance extension to the above algorithm is to select a new co

ordinator if the current one fails. To do this, handlers are added to TOTALORDER for 

detecting the failure and selecting a new coordinator. Failure detection and notification 

process requires interaction with the MEMBERSHIP micro-protocol, while the selection 

and activation of a new coordinator are done by TOTALORDER. The latter is done by using 

the maximum message order number MaxOrder seen by any of the remaining replicas; in 

particular, the replica with the largest MaxOrder is designated as the new coordinator. If 

more than one replica has the same MaxOrder, the one with the smallest replica identifier 

is selected. 

The selection algorithm uses a special leader token that is created when a replica is 

notified of a coordinator failure. This token circulates around the replica group and carries 

the largest and smallest MaxOrder seen so far, the latter being used by the new coordinator 

to detect any missing ordering messages that must be retransmitted. A replica forwards the 

leader token only if the token has a larger MaxOrder, or if the values are the same and it 

has a smaller replica identifier. At the end of the process, the one replica that receives the 

leader token that it generated declares itself the coordinator and notifies the other servers 

in the group. Note that, like the restore token, no holding time is used for the leader token 

in order to minimize the circulation time. 

Coordinator failure handling is implemented using the following five event handlers 

(figure 4.10): 

• memberDown. Bound to memberDown, it checks if the failed replica is the leader, 

and if so, raises leaderFailed. 

• leaderFailed. Bound to leaderFailed, it creates and sends a new leader token. It 
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event handler memberDown(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object) { 
if ((downbits & 1 <C leader) !=0) { % if the down member is leader 

replicaState = LeaderElecting; leaderFailed.raise{msg, 0);% change state and raise event 
}} 
event handler leaderFailed(msg;MsgType, occiOccurrence, statarg;Object) { 

myorder = getMaxOrder(orderList); % get the order number 
maxorder=myorder; minorder=myorder; 
token = createToken(myid, myinc, tokeninc, downbits, maxorder, minorder); 
sendToken(leaderToken, token); setTimerQ; % send leader token and set timer 

j-
event handler leaderToken(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statarg;Object) { 

if (msg.type != LeaderToken) return; 
clearTim^); token = msg.token; % get the leader token 
if (myld = token.srcld) {% if it is my token 

leader = myld; % leader selected 
leaderSelected.raise(createMsg(NEWLEADER, token.maxOrder, token.minOrder), 0); 

} else if ((myOrder < token.maxOrder) || (srcld < myld)) { 
if (myOrder i< token.minOrder) token.minOrder = myOrder; 
sendToken(leaderToken, token); setTimerQ; % send leader token and set timer 

}} 
event handler leaderSelected(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, stataig:Object){ 

broadcast(create(NewLeaderMsg), leader); token = msg.token; 
for (i=token.minorder; i< token.maxorder; i++) { % broadcast old order message 

order = orderList.get(i); broadcast(orderMsg, order); 

for (order in waitingList) { % replay the coming of requests in waitingList 
order.setExpiredQ; order.goQ; gid = order.gid; 
readyToInvoke.raise(createMsg(Request, gid), 0); % re-raise the invoke event 

} 
replicaState= Normal; for (order in suspentList) order.go(); } 

event handler request(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statarg:Object){ 
if (replicaState ! = LeaderElecting) return; 
if (msg.type == NewLeaderMsg) { % got new leader, wake up all suspended requests 

leader = msg.leader; replicaState= Normal; for (order in suspentList) ordengoQ; 
} else { 

order = createOrder(gid); suspentlist.add(gid, order); ordenholdQ; } 
}} 

FIGURE 4.10. Extension of the TotalOrder micro-protocol for leader failure 

also changes the state of the replica to LeaderElecting, so that new incoming client 

requests will be queued. 

• leaderToken. Boimd to tokenArrived, it checks if the incoming leader token should 

be passed to its successor. It also updates the minimal MaxOrder in the token and 

raises leaderSelected if it generated this token. 
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• leaderSeiected Bound to leaderSelected, it updates the identity of the new coordi

nator, changes the state of the replica to normal, and resumes delivering messages. 

If this replica is the new coordinator, it resends all ordering messages that were not 

received by all replicas and starts assigning and multicasting new ordering messages. 

For other group members, leaderSelected is raised by the checkOrder handler when 

the first ordering message from the new coordinator is received. 

• request. Bound to readyTolnvoke, it works only in the LeaderElecting state. If the 

incoming message is a NewLeaderMsg, it changes the leader, sets state to normal, 

and wakes up all requests in the suspended request list. Otherwise, if the incoming 

message is a request, it puts the request into the suspended request list. 

4.2.4 State recovery 

The state of a new or recovering server joining the replica group must be updated to be 

consistent with other group members. This state recovery is implemented by a STATERE-

COVERY micro-protocol that transfers the state from an existing server STR (State Transfer 

Replica) to the joining server RR (Restored Replica). The algorithm designates the suc

cessor of RR in the token ring as STR, where the successor is defined as the first replica 

that receives the restore token. Note that due to the naming convention used by replicas, 

the new server can locate existing servers by name using facilities provided by CORBA 

and Java RMI. The state transfer starts when RR requests the state from STR. During this 

process, STR also forwards all messages it receives to RR. If STR fails while the transfer 

is underway, RR chooses its new successor as the new STR and restarts the process. 

The state consists of application state and micro-protocol state. The application state 

is the state of the application-level server object. If the object is serializable, the state can 

be transferred using such a facility; otherwise, the application object must provide explicit 

methods to checkpoint the state and subsequently reload a saved state. The micro-protocol 

state consists of variables such as the membership Ust and the identifier of the coordinator 
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in the total ordering micro-protocol. In our current prototype, the variables that need to 

be transferred are stored as shared variables in the Cactus server composite protocol and 

thus, STATERECOVERY can simply read and write these variables. A more general solution 

would be to use one event to collect the state to be transferred and another to set the state. 

Note that the application and micro-protocol states must be collected at specific points 

during execution in order to get a consistent state to transfer. 

micro-protocol StateRecovery 
initial { 

bina(startStateTransfer, stateTransfer, 10, NULL); 
bind(readyToInvoke, state, 30, NULL); 
bind(endStateTransfer, endXransfer, 10, null); 
bind(readyToInvoke, stateTransferRequest, 20, NULL); 

} 
event handler stateTransfer(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, stataigrObject) { % used by RR 

STR = succ(myld); RR = myld; 
Skeleton.invoke_server(STR, createMsg(StateRequest, myRR)); 
repIicaState = StateRecovery; 

event handler state(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statargrObject) I % used by RR 
if (msg.type I = STATE) return; 
stateinfo = msg.stateinfo; leader = stateinfo.get(LEADER); 
mybits = stateinfo.get(MEMBERSHIP); 
endStateTransfer.raise(); occ.cancel(); 

} 
event handler endTransfer(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statargrObject) { % used by RR 

replicaState = Normal; leaderSelected-raiseQ; 
} 
event handler stateTransferRequest(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statargrObject) {% by STR 

if (msg.type! = StateRequest) return; 
stateinfo.put(LEADER, leader); stateinfo.put(MEMBERSHIP, mybits); 
Skeleton.invoke_server(msg.RR, createMsg(State, stateinfo)); occ.cancel(); 

} 

FIGURE 4.11. The StateRecovery micro-protocol 

The event handlers used by STATERECOVERY at RR (figure 4.11) are the following: 

• stateTrmsfer. Bound to startStateTransfer, it sends a state request message to the 

replica's successor (STR). The startStateTransfer event is raised by MEMBERSHIP 

when RR has successfiilly passed the restore token to its successor. 
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• state. Bound to readyTolnvoke, it processes a state message and sets the replica state 

accordingly. It raises endStateTransfer when the state has been restored. 

• endTrmsfer. Bound to endStateTransfer, it sends a message to STR indicating that 

the state transfer has been completed. 

The one event handler used at STR by STATERECOVERY (also in figure 4.2.4) is state-

TransferRequest. Bound to readyTolnvoke, it captures the replica state and sends it to RR. 

4.3 Security 

Many security features such as secure communication, authentication, and access control 

can be implemented transparently. Our current prototype includes provisions for message 

confidentiality, access control, and authentication. 

The DESPRIVACY micro-protocol (figure 4.12) implements message confidentiality by 

encrypting and decrypting the request parameters and reply using DBS [DES81 ]. The client 

side uses a handler bound to readyToSend to encrypt the request parameters and a handler 

bound to invokeSuccess to decrypt the reply value. Both handlers are executed as the first 

handler for these events. The server-side decryption of request parameters is implemented 

by a handler that overrides the base getParameters handler. The server-side encryption 

of the reply value is implemented by a handler bound to invokeReturn. Note that since the 

micro-protocol encrypts only the request parameters and replies, the security level provided 

is slightly less than CORBA Security Level 1, which encrypts the entire request message. 

The ACCESSCONTROL micro-protocol (figure 4.13) determines if a client has the right 

to access a server. To implement this, each server is initialized with an access control list 

(ACL) specifying which clients are allowed to access which methods. ACCESSCONTROL 

then checks the ACL to determine if a request is allowed. In our prototype implementation, 

access control functionality is implemented completely on the server side. It consists of 

one handler checkAccessControl that is bound to the ReadyTolnvoke event. If the request 
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micro-protocol DesPrivacy-Client 
initial { 

bind(readyToSend, encrypt, 0, NULL); 
bind(invokeSuccess, decrypt, 0, NULL); 

} 
event handler encrypt(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 

req = msg.request; msg.request = encrypt(req); 
} 
event handler decrypt(msg:MsgType, occrOccurrence, statarg:Object){ 

req = msg.request; msg.request = decrypt(req); 
} 
micro-protocol DesPrivacy-Server 
initial { 

bind(newServerRequest, decrypt, 1, NULL); 
bind(invokeRetum, encrypt, 10, NULL); 

event handler encrypt(msg;MsgType, occ;Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
rep = msg.reply; msg.reply = encrypt(rep); 
re^yTolnvoke.raise(msg, 0); occ.cancelQ; % override getParameter 

event handler decrypt(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
rep = msg.reply; msg.reply = decrypt(rep); 

} 

FIGURE 4.12. The DesPrivacy micro-protocols 

micro-protocol AccessControl 
initial { 

bina(readyToInvoke, checkAccessControl, 1, NULL); 

event handler checkAccessControl(msg:MsgType, occ.Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
req = msg.request; methodao = req.methodno; srcid = msg.srcid; 
if (!checkACL(srcId, methodno)){ % not passing ACK check 

reply = create(ACLERROR); msg.reply = reply; 
invokeRetum.raise{msg, 0); occ.cancelQ; 

} 
} 

FIGURE 4.13. The AccessControl micro-protocols 

is permitted based on the ACL, the handler simply returns. Otherwise, an error reply is 

created, and the event occixrrence is canceled. 

The AUTHENTICATION micro-protocol allows clients and servers to verify one an
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other's identity and to establish a secure authenticated connection between them. The 

micro-protocol implements a secret key-based authentication method that uses a trusted 

authentication server (AS) [SS94]. The algorithm requires both the client and the server 

to communicate with the AS to establish authenticity and to establish a session key that is 

used to generate cryptographic message digests. To maximize the portability of AUTHEN

TICATION across different object middleware platforms, we assume that the AS supports a 

socket interface that can be used by the micro-protocol. 

Authentication functionality is divided between the client and server sides (figure 4.14). 

On the client side, the handler authenticating is bound to the ReadyToSend event. This 

handler checks whether the client has authenticated with the AS, i.e., whether an authenti

cation context including the session key has been established. If the context has not been 

established, the handler needs to contact the AS and the destination server to establish a 

context for the request and only allows the request to be sent if this succeeds. It first sends 

its own identifier myld, destination identifier dest, and a random number nonce to the 

AS. The AS then returns a result encrypted using the client's key. The client decrypts the 

result, and gets a sessionkey and an encryptedServerKey. The client needs to forward 

the encryptedS erver Key, which is encrypted by the server's key, to the server for authen

tication. It does this by calling the sendSessionKey method, and waiting for a reply. If the 

reply indicates that the authentication is successful, the handler puts the sessionkey and a 

server generated random number into the new established context, and completes its exe

cution by adding the message signature as an attribute to the request. Otherwise, it returns 

AUTH-ERROR as the reply. 

On the server side, the handler checkAuthentication is bound to the ReadyTolnvoke 

event to check the authenticity of requests. If the request is a SessionKey, it verifies the key 

and returns the result to the client. For other requests, it verifies the authentication attribute 

included in the message. 
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micro-protocol Authentication-Client 
initial { 

bind(readyToSend, authentication, 1, NULL); 

event handler authentication(msg:MsgType, occ;Occurrence, staiarg:Object){ 
req = msg.request; dest = msg.dest; % get dest server of the message 
context = lookupcontext(dest); 
if (context == NULL) { % need contact AS and dest server to create a new context 

context = createContext(dest); nonce = random(); 
result = decrypt(getSessionKey(^5, myld, dest, nonce), mykey); % contact AS 
if (result.nonce == nonce AND resultserver == dest){ 

sessionkey = resultsessionkey; 
encryptedServerKey = result.encryptedServerKey; 
reply = sendSessionKey(dest, encryptedServerKey); % send key to server and wait reply 
if (result.status() == AUTH^UCCESS) { 

serverNonce = decrypt(reply, sessionkey); 
context.setContext(sessionkey, serverNonce); 
msg.signature = signature(req, context); return; 

} 
} 
msgjeply = create(AUTH_ERROR); 
invokeFailure.raise(msg, 0); occ.cancelQ; return; 

msg.signature = signature(req, context); 
} 
micro-protocol Authentication-Server 
initial { 

biad(readyToInvoke, checkAuthentication, 2, NULL); 

event handler checkAuthentication(msg:MsgType, occ; Occurrence, statargrObject) { 
if (msg.type == SessionKey) { % get SessionKey 

result = decrypt(msg.encryptedServerKey, mykey); 
sessionkey = result-sessionkey; 
if (msg.srcid ! = result-client) { 

msg.reply = create{ SESSION_ERROR); 
invokeRetum.raise(msg, 0); occ.cancelQ; return; 

serverNonce = randomQ; context = createContextQ; 
context.setContext(sessionkey, serverNonce); 
msg.reply = create(AUTH-SUCCESS); 
msg.reply = encrypt{serverNonce, mykey); occ.cancelQ; return; 

} else if (!correct(msg.request, msg.signature)) { % check signature 
msg.reply = create(AUTH^RROR); 
invokeRetum.raise{msg, 0); occ.cancelQ; return; 

FIGURE 4.14. The Authentication micro-protocols 
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4.4 Timeliness 

Providing hard real-time guarantees is difficult and requires Ml control of system execu

tion. However, admission control techniques combined with service differentiation can 

provide improved timeliness properties for high priority requests. Our current prototype 

includes one admission control and a number of service differentiation micro-protocols. 

The ADMISSIONCONTROL micro-protocol (figure 4.15) determines whether an appli

cation's request to bind to a service should be allowed based on a server's current load. In 

doing so, it ensures that the server does not become overloaded and hence, that the response 

time remains reasonable. The load metric used is simply the total number of clients cur

rently bound to the server. A threshold is set on the server side for the maximum number 

of binding clients and subsequent requests are refused. 

Admission control fimctionality is divided between the client and server sides. On the 

client side, handler askAdmission is bound to the ReadyToSend event. This handler checks 

whether the client has been admitted on each invocation. If so, the handler returns, and the 

invocation is sent. Otherwise, the handler sends an admission request to the server. If the 

server grants admission, the handler stores this information and returns. If not, the handler 

cancels the event occurrence and generates an exception to the client application. On the 

server side, handler cbeckAdmission is bound to the ReadyTolnvoke event. This handler 

checks the request to determine if it is an admission request and if so, whether this new 

client can be admitted. If the request is an invocation, it checks whether the client has 

been admitted. If not, it returns an error reply. Handler removeAdmission is bound to 

the removeAdmission event. It removes the record of an admission when a client sends a 

removeAdmission request. This handler can also be bound to a timer event so that when 

there is no activity for a client for a period of time, the admission of the client are removed 

from the admission list. 

Service differentiation micro-protocols provide more timely service to high priority 

requests. Our current prototype includes three such micro-protocols. The first, PRIORI-
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micro-protocol AdmissionControl-Client 
initial { 

bina(readyToSend, admissionControl, 2, NULL); 

event handler admissionControl(msg:MsgType, occ;Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
dest = msg-dest; 
if (! isAdmitted(dest)) { 

result = sendAdiriissionRequest(dest, src); 
if (result == REJECT) {occ.cancel(); return;} 
else setA.dmitted(dest); 

micro-protocol AdmissionControl-Server 
List admissionList; 
initial { 

bind(readyToInvoke, checkAdmissionControl, 4, NULL); 
bind(removeAdmission, removeAdmissionControl, 1, NULL); 

} 
event handler checkAdmissionControl(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 

if (msg.type == AdmissionRequest){ 
if (msg.srcld IN admissionList) sendresult(srcld, ACCEPT); 
else if (admissionList.sizeO < THRESHOLD) { 

admissionList.add(msg.srcId); sendresult(srcld, ACCEPT); 

else sendresult(srcld, REJECT); 
occ.cancelO; 

} else if (msg.type == RemoveAdmission) { 
removeAdmission.raise(msg, 0); 

} else if (msg.type == Request) { 
if (NOT (msg.srcld IN admissionList)) { 

return ERllOR; occ.cancelO; 

event handler removeAdmission(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
admissionList.remove(msg.srcld); 

} 

FIGURE 4.15. The AdmissionControl micro-protocols 

TYSCHED, manipulates thread priorities (figure 4.16). It consists of one handler setPriority 

bound to readyTolnvoke that sets the priority of the current thread based on the request pri

ority. It is set to execute as the first handler for this event so that it can change the priority 

as early as possible. The second, QUEUEDSCHED, schedules request execution by queuing 

low priority requests if high priority requests are executing (figure 4.17). This behavior is 
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micro-protocol PrioritySched 
initial { 

bind(readyToInvoke, setPriority, 100, NULL); 
} 
event handler setPriority(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 

if (priority(msg.req) == HIGH) setThreadPriority(HlGH); 
I 

FIGURE 4.16. The PrioritySched micro-protocol 

micro-protocol QueuedSched 
Queue Ipq; % low priority Queue 
int Mghtcountei=0; 

initial { 
bind(readyTolnvoke, checkPriority, 100, NULL); 
bind(invokeRetum, notifyWaiting, 100, NULL); 
bind(requestRetumed, wakeupNext, 100, NULL); 

event handler checkPriority(msg:MsgType, occiOccurrence, statarg:Object){ 
if (priority(msg.req) == HIGH) highcounter++; 
else if (highcounter > 0) { 

precord = createRecord(msg); lpq.append(precord); 
precord.hold(); 

^ } 

event handler notifyingWaiting(msg;MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
afil:erRetumEvent.raiseTP(msg, 0,0); 

event handler wakeupNext(msg:MsgType, occ;Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
if (priority(msg.req) == HIGH) hi^counter—; 
if (highcounter == 0) { 

precord = lpq.removeFirst(); 
if (precord ! = NULL) precord.go(); 

FIGURE 4.17. The QueuedSched micro-protocol 

implemented by three handlers: 

• checkPriority. Bound to readyTolnvoke, it allows a request to either continue or 

queues it. 

® notifyWaiting. Bound last to invokeReturn, it raises event requestReturned asyn

chronously with a low thread priority if no high priority requests are being executed. 
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micro-protocol TimedSched 
Queue Ipq; % low priority Queue 
int highcounter = 0; 

initial { 
bina(readyTolnvoke, checkPriority, 100, NULL); 
bind(invokeRetum, notifyWaiting, 100, NULL); 
bind(requestRetumed, wakeupNext, 100, NULL); 
bind(nextUpdate, updateStatus, 0, NULL); 
nextUpdateEvent.raise(null, updateTimeoutlnterval); 

checkPriorlty(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
if (priority(msg.req) == HIGH) M^counter++; 
else if (highcounter > THRESHOLD) { 

precord = createRecord(msg.req); lpq.append(precord); 
precord.holdO; 

} 
I 
event handler notifyingWaiting(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, stataig:Object){ 

afterRetumEvent.raiseTP(msg, 0,0); 

event handler wakeupNext(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
if (priority(msg.req) == HIGH) { if (highcounter > 0) highcounter—;} 
if (highcounter <= THRESHOLD) { 

precord = Ipq.removeFirstO; 
if (precord ! = NULL) precord. go(); 

event handler updateStatus(msg:MsgType, occ:Occurrence, statarg:Object){ 
highcounter = 0; 
nextUpdateEvent.raise(null, updateTimeoutlnterval); 

FIGURE 4.18. The TimedSched micro-protocol 

• wakeupNext. Bound to requestReturned, it releases waiting low priority requests. 

Note that the second handler uses a modified raise operation {raiseTP(Message m, Long 

delay, ThreadPriority tp)) that allows the thread priority to be specified. This ensures 

that execution of wakeupNext does not interfere with the thread that is returning the high 

priority request. Finally, the third micro-protocol, TIMEDSCHED, uses a similar strategy, 

except that it keeps track of how many high priority requests have arrived in a time period 

and only releases low priority requests one at a time when the number of high priority 

requests in the previous period is smaller than a threshold (figure 4.18). Currently, the 
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request priority is simply determined based on client identity, but other techniques could 

easily be added. 

Note that both TOTALORDER and the last two service differentiation micro-protocols 

order request execution, making it possible for the orders to conflict. That is, it is possible 

for the next request according to TOTALORDER to be a low priority request that is queued 

and thus blocked by the service differentiation micro-protocols. This problem can be solved 

by including the service differentiation micro-protocols only at the coordinator of the total 

ordering algorithm. This ensures that the total order assignment respects request priorities. 

Two changes were made in the Cactus runtime system to allow the service differenti

ation micro-protocols to manipulate thread priorities. The first is the variant of the raise 

operation mentioned above that specifies the priority of the thread used to execute the han

dlers. The second preserves thread priorities in event operations. In particular, the handlers 

associated with a given event are guaranteed to be executed by a thread with the same 

priority as the thread that raised the event, unless specified otherwise. 

4.5 Combining QoS properties 

The Cactus framework allows micro-protocols to be designed so that the composite proto

col can be customized to provide different combinations of QoS micro-protocols. In our 

case, the fault-tolerance, security, and timeliness micro-protocols have been designed to 

work together in any combination subject to dependencies and conflicts between micro-

protocols [Hil98]. In the current set of micro-protocols, all micro-protocols depend on the 

base micro-protocols, STATERECOVERY depends on MEMBERSHIP, and TOTALORDER 

depends on both MEMBERSHIP and ACTIVEREP. The different replication, acceptance, 

and service differentiation micro-protocols conflict in the sense that only one micro-protocol 

in each group should be used at a time. For fault tolerance, the choices are no fault toler

ance, passive replication, or active replication with any combination of total order and 

acceptance. Furthermore, STATERECOVERY can be added to any configuration that in-
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eludes MEMBERSHIP. Thus, there are 11 different fault-tolerance configurations. Note 

that we do not consider a configuration with MEMBERSHIP to be different firom a config

uration without this micro-protocol, since it does not change the semantics of the service. 

For security, any combination of the three security micro-protocols can be used, resulting 

in 8 security combinations. For timeliness, none or any of the three service differentiation 

micro-protocols with or without ADMISSIONCONTROL can be used, resulting in 8 time

liness combinations. The net result is that even this small set of micro-protocols can be 

combined in total 704 semantically different configurations. 

While using Cactus does not automatically guarantee that micro-protocols are compos-

able, it provides flexible mechanisms that allow the micro-protocol designer to maximize 

composability. One example is the event mechanism that allows handler execution to be 

ordered as desired, including provisions for overriding existing handlers. These facilities 

are used, for instance, to ensure that the decryption handler is executed transparently prior 

to all other handlers. "Note, however, that the composability is the result of careful design 

of the event set and ordering of handler execution. 

The current set of micro-protocols could be easily extended with different security, 

timeliness, and fault-tolerance techniques, and to handle more complicated invocation sce

narios such as an invocation from one replicated server to another. Additional security 

micro-protocols could also be added using the approach presented in [HSU03], which in

cludes numerous micro-protocols for confidentiality and message integrity, as well as for 

other security attributes such as non-repudiation, key distribution, and auditing. Each se

curity attribute can also be enforced using combinations of two or more micro-protocols if 

desired. Additional timeliness micro-protocols could include traffic enforcement and more 

elaborate admission control and service differentiation micro-protocols, while additional 

fault-tolerance micro-protocols could include client checkpointing, request logging, and 

client recovery. 
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CORBA Java RMI 
Configuration num servers set + get one call set + get one call 

ADMI SSIONCONTROL 1 2.57 1.29 1.73 0.87 
AUTHENTICATION 1 3.43 1.72 2.58 1.29 
ACCESSCONTROL 1 2.58 1.29 1.74 0.87 
DESPRIVACY 1 16.42 8.21 6.24 3.12 
PASSIVEREP 3 6.31 3.16 4.66 2.33 
ACTIVEREP 3 4.94 2.47 2.29 1.15 
+ MAJORITYVOTE 3 5.49 2.75 2.92 1.46 
+ TOTALORDER 3 9.52 4.76 7.62 3.81 
+ MEMBERSHIP 3 9.57 4.79 7.67 3.84 
+ STATERECOVERY 3 9.67 4.84 7.70 3.85 
ACTIVEREP+TOTALORDER 3 8.50 4.25 5.90 2.95 
+ DESPRIVACY 3 23.61 11.82 10.13 5.07 

TABLE 4.1. Configuration tests, average response times (in ms) 

4.6 Experimental Results 

The performance of the approach was tested using a simple BankAccount object that pro

vides operations for setting and retrieving the balance of a bank account as described in the 

previous chapter. Tests were conducted on a cluster of 600 MHz Pentium III PCs running 

Linux 2.4.7 connected by a 1 Gbit Ethernet. The CORBA tests were conducted using Vis-

ibroker 4.1, while the Java RMI tests use Java 2 SDK version 1.3 for Linux. Each test run 

measured the time to execute 10000 pairs of setJbalanceQ and getJbalanceQ operations, 

and was run multiple times. The client and server objects were on different machines. 

The first set of experiments (table 4.1) illustrates the response times for different QoS 

configurations. Each micro-protocol increases the response time by using more CPU time 

(e.g., encryption), sending more messages (e.g., replication and total ordering), or both. 

In tests with multiple object replicas, the client and each replica are all on separate ma

chines. When MEMBERSHIP is included, the total hold time across all group members for 

circulating the token was set to 5 seconds. 

As expected, the numbers indicate that adding functionality that introduces additional 
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messages or that is CPU-intensive is relatively expensive, but simple functionality costs 

relatively little. Note that the increase in response time when the DESPRIVACY micro-

protocol is used is greater for CORBA than for Java RMI. We attribute this to the fact 

that the entire request object is encrypted and transmitted as a single CORBA parameter 

of type Any, whereas the arguments of calls in configurations without encryption can be 

transmitted as simple data types. In contrast, the request object is transmitted as a single 

entity in every case with the Jave RMI implementation, so that the only change is the actual 

CPU overhead associated with execution of the cryptographic algorithms. 

The second set of experiments (table 4.2) illustrates the behavior of the TIMEDSCHED 

service differentiation micro-protocol alone, and when combined with other micro-proto

cols. For these tests, we statically designated some clients as high priority and others 

as low priority. In these particular tests, we used one high priority client and varying 

numbers of low priority client. The results indicate that the TIMEDSCHED micro-protocol 

provides relatively good service differentiation and protects a high priority client well from 

the impact of low priority clients. 

The third set of experiments (table 4.3) illustrates the impact of failure detection and 

leader selection on invocations to replicated servers. Three server replicas with MEMBER

SHIP, STATERECOVERY, and TOTALORDER micro-protocols were used, together with one 

client that includes ACTIVEREP and MAJORITYVOTE. Each experiment consisted of ex

ecuting 10000 pairs of setJbalanceQ and getJ>alance() operations, followed by a single 

invocation in which the coordinator fails and a new coordinator is elected. Measurements 

were made of the average time to perform the failure free invocations, the time to detect the 

subsequent failure, the time to perform the leader selection after detection, and the overall 

time for completing the invocation interrupted by the leader failure. The total hold time 

across all group members for circulating the token was set for each experiment to a value 

ranging from 50 ms to 5 seconds. At values below 50 ms, the overhead of token passing 

significantly impacts the time to do an invocation even in the failure-free case. 

The results are as expected. The average time for the failure-free invocations agrees 
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Configuration num num low CORBA Java RMI 
servers pri. clients high pri. low pri. high pri low pri 

TIMEDSCHED 1 1 1.49 3.08 0.99 2.04 
1 2 1.50 3.43 0.99 2.23 
1 3 1.50 3.93 1.00 2.32 
1 4 1.52 4.63 1.00 2.76 

+ ACTIVEREP 3 1 2.57 5.26 1.67 2.46 
3 2 2.59 5.76 1.66 2.57 
3 3 2.59 6.20 1.68 2.74 
3 4 2.59 6.57 1.70 3.30 

+ MAJORITYVOTE 3 1 2.73 5.61 1.51 3.26 
3 2 2.74 6.16 1.53 3.45 
3 3 2.82 6.90 1.54 3.60 
3 4 2.82 7.50 1.58 4.16 

+ TOTALORDER 3 1 5.65 11.18 4.10 8.49 
3 2 5.60 13.41 4.14 10.09 
3 3 5.55 15.14 4.17 12.00 
3 4 5.56 18.18 4.17 14.17 

ACTIVEREP 3 1 4.39 8.70 3.68 7.38 
+ TOTALORDER 3 2 4.38 10.01 3.86 8.35 

3 3 4.35 12.18 3.85 9.64 
3 4 4.39 13.60 3.87 11.56 

TABLE 4.2. Service differentiation tests, average response times (in ms) 

with those in table 4.3 for the matching configuration and are relatively unaffected by the 

token-passing delay. However, this delay significantly impacts the time of the invocation 

interrupted by the failure, since it largely determines the time required to do failure detec

tion. In contrast, the time to perform the leader selection once the failure has been detected 

is unaffected by the token delay. 

To measure the impact of adding a new server to a group, a separate experiment was 

performed in which a new server was added while a client was executing a sequence of 

invocations. The response time for the invocation during which the join took place was 

then measured for different values of total token delay. The average response time was 

determined to be approximately 559 ms, a value largely determined by the cost incurred to 
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Total token Response time Response time Failure Leader 
delay (failure free) (leader failure) detection election 

50 5.30 74 56 13 
100 5.24 101 85 12 
200 4.95 129 115 12 
400 4.94 154 139 12 
800 4.93 322 307 12 
1600 4.88 698 683 12 
3200 4.84 1186 1172 12 
5000 4.86 1935 1904 13 

TABLE 4.3. Failure overhead (in ms) 

transfer the state to the new server. This value was observed to be independent of the token 

delay time. 

4.7 Related Work 

The fine-grain configurability supported by Cactus provides the flexibility needed to cus

tomize guarantees independently for each application across a broad spectrum of QoS at

tributes. Although previous work on CORBA often encompasses different QoS attributes 

(e.g., [MSMKNOO, NMMS99, SZK+99, TKHGOO]), to our knowledge, no other approach 

provides a comparable ability to implement custom combinations of different QoS at

tributes. Customization of multiple QoS attributes has been addressed in other types of 

object-based systems, however. The metaobject-based FRIENDS [FP98] architecture is the 

closest analogue to CQoS. Metaobjects are roughly equivalent to Cactus micro-protocols as 

used here, and both approaches emphasize a clear separation of concerns between mecha

nisms and the application of QoS enhancements. A major concern for any reflection-based 

approach, however, is the need for a language that supports reflection, the level of reflection 

supported, and performance overhead. In contrast, CQoS depends on middleware-based in

terface definitions to introduce QoS enhancements using interceptors working in conjunc

tion with generic QoS components. Another related approach presents an architecture in 
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which multiple interceptors can be stacked to provide combinations of attributes [PruGO]. 

However, the architecture has apparently not yet been implemented. 

Finally, Sun's Jini technology [SunOO] is largely complementary to CQoS. Jini is a 

set of specifications that enables services to discover one another and cooperate in a dis

tributed system. One of its novel features is that a client does not need to know a priori 

where the services are located or how to access them. Rather, a client uses the Jini lookup 

service to locate services and then dynamically loads a proxy object (i.e., a stub) that im

plements communication with the service. It would be possible to use these Jini facilities to 

locate and load micro-protocols for CQoS services. On the other hand, the fine-grain cus

tomization and ability to change behavior at runtime provided by CQoS could be applied 

to construct configurable and adaptive Jini proxies. CQoS could also be used to enhance 

transparently the QoS properties of existing Jini services. 

4.8 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented micro-protocols that implement fault-tolerance, security, and 

timeliness attributes in the CQoS architecture. We also discussed how these micro-protocols 

can be combined to support multi-dimensional QoS, and evaluated the performance of 

these combinations through experiments. The results shows the advantages of using micro-

protocols for multi-dimensional support with respect to configurability and flexibility, and 

that the overhead caused by combining orthogonal attributes using Cactus is reasonable. 
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CHAPTER 5 

QBox ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The CQoS architecture discussed in previous chapters can provide transparent, portable, 

and efficient QoS enhancements for CORBA, Java RMI, and other service platforms that 

use the endpoint approach. However, the QoS enhanced by this architecture is usually 

session-based, which means that the QoS component configuration in this architecture is 

fixed at session creation time and applied to all messages sent in that session. A different 

approach is needed for message-based QoS, in which QoS requirements may be different 

for each message. Moreover, these requirements can conflict with each other, which means 

that a QoS architecture for such a platform must be able to capture the tradeoffs among 

multiple conflicting requirements, and provide mechanisms to resolve these conflicts. 

This chapter presents a QoS architecture that provides the flexibility needed to support 

message-based QoS for service platforms that use the network approach. The fimdamental 

concept in this architecture is a QBox, a software component based on a Cactus composite 

protocol that is added to the service platform to enforce QoS. A QBox is configured in turn 

from fine-grain qoslet modules constructed from Cactus micro-protocols that implement 

the actual QoS mechanisms for service requests, and a policy engine that evaluates and 

manages QoS policies. Each qoslet implements a single variant of a given QoS attribute, 

which allows QBoxes to be configured to handle a wide variety of requirements and situ

ations. This flexible QoS architecture has been incorporated into an experimental version 

of the AT&T iMobile system [CHJ''"03], although it is general and could also be used for 

other service platforms that use the network approach. 

The primary goal of this chapter is to describe the overall design and implementation of 

the QBox architecture, and to show its flexibility in supporting QoS for mobile service 

platforms. The following chapter then focuses on using QBoxes for customizing QoS 
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attributes related to dependability attributes such as timeliness, reliability, and security, 

and in particular, how to address the issue of conflicts among these QoS requirements. 

5.1 QoS in Mobile Service Platforms 

Mobile service platforms such as Nokia One pSfok], IBM WebSphere Everyplace Access 

[CS03], and AT&T iMobile [CHJ+03] are designed to facilitate access to back-end enter

prise applications by a wide range of mobile devices using a variety of access protocols. 

For example, in the case of iMobile, users can access corporate services such as Microsoft 

Exchange email servers or personnel databases using cell phones, PDAs, or laptops based 

on protocols as diverse as SMS, instant messages (IM), and HTTPS. The value of these 

platforms is that they act as intermediaries, hiding differences between devices and proto

cols so that services can be accessed transparently with minimal changes to either devices 

or services. 

As described in chapter 1, services in mobile service platforms are typically accessed 

using a request-reply paradigm, where the user issues a request to a service and receives 

a response. Note that the response may consist of a large number of underlying network 

messages (e.g., request for a audio file). Given the independence of service accesses, the 

goal of our architecture is to provide customized QoS for individual request/response pairs. 

This differs from many QoS architectures [NS95] and configurable protocol frameworks 

[HP91, PPVW92], where the same QoS is provided for all messages in a flow, session, or 

connection. 

5.1.1 Mobile Service Platforms 

Mobile service platforms are often based on a proxy (or gateway) architecture to handle the 

limited resources and capabilities of mobile devices. The proxy provides an interface for 

different mobile devices to access Internet services that are not designed to be accessed by 

such limited devices. The proxy typically provides content transformation to accommodate 
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device limitations [AMZ95, FGBA96, FGCB98, ZD97a, ZD97b], as well as translation be

tween the protocols supported by the mobile devices and the access protocols supported by 

the services [RCCCOl, RHC'^'OO]. Proxies have also been used to improve the character

istics of wireless transport connections [BPSK97]. Such an architecture allows existing 

services to be easily provided to mobile devices. 

Proxy functionality is sometimes split into two, or potentially even more, separate com

ponents that are placed at different locations in the network (figure 5.1). For example, the 

iMobile EE (Enterprise Edition) [CHJ+OS] places the wireless access protocols (devlets) at 

the proxy front ends (called gateways in iMobile) and the service access protocols {info-

lets) at the proxy back ends (called servers in iMobile). Both the proxy front and back ends 

are typically replicated for scalability and fault tolerance. Such a split proxy architecture 

makes it possible to place front ends close to the actual mobile users and back ends close 

to (or even co-located with) the services. The benefits of such an arrangement include fast 

response time if the service contents are cached at the front end, as well as the ability of 

the proxy to use specialized communication channels (e.g., a high priority MPLS channel 

[RVCOl]) between front and back ends for high priority service requests. This dissertation 

focuses on the split proxy architecture. Note that this dissertation does not address the is

sues of routing traffic from the client's mobile devices to the closest proxy in the wireless 

network nor issues such as handoff from one proxy to another. We assume such issues are 

handled by the networking infrastructure. 
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5.1.2 QoS Requirements 

The QoS requirements of different service requests to a mobile service platform can be 

very different. For example, the response time requirements may vary based on user iden

tity (or user group identity), service accessed, and the user's access device/protocol. The 

security requirements may also vary based on the user access protocol; for example, a user 

attempting to access a highly confidential service using an insecure instant messaging (IM) 

protocol may be denied even though they generally have the right to access the service. 

Reliability requirements may also vary based on the criticality of the service; for example, 

the reliability requirements for an entertainment service may not be very high while the 

similar requirements for an enterprise service may be very high. In general then, given that 

a mobile service platform typically provides service to a large number of different users and 

provides access to a number of different services, the platform must be able to implement 

multiple different combinations of QoS attributes. 

5.1.3 Implementing QoS 

QoS can be provided using a combination of resource allocation and QoS algorithms. Re

source allocation is used to reserve sufficient resources (e.g., network bandwidth, memory, 

CPU) to ensure that a service is provided with sufficient QoS, in particular, performance 

and reliability. QoS algorithms are software mechanisms such as request prioritization, au

thentication, admission control, access control, retransmission, encryption, compression, 

and load balancing. 

While QoS techniques could be implemented in many different parts of the system, it 

is often impossible to modify either of the endpoints, i.e., the mobile device or the service. 

For example, if the users are using SMS (Short Message Service) on their cell phones 

to access services, it may be impossible or infeasible to introduce new code on the cell 

phones. Similarly, the service may be a legacy service or provided by a third party, making 

it impossible to change. Thus, to support a wide range of devices and services, the proxy 
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is often the only component that can be modified to provide QoS for service requests. 

Moreover, doing QoS enforcement in the proxy also simplifies implementation given that 

it is essentially a central point of control. Therefore, we propose to extend the proxies with 

a QoS architecture based on QBoxes (figure 5.2). In this figure, note that the split proxy 

now delegates communication between the firont and back end to the QBox, which can 

create multiple, potentially independent, communication channels between the firont and 

back ends. The internal structure of a QBox is described in detail below. 

The quality of the service received by the user depends on all the network links and 

components on the path firom the mobile device to the target service and back to the device. 

Given that the QoS attributes are implemented at the proxy, it is not possible to ensure all 

of these attributes end to end. In particular, any response time and reliability attributes may 

be violated by a slow or unreliable wireless link from the mobile device to the proxy fi-ont 

end. Similarly, there is no way to ensure that execution of the service maintains the required 

attributes. However, the split proxy architecture allows the proxy front end to be brought 

close to the user and the back end brought close to the service to minimize the uncontrolled 

part of the service execution. Certain issues with the target services can also be masked by 

the QoS algorithms at the QBox. For example, by measuring the reliability and response 

time of the various services, QBox execution can be adjusted to achieve the quality goals. In 

addition, it may be possible to use multiple or alternative service providers, to cache replies 

for performance improvements, or to do traffic shaping to ensure that the load imposed on 
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a service does not exceed its capacity. Such QoS problems can also be alleviated if SLA 

(service level agreements) are secured with the wireless connectivity and service providers. 

Note that the QBox approach could also be used in a single proxy architecture, although 

not all of the QoS algorithms are relevant in this case. 

5.2 QBox Architecture 

5.2.1 Overview 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the main components of the QBox architecture, including a set of 

qoslets, as well as Channel Manager and Policy Enforcement components. As mentioned 

above, a qoslet is a fine-grain QoS module that implement the actual QoS for service re

quests. A QBox can include many different qoslets such as Scheduling, LeafyBucket, DES, 

Statistics, and others in the figure. These qoslets are described in detail below. 

A QBox also includes a special set of qoslets, called channel qoslets, implementing the 

communication between the proxy front and back end using protocols such as UDP, TCP, 

SSL, Java RMl, or JMS (Java Message Service). The different protocols provide different 

QoS properties that are used in providing the needed guarantees. For example, an SSL 

channel provides security, reliability, and ordered delivery, while a UDP channel only pro
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vides best-effort delivery. Furthermore, channels may be connected to different back end 

proxies that provide different QoS. For example, some proxies may have more processing 

power or the network bandwidth to some proxies may be larger. These properties may also 

vary over time, especially bandwidth and response time. The Channel Manager maintains 

the status of the channels and chooses the appropriate channel based on the specified QoS 

requirements. The Channel Manager also creates and deletes channels. 

The Policy Enforcement module uses a Policy Determination module and current sys

tem measurements to determine how each request should be processed. The chosen pro

cessing requirements are conveyed to the qoslets using attributes attached to the request. 

For example, a retransmission qoslet may receive the number of times a request should be 

retransmitted as an attribute, as well as the timeout period to use between retransmissions. 

The QBox provides three types of interfaces for communicating with other system com

ponents: a request/reply interface, a policy interface, and one or more channel interfaces. 

The request'reply interface is used for exchanging requests and replies with other compo

nents in the proxy, while the policy interface is used for updating the policy. Each channel 

qoslet implements a protocol-specific interface that is used for communication between the 

front and back end proxies. 

5.2.2 Policy Processing 

The QoS policy dictates what QoS guarantees should be provided to each service request. 

The QBox architecture uses a two-level policy processing architecture, where Policy De

termination is responsible for determining what is required for a specific request and Policy 

Enforcement is responsible for determining how this goal can be achieved under the current 

system conditions. Figure 5.4 illustrates these two steps. 

Policy Determination receives high-level QoS policy requirements that specify rules 

such as "service requests from user A to service S should have response time no larger than 

500 ms". Given this information, Policy Determination then evaluates each service request 
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based on such elements as the user identity, the service requested, and the user's mobile 

device and access protocol, and assigns high-level attributes to the request based on the 

policy. Typical high-level attributes might be whether the request is allowed or not based 

on security policies, the desired level of reliability, security, and priority, and the required 

response time. The way in which policies are represented and evaluated are orthogonal to 

the overall design of the QoS architecture, and are the subject of future work. 

Once high-level attributes are determined. Policy Enforcement takes these attributes, 

information about available qoslets, and measurements of the current system state—such 

as system load, and channel reliability and response times—and calculates the lower-level 

request attributes actually used by the qoslets. For example, based on the reliability re

quirement and the current measurements of a channel's reliability and response time, it 

calculates the attributes TransmissionLimit and Timeout used by a retransmission qoslet. 

Other typical attributes calculated by Policy Enforcement would be the chosen channel 

(and backup channel) for the request, the chosen cryptographic protocols required for the 

request, and the flow identifier used for traffic regulation. Note that the two-level policy 

architecture allows the high-level policy to be independent of system measurements and 

how the guarantees might be implemented. 
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5.3 Qoslet Implementation 

As noted above, qoslets are software components that implement different QoS enhance

ment algorithms such as encryption, retransmission, and traffic shaping. Implementing 

such enhancements requires qoslets to be able to drop (reject), delay, re-transmit, trans

form, and change the destinations of messages, in this case requests and replies to the 

mobile service platform. Furthermore, qoslets must be designed and implemented so that 

different combinations of qoslets can be used together (configurability), and so that the 

set of available qoslets can be extended (extensibility) and changed at runtime (dynamic 

adaptation). All these features should be achieved without imposing a high performance 

overhead. We achieve these goals by implementing qoslets using Cactus. By using Cactus, 

qoslets do not interact with one another directly, but rather raise and handle events. The 

event mechanism decouples the qoslets and facilitates configurability, extensibility, and 

dynamic adaptation. 

5.3.1 QBox Composite Protocol 

The execution of qoslets is driven by events. The set of main events is illustrated in figure 

5.5. Note that the same events are used both at the fi-ont and back end proxies. The dashed 

lines represent the logical flow of control in processing a request or a reply. These events are 

either raised by qoslets or, in the case of events caused by interaction at the interfaces, by 

the QBox composite protocol. The names of the events are intended to suggest how they 

are used. The ReceivedRequest/Reply events indicate the arrival of a new request/reply 

at the QBox. The AcceptedRequest/Reply events indicate that the new request/reply has 

been approved by Policy Enforcement. The ReadyRequest/Reply events indicate that a 

request/reply is ready to be sent out of the QBox; this event is only raised when all qoslets 

that may want to delay a message have taken action. The SendFailure event indicates that a 

failure has occurred in the attempt to send a request/reply out of the QBox. Each event has 

the request/'reply message in question as the parameter. In addition to these main events. 
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some qoslets use private events. 

Given the basic event structure of the composite protocol, each qoslet is designed by 

determining what (if anything) the qoslet needs to do when the event occurs. For example, 

a qoslet implementing request confidentiality would encrypt the request when it has been 

accepted by the Policy Enforcement module at the front end QBox, that is, when event 

AcceptedRequest occurs. 

The execution of qoslets is governed by the attributes assigned to the request and reply 

messages by Policy Enforcement. Each qoslet has one or more attributes that determine its 

behavior. Table 5.1 lists the attributes used by the various qoslets presented here. When 

executed, the event handlers in the qoslets inspect the appropriate attributes to determine 

what (if anything) the qoslet should do with that particular message. The qoslet names and 

the attribute names are explained in more detail below. 

5.3.2 Base Qoslet 

The Base qoslet implements the basic processing of requests and replies through the com

posite protocol. In particular, it fields the arrival events ReceivedRequest and Receive

dReply, invokes Policy Enforcement, and raises the other main events in the processing 
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Qoslet Attributes 

Base 
LeakyBucket 
PriorityQueue 
CommBase 
ReTransmission 
ReRouting 
UDP/TCP/SSL/JMSChannel 
DESPrivacy 

Accepted 
Flowld 
Priority 
TimeOut 
TransmissionLimit 
BackupChannel 
Channelld 
Encryption 

TABLE 5.1. Policy attributes used by qoslets 

sequences of requests and replies (see figure 5.5). The fact that the basic processing of 

requests and replies is divided into three separate events allows other qoslets to insert their 

required processing in the correct places to manipulate requests and replies. The follow

ing three handlers provide the basic request processing of the Base qoslet; the handlers for 

processing the reply are analogous: 

• receivedReq uestHandler. Bound to Received Request, it invokes Policy Enforce

ment; if the Accepted attribute is false, the handler creates an error reply, otherwise, 

it raises AcceptedRequest. 

• acceptedRequestHandler. Bound to AcceptedRequest, it signals ReadyRequest. 

• readyRequestHmdler. Bound to ReadyRequest only at the back end proxy, it sends 

the request to be processed by the back end proxy. 

Finally, the Base qoslet has a handler, failureHandler, for processing of message trans

mission failures. This handler, boimd to be executed as the last handler for SendFailure, 

re-invokes Policy Enforcement to allow it a last chance to issue new directions (through the 

attributes) to attempt to process the request. If the Accepted attribute returns as false, the 

handler returns an error reply. Otherwise, it raises ReadyRequest to continue the request 

processing. 
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5.3.3 Channel Qosiets 

Chaamel qosiets implement the communication channels between the proxy front and back 

ends using protocols such as UDP, TCP, SSL, and JMS. At QBox initialization time, the 

channel qosiets establish the connection between the front and back end proxies using the 

facilities appropriate for the communication protocol. For connection oriented protocols 

such as TCP and SSL, one of the end points assumes a server role and waits for connec

tion requests on a designated server socket. The other end point assumes the client role 

and sends a connection request to the server port given as an initialization parameter to the 

qoslet. The connection establishment role is passed to these channel qosiets as an initial

ization time parameter. Note that after the connection has been established, the end points 

can send and receive messages independent of their connection establishment roles. In par

ticular, if the proxy back end is inside a corporate firewall and the proxy front end is outside 

the firewall, it is often easier to open the connection from the back end (inside the firewall) 

to the front end. After the connection has been established, the back end can resume its 

normal role as the "server" in the sense that it receives service requests from the front end. 

For JMS the connection establishment is more symmetrical since both the front and back 

ends open a connection to a JMS server. 

After the connection has been established, all channel qosiets have similar control struc

ture for sending and receiving messages. Outgoing messages (request or reply) are pro

cessed by messageOutHandler, which is bound to event ReadyRequest at the front end 

and ReadyReply at the back end. This handler checks if the Channelld attribute in the 

request/reply is the same as the channel identifier of this qoslet. If so, the handler sends out 

the message and cancels this occurrence of the event using Cactus facilities. Otherwise, 

the handler simply returns. If an error occurs when the handler is attempting to send the 

message, the handler raises the Send Failure event and leaves the error handling to other 

qosiets. Note that the fact that the event occurrence is canceled prevents any remaining 

handlers bound to this event from being executed, saving some execution overhead. For 
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incoming messages, the channel qoslets are responsible for receiving these messages and 

raising the appropriate events ReceivedReply or ReceivedRequest. Message reception is 

implemented by having each qoslet use a thread that is listening on the port of the commu

nication protocol. 

5.3.4 Reliability Qoslets 

The current prototype includes three qoslets related to ensuring reliable execution of service 

requests; CommBase, ReTransmission, and ReRouting. CommBase implements two main 

fimctions: matching replies with waiting requests and triggering timeouts. It maintains a 

data structure PendingReq that has an entry for each request waiting for a reply. It matches 

any arrived replies with pending requests, rejecting duplicate or unexpected replies. It also 

maintains a data structure, TimeoutList, for pending request timeout values. It uses a private 

event RetransTimeout that is raised when the most immediate request timeout expires. The 

handlers in this qoslet are: 

• addPendingHmdler. Bound to ReadyRequest, it inserts request in PendingReq and 

updates TimeoutList. 

• removePendingHandler. Bound to be executed as the first handler for SendFailure, it 

removes request from PendingReq and updates TimeoutList. 

• receivedReplyHandler. Bound to ReceivedReply, it matches an arrived reply with a 

request in PendingReq; if the request is not found, the reply is dropped by canceling 

the event occurrence, otherwise, both PendingReq and TimeoutList are updated. 

• timeoutHmdler. Bound to RetransTimeout, it raises SendFailure for the request at 

the front of the TimeoutList, updates TimeoutList. 

Note that updating the TimeoutList may involve canceling and reraising the RetransTinaeout 

event with the new appropriate delay. 
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The ReTransmission qoslet handles transient failures by retransmitting requests/replies 

when the SendFailure event occurs. It consists of one handler, ReTransHmdler, that is 

bound to be executed as the second handler for SendFailure. This handler checks how 

many times the request has been transmitted, and if the count is smaller than the Transmis-

sionLimit attribute, ReadyRequest is raised and this occurrence of the SendFailure event 

is canceled. If the retransmission count is larger than the limit, this handler simply returns 

leaving the failure handling to other qoslets. 

The Rerouting qoslet handles suspected permanent failures by rerouting a request/reply 

to another channel. It also consists of one handler, ReRouteHmdler, that is bound to Send

Failure to be executed after the ReTransHmdler of the ReTransmission qoslet. As a result, 

this handler is only executed if ReTransmission is not in the QBox configuration or the 

TransmissionLimit has been exceeded. This handler simply assigns the value of the Back-

upChannel attribute to the Channelld attribute and raises ReadyRequest. If the backup 

channel has not been specified by Policy Enforcement or if the backup channel has already 

been tried, the handler simply returns and leaves fiirther handling of the error to other 

qoslets. 

5.3.5 Traffic Regulation Qoslets 

The current prototype has one qoslet, LeakyBucket, for traffic regulation that can be used 

both at the gateways to regulate incoming requests (e.g., user's usage exceeding agreed 

level or denial of service attacks) and at the iMobile servers to regulate outgoing requests 

(e.g., to keep traffic to an external server below an agreed maximum). LeakyBucket im

plements the well-known leaky bucket algorithm [Tur86] for traffic shaping, flow control, 

and service differentiation. Each instance of the LeakyBucket qoslet is defined by four 

parameters it receives at initialization time: flow id, token bucket depth and fill rate, and 

the waiting queue length. Note that a QBox may contain multiple LeakyBucket qoslets, 

each controlling a separate flow. This qoslet uses a private event token Fill, which is raised 
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periodically according to the token bucket fill rate. LeakyBucket consists of two handlers; 

• checkBucketHmdler. Bound to AcceptedRequest, it checks if its own flow identi

fier is included in the request's Flowld attribute; if it is, then based on the status of 

the token bucket and waiting queue, the handler either lets the message proceed by 

signaling ReadyRequest, inserts it in the waiting queue, or drops the message and 

returns an error reply. 

• tokenReS llHmdler. Bound to tokenRefill. Signals ReadyRequest for the first request 

in the waiting queue or, if there are no such requests, adds a token in the token bucket 

(unless full). 

5.3.6 Service Differentiation Qoslets. 

PriorityQueue is the primary qoslet devoted to service differentiation in the current proto

type. This qoslet works by regulating how requests are released from the QBox to be pro

cessed by the back end proxy. In particular, it regulates the order in which the requests are 

released based on the Priority attribute, and the number of requests concurrently being pro

cessed based on an initialization time parameter. It maintains a priority queue for requests 

waiting to be released. The qoslet is strucmred as a handler bound to AcceptedRequest 

that either releases the request by signaling ReadyRequest or enqueues the request in the 

priority queue, and a handler for ReceivedReply that releases the first request in the queue. 

It also uses a timeout mechanism to deal with permanently missing replies. In addition to 

PriorityQueue, the JMSChannel qoslet uses IMS message priorities to implement service 

differentiation. 

5.3.7 Other Qoslets 

Additional qoslets perform transformations such as encryption and compression on the con

tents of the request and reply messages. Typically, the inverse of any such transformation 

must be performed at the receiver before the message can be processed by other qoslets. 
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Therefore, such qoslets always consist of two handlers, one executed at the sender bound 

to the AcceptedRequest/Reply events, and one at the receiver bound to be executed among 

the first handlers for the ReceivedRequest/Reply events. 

A number of qoslets log requests and replies and collect response time and system 

load statistics for the Channel Manager. These qoslets typically consist of two or three 

event handlers bound to the appropriate events. For example, request logging has a handler 

bound to the RequestReceived event so that it will be able to log all requests, not only 

those accepted by the policy. 

5.4 QBoxes in iMobile 

This section describes how our QoS architecture has been integrated into an experimental 

version of iMobile EE (Enterprise Edition). We also present an example QoS policy for 

iMobile and preliminary performance results. The next chapter presents a more complex 

and important application of QBox for iMobile, which is to provide customizable depend

ability attributes for iMobile requests. 

5.4.1 Overview of iMobile 

The iMobile architecture [CHJ"'"03, RCCCOl] is a platform for mobile enterprise services 

(figure 5.6). As mentioned in section 5.1.1, iMobile is an example of the split proxy ar

chitecture, where the gateways (front ends) house the devlets that implement the client 

access protocols (e.g., HTTP, WAP, SMS, etc) and the iMobile servers (back ends) house 

the infolets that implement access to some external service or data source using an appro

priate protocol (e.g., HTTP, LDAP, WebDAV). It supports replication of the gateways and 

servers for scalability and fault tolerance. The gateways and servers interact using some 

communication service, for example, the Java Message Service (JMS). The Connector and 

Dispatcher components at the gateways and servers hide the underlying communication 
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between the gateways and servers. Both of these components implement simple interfaces 

that allow devlets and infolets to send and receive requests and replies. 

5.4.2 Extending iMobile with QoS. 

The QBox framework has been integrated into iMobile by replacing the Coimectors and 

Dispatchers with QBox components that have Connector and Dispatcher APIs, respec

tively. The QBox also includes an iMobile-specific Policy Enforcement module that has 

been customized to understand the specific request format used so that it can extract the 

fields relevant for policy decisions. 

For iMobile, the inputs used by Policy Determination include the request's (authen

ticated) user identifier, group identifier, access protocol (and/or device), infolet accessed, 

and the time of day when the request is issued. Policy Enforcement extracts these argu

ments from the service request. Based on the high-level policy, Policy Determination sets 

a number of attributes in the request, including: 

• Accepted: request accepted based on policy 

• Reliability: required probability of successful execution 

• Security: low, medium, high 

• Timeliness: required response time 
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• Priority: relative importance 

® Idempotent; can request be safely executed more than once. 

Policy Enforcement uses these attributes and system measurements (channel reliability, 

response time) to calculate the attributes used by the qoslets (see table 5.1). 

5.4.3 Policy Example 

The following example illustrates the process of handling policies. Suppose we have three 

user groups: managers, staff, and guests; three different access protocols: HTTP, email, 

and SMS; and three services: dir, glossary, and quote. Dir provides information from a 

corporate personnel directory, glossary provides definitions of technical terms, and quote 

provides the latest stock quote of the given stock symbol. 

We assume that the system must implement the following policies. The response time 

for requests from managers should be less than 600ms for HTTP, 1000ms for email, and 

2000ms for SMS. For staff, the response time should be less than 1000ms for HTTP, 

2000ms for email, and 4000ms for SMS. All requests are idempotent. Guests cannot ac

cess the dir service and the request rates from guests should be less than 300 requests/sec 

for glossary and less than 10 requests/sec for quote. Requests from managers, staff, and 

guests have high, medium, and best-effort reliability and high, medium, and low priority, 

respectively. Requests from managers must have high security. Finally, the traffic to the 

dir, glossary, and quote servers has to be limited to 10000,1000, and 100 requests/second, 

respectively. 

Table 5.2 provides four example requests and the QoS attributes produced by Policy 

Determination given the above informally-specified policy. Note that the third request is 

rejected because guests are not allowed to access the dir service. 

Policy Enforcement uses these high-level attributes, system measurements, and its knowl

edge of available qoslets to calculate the lower-level attributes that control the behavior of 

qoslets. As an example, assume iMobile is configured with one gateway and one server. 
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Request accepted reliability' idempotent security timeliness priority 
1: manager, email, dir true high true high 1000ms high 
2; staff, SMS, glossary true medium true low 4000ms medium 
3; guest, email, dir false n/a n/a n/a n/'a n/a 
4: guest, email, glossary true low true low - low 

TABLE 5.2. Policy evaluation 

Furthermore, assume that the two-way transmission delays between the mobile devices and 

the gateways are 100 ms for email, 300 ms for SMS, and 50 ms for HTTP, the roundtrip 

chaimel delays are 10 ms for UDP and 20 ms for TCP, and the response times of the dir, 

glossary, and quote servers, including the network delay, are 110 ms, 220 ms, and 150 ms, 

respectively. 

Given the policy requirements, we determine that the QBox must be able to regulate 

the number of requests to the external services implementing these three services. Also, 

we want to regulate the resource usage of the guest users. Therefore, we identify four flows 

that need to be regulated: DirF, GloF, and QuoF that correspond to the above services, 

and GuestF that corresponds to the flow of guest requests. The QBox at the iMobile gate

way is configured with Base, CommBase, UDPChannel, TCPChannel, LeakyBucket (for 

GuestF), DESPrivacy, and ReTransmission, and the QBox at the server is configured with 

Base, CommBase, UDPChannel, TCPChannel, three instances of LeakyBucket (for DirF, 

GloF, and QuoF), DESPrivacy, and PriorityQueue. Based on the above parameters and 

measurements, Policy Enforcement can set the lower-level attributes for the three accepted 

requests as shown in table 5.3. 

5.4.4 Performance 

For the preliminary performance tests, we use the iMobile system with one iMobile HTTP 

gateway and one iMobile server on different machines. The test configuration supports two 

infolets; Hello and Dir. Hello simply returns a hello message; Dir contacts a LDAP server 
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reqest channel. backup time transmit flow 
no id channel out limit ids encryption 
1 TCP UDP 160ms 3 DirF DES 
2 TCP UDP 400ms 2 GloF none 
4 UDP - 600ms 1 GuestF 

GloF 
none 

TABLE 5.3. Policy enforcement attributes 

over a LAN to get the reply. We use a simulated client that uses the HTTP protocol to access 

iMobile. The system response time is measured at the simulated client site. The tests use 

simple Policy Enforcement where policies are hardcoded in Java. The client machine used 

in these tests was a 730 MHz Pentium 111 running Red Hat 7.3, the gateway machine was a 

600 MHz Pentium III running Red Hat 8.0, and the server machine was a 2 GHz Pentium 

4 running Red Hat 8.0. The machines were connected by 100 Mb/sec Ethernet. 

The first set of tests demonstrates the basic cost of using the QoS architecture in dif

ferent scenarios; the results are shown in table 5.4. As a baseline, the cost of a single 

request/reply for the unmodified iMobile system was measured for each of two alternative 

connectors. These tests were then repeated on the modified architecture using QBoxes with 

different configurations of qoslets. Note that each QBox configuration also includes the 

Base and CommBase qoslets. The results show that the overhead of the QBox component 

is relatively small (6-8 ms for UDP, 3-7ms for JMS) for basic configurations comparable 

to the original iMobile. Adding qoslets to the QBox adds costs commensurate with the 

policy (or policies) being enforced. For example, SSLChannel and DESPrivacy increase 

security, but also increase response time. These experiments do not show the cost of the 

reliability qoslets ReTransmission and ReRouting, since these qoslets are only executed if 

a send failure occurs. 

The second set of tests measures the effectiveness of the priorityQueue qoslet for ser

vice differentiation. In these tests, we use one high priority HTTP client and one or more 

low priority clients. All clients send requests as quickly as possible. These experiments use 
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Configuration Hello Dir 
iMobile with UDP Connector 12 72 
iMobile with JMS Connector 97 133 
QBox; UDPChannei 18 80 
QBox: SSLChannel 60 120 
QBox: JMSChannel 104 136 
QBox: UDPChannei + DESPrivacy 23 83 
QBox: TCPChannel + DESPrivacy 25 85 
QBox: JMSChannel + DESPrivacy 110 144 

TABLE 5.4. QBox overhead: response time (ms) 

PriorityOueue Test using UDP channel 

Number of low priority clients 

FIGURE 5.7. Using priority queue for service differentiation. 

UDPChannei and two infolets, Hello and Dir. 

Figure 5.7 shows the average response time for requests as the number of low priority 

clients increases. The behavior is as expected. After an initial increase, the response time of 

requests from the high priority client stabilizes and remains constant despite the increasing 

load imposed by the low priority clients. The response time of requests from low priority 

clients, in contrast, continues to increase as the load increases. The results also illustrate 

the effects of the difference in processing times between the two infolets. 
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5.5 Related Work 

Proxy architectures are often used to allow wireless and mobile devices to access the In

ternet and other services. Proxies in these cases typically perform content transforma

tions such as distillation [FGBA96, FGCB98] to accommodate limited resources in mobile 

devices and wireless access protocols. They also often provide translation between the 

protocols supported by the mobile devices and the access protocols supported by the ser

vices [RCCCOl, RHC"^00]. Recently, proxy-based mobile service platforms have been 

proposed as a means for accessing corporate services and applications through mobile de

vices [CHJ"*"03, CS03, Nok, RCCCOl]. While many of these platforms address security 

issues [CS03, Nok, RHC"'"00], to our knowledge none provide fine-grain customization of 

other QoS attributes. 

QoS research has generally focused on performance-centric QoS metrics (delay, jitter, 

throughput) for multimedia (voice, video) using resource reservation techniques. Good 

examples of such efforts are the comprehensive QoS architectures described in chapter 2 

such as QoS-A [CCH94] and QoS Broker [NS95]. While resource reservation is essential 

to ensure the QoS of multimedia flows, the fact that mobile service platforms must han

dle individual requests from multiple sources to multiple services, each with potentially 

different requirements, makes it impossible to ensure QoS using resource allocation alone. 

Our work on customizable QoS on CORBA and Java RMI described in previous chap

ters is related to the QBox in the sense that both use Cactus and address combinations of 

QoS attributes. However, this prior work does not allow customization of QoS at the request 

level; rather, the same QoS mechanisms are applied to all messages in a session. Further

more, this work does not address multiplexing requests from multiple users and devices to 

multiple different services in one QoS component or multiple communication channels be

tween the client and the server. Finally, this prior work did not provide separation between 

policy and mechanisms. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented a QoS architecture that supports customization of QoS proper

ties for proxy-based mobile service platforms such as iMobile and other service platforms 

that use the network approach. Using QBoxes and qoslets, this architecture allows fine-

grain QoS customization for individual requests rather than for flows or sessions, and pro

vides a clear separation between policies and mechanisms. The architecture also makes it 

easy to change both the policies and mechanisms. Our initial experimental results using 

iMobile suggest the potential of this approach. The next chapter applies this QoS architec

ture to customizing dependability in mobile service platforms, with a focus on the issue of 

resolving conflicts in QoS requirements. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CUSTOMIZING DEPENDABILITY IN MOBILE 
SERVICE PLATFORMS 

In the last chapter, we presented the QBox software architecture, demonstrated its config

urability and flexibility, and described how it can be used to implement a variety of QoS 

attributes. In this chapter, we focus on dependability attributes. Specifically, we consider 

customizing multi-dimensional QoS for timeliness, reUability, and security for each indi

vidual request in a mobile service platform. As described in section 1.3.3, one major issue 

in providing such fiinctionality is resolving requirement conflicts, both between requests 

and between QoS attributes of a single request. To address such contention, we extend 

our QBox approach with policies and mechanisms that attempt to maximize the number of 

requests whose requirements are satisfied. We present the details of our approach in this 

chapter, and evaluate it through experiments involving the AT&T iMobile system. 

6.1 QoS Tradeoffs 

The QBox architecture as already described addresses three of the four major challenges 

identified in chapter 1 for providing customizable multi-dimensional QoS. The first is the 

ability to specify and map QoS so that QoS can be customized on a per-request basis, the 

second is the ability to implement different QoS attributes as reusable software modules, 

and the third is the ability to configure the modules in different ways to customize QoS. 

Our approach deals with the first of these using policies, and the second and third using 

qoslets. QBoxes, however, also need to address the fourth important challenge, that of 

implementing tradeoffs among different QoS requirements to resolve requirement conflicts. 

The ability to do such tradeoffs is needed to support customized dependability in service 
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platforms that use the network approach in a balanced and efficient way. 

Fundamentally, tradeoffs are needed because of competition for resources. When a re

source is limited and needs to be used efficiently, satisfying one QoS requirement might 

affect how well others can be satisfied. For example, allocating sufficient CPU time, mem

ory, or network bandwidth to a request to satisfy its requirements affects the resources 

remaining to allocate to other requests. Tradeoffs are also needed to balance the QoS re

quirements of a single request. For example, a request that requires a high level of security 

might require the use of an encryption algorithm, which may make it impossible to meet 

its timeliness requirements if they are too demanding. 

To implement tradeoffs, it is important to determine the preferences among require

ments, and to allocate the right types and amounts of resources to different requests. All of 

these decisions need to be oriented towards optimizing a specific objective, such as max

imizing the number of requests that meet their requirements, or maximizing the system 

utilization. 

As is the case with many other resource allocation situations, the two basic types of 

tradeoffs are time-based and space-based. In this context, time-based tradeoffs involve 

changing the order of request processing, while space-based tradeoffs involve allocating the 

right resources to different requests. Specifically, these two types of tradeoffs correspond 

to two traditional mechanisms for improving dependability; retransmission and redundant 

execution. Retransmission means a request is resent if a reply is not received within a cer

tain period of time, while redundant execution means a request is sent to multiple instances 

of a service at the same time. If there are multiple competing requests, each with timeliness 

and reliability requirements, deciding when to send a request is a time-based tradeoff, since 

this might affect the possible retransmission times of other requests. In this case, request 

scheduling schemes such as FIFO and EDF (earliest deadline first) can be used to decide 

when to send a request. Similarly, deciding how many replicas the request should be sent 

to is a space-based tradeoff. Resource allocation schemes such as randomly selecting a 

replica or selecting all replicas can be used in such situations. 
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Application Server 0 
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Application Server M 

FIGURE 6.1. Targeted mobile service platform model. 

In customizing dependability, there is also a tradeoff between request scheduling and 

resource allocation. For example, we can increase the number of times a request can be 

transmitted by sending a request early to a single replica; or we can decrease the number 

of possible transmission times by sending it later, but to all replicas for redundant execu

tion. Since retransmission and redundant execution usually have different resource usage 

patterns, and have different chances to meet a request's timeliness and reliability require

ments, the dynamic combination of these two mechanisms has the potential to use resources 

more efficiently. It is, however, a difficult balancing act. 

Based on the above ideas, we have developed probability-based selective retransmis

sion and redundancy schemes to satisfy a request's dependability requirements. Selective 

retransmission in this context involves selecting requests to send early to maximize the op

portunities for later retransmission, while selective redundancy involves selecting the best 

replication strategy. In both cases, the tradeoffbeing considered is between resource usage 

and improvements in the probability that all requests meet their requirements. We present 

the details of these approaches in the following sections. 
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6.2 Customizing Dependability using QBoxes 

6.2.1 System Model 

We consider a mobile service platform model in which mobile clients send requests to a 

single front-end proxy that interacts with multiple back-end proxies executing on proxy 

servers, shown in figure 6.1. The back-end proxies in turn interact with the target services 

executing on application servers. For simplicity, we assume a 1-1 relationship between 

back-end proxies and application servers, i.e., each back-end proxy interacts with only one 

application server and vice versa. Furthermore, we assume the mobile service platform only 

provides information services (read-only) such as phone number/address lookup, product 

inventory, or driving directions. Based on our experience with iMobile, this is a reasonable 

assumption. We assume that all the traffic to the application servers arrives through the 

proxies and thus, the proxies can limit the load on the application servers. Finally, we as

sume that proxy and application servers can suffer from crash, omission, or timing failures. 

For simplicity, we assume here that the host executing the front-end proxy does not fail; 

standard techniques such as passive replication could be applied in a straightforward way 

to address this if desired. 

6.2.2 QBox Structure 

To provide the functionality needed for customizing dependability, we put QBoxes in the 

front-end proxy and back-end proxies. The QBox in the front-end proxy is extended with 

policy processing and QoS mechanisms for customizing dependability, while the QBoxes 

in the back-end proxies are the same as those in the previous chapter. Note that there 

are situations where it would be reasonable to put policy processing and QoS mechanisms 

in the QBox in the back-end proxies as well. For example, when a back-end proxy is 

configured to send requests to multiple replicated application servers, these could be used to 

schedule the requests to the application servers to satisfy their dependability requirements. 
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QBox at the Front-End Proxy 

From 

Client 
Policy Detennination History Qoslet To backend 

^ proxy 1 

Request(TR, PR, S) 

To backend 
proxy 2 

Scheduling Qoslet 
(QoS-Aware Scheduling) 

Policy Enforcement 
(QoS-Aware Ordering) 

Jo backend 
proxy i Ciyptographic Qoslet j 

FIGURE 6.2. QBox structure for customizing dependability. 

In the following, we focus our discussion on the QBox in the front-end proxy. 

As mentioned before, the goal of customizing dependability is to allow as many re

quests as possible to satisfy their dependability requirements, and for this, we need to 

implement tradeoffs among requests. These tradeoffs are implemented by extending the 

QBox in the front-end proxy to address a number of issues, including: 

• Increasing the reliability and timeliness of requests by using selective retransmission 

and selective replication of requests to multiple application servers implementing the 

identical service. 

• Optimizing resource usage so that as many requests as possible can meet their re

quirements. 

• Regulating the load on application servers using flow control so that they do not get 

overloaded and their response time remains predictable. 

Specifically, it uses the QoS techniques of deadline-based scheduling [LL73], windowed 

flow control, retransmission, redundant execution, and cryptography. These are imple

mented as a collection of qoslets that are configured into QBoxes—primarily the QBox at 

the front-end proxy—to provide the desired attributes. 
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Figure 6.2 shows the overall QBox structure and control flow. First, Policy Determi

nation sets the QoS attributes for timeliness, reliability, and security. Then Policy En

forcement takes the requirement attributes associated with a request and sets the request 

attributes governing qoslet execution. The most important of these attributes is the one 

used to order the requests. We use a QoS-aware request ordering algorithm to calculate 

this attribute, and a QoS-aware request scheduling algorithm to schedule and retransmit re

quests to back-end proxies to satisfy the timeliness and reliability requirements. The above 

algorithms require information on the likelihood that the service will reply via the back-

end proxy within a specified time period, which is provided by the History qoslet. Other 

qoslets, such as one to implement retransmission, are also used, but not shown in the figure. 

6.23 Policy Specification and Determination 

For specifying requirements, we consider the following three attributes for each request: 

• Timeliness, defined as T^, the desired end-to-end latency for processing the request. 

• Reliability, defined as Pr, the target probability that the request is processed within 

T,. 

• Security, defined as S, the security level required for the request (low, medium, 

high). 

Note that we use a probability for specifying reliability and that we specify timeliness re

quirements using a desired response time rather than a hard time bound. Using such metrics 

maximizes the opportunities to implement tradeoffs among QoS requirements, although the 

implementation attempts to meet the targeted response time as often as possible. 

QoS policies can be defined and determined using many different methods and lan

guages [JN04]. For policy determination, we assume that the timeliness, reliability, and 

security QoS requirements for a request are specified for each <user, service, device> tu-
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pie as a database record. Note that policy specification and determination, including policy 

reconciliation [MP03], is in general a complex subject. 

6.2.4 Policy Enforcement 

Policy Enforcement takes the requirement attributes associated with a request and devises 

a strategy for meeting these requirements in a resource-efficient manner. As mentioned 

above, we use a dynamic combination of request retransmission and redundant execution 

of a request on multiple independent instances of a service depending on the current sys

tem conditions. Retransmission is used when possible since it requires extra resources only 

when a service fails to reply in time. Given our system assiunptions, a request can be exe

cuted more than once and the first successfiil reply can be returned to the client. Minimizing 

resource usage in this way allows the system to meet the reqmrements of a larger number 

of requests. However, deciding when retransmission should be used versus redundant exe

cution is a balancing act. For example, more time is left for possible retransmissions before 

a deadline expires if a request is sent quickly, but at the potential cost of delaying other 

requests. Similarly, having a short timeout for generating a retransmission increases the 

likelihood of a timely response, but uses network, proxy, and service resources that could 

be used for other requests. 

To implement this strategy, Policy Enforcement requires information on the likelihood 

that the service will reply via the back-end proxy within a specified time period. This 

likelihood is estimated by History qoslet, which collects a history of the response times 

and calculates a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the response time distribution. 

We use a sliding-window based techniques similar to the one described in [KSC03]. For 

Policy Enforcement, we use the combined CDF of all the service instances, since at this 

point it is not known which server(s) will actually process this request. Based on the CDF, 

we can calculate Tp, the percentile response time, and P{t), the probability that response 

time is less or equal to t. The system also collects the average queuing time, TQ, before the 
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request is sent out (see section 6.2.5). 

The strategy is realized by setting the following request attributes governing qoslet 

execution: 

• Tr. deadline, the clock time by which the gateway should return a reply to the user. 

• Ta'- the clock time used as the deadline for our modified earliest deadline first (EDF) 

[LL73] scheduling heuristic; this time approximates the time by which the request 

should be sent to a back-end proxy for the first time. 

® Transforms: the set of transformation to be performed on the request (e.g., encryp

tion, compression). 

The deadline attribute is calculated as Tr = Tamve + 2^ - 2*T^, where Tarrive is the 

time the request arrives at the QBox in the front-end proxy and is the estimated one

way transport latency between the user device and the proxy. We have to estimate T„, 

because the user device often cannot be modified to include the sending time in the request. 

For those devices where the sending time T^end can in fact be included, the calculation 

would be TR = TARRIVE + Trf - 2*{TARRIVT " TSEND) undcT the assumption that the clocks are 

reasonably synchronized. 

The Ta attribute determines the order in which different requests are processed by the 

QBox and is the key to implementing our retransmission strategy. This strategy is based on 

scheduling the sending of requests early—before dictated by a strictly deadline-based EDF 

policy—to allow the opportunity for a later retransmission if necessary. 

We use the QoS-aware request ordering algorithm (figure 6.3) to determine Ta- Let prs 

(possible retransmission slots) be the number of times the request could be retransmitted 

before the deadline, and rtn (retransmissions needed) be the estimated number of retrans

missions needed to reach the reliability goal. This latter value rtn is estimated by assuming 

the  r e t r ansmis s ion  r eques t s  a r e  i ndependen t ,  t ha t  i s ,  r tn  =  \ { log { l  — Pa ) / l og { l  — Pgs ) ) ]  

and prs = [{TdHTq + Tgs)]. Note that T95 is used as a timeout value in this calculation. 
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Input; 
Trf, the request's desired end-to-end delay. 
P j i ,  the  r eques t ' s  t a rge t  p robab i l i t y .  
TR, calculated deadline. 
Tp j i ,  Pr̂ ^ percentile response time based on CDF. 
Ptimeout, probability of getting reply for a request before timeout. 
TtimeouU timeout is Pti!l^^(,ut P^^centile response time based on CDF. 
TQ, collected average queuing time. 

Result: Ta 

Ta — TR k * {TQ + TFIJIIGOUT)', 

FIGURE 6.3. QoS-aware request ordering algorithm for calculating Ta for a request 

which minimizes the number of unnecessary retransmissions. Let k = min{prs, rtn}, that 

is, a value at most the number of retransmission slots and at most the number of required 

transmissions. Given this, Ta can be calculated as 

where Tp^ is the anticipated time by which a response has been received with the required 

probability PR. The first case corresponds to no time left for retransmissions, the second 

to no need for a retransmission, and the third to the case where there is both the time and 

the need for a retransmission. Operational details of how this value is then used in qoslets 

is found below in section 6.2.5. That section also describes how redundant execution of 

a request at multiple service instances is used when, for example, no time is available for 

retransmissions. 

Since we considers only security transformations, the Transforms attribute can be set. 

for example, to "AES" (Advanced Encryption Standard) if S is high and to "DBS" if S is 

Steps: 
prs = [{TdHTQ + 
rtn = lilogil -  PR)/log{l -  Ptimeout))]', 
k = min{prs, rtn}; 
if ( TD < 2 * TTIMEOUT OR PR < P{TD) ) 

TA = TR- TPJ^; 

else 

TR — TPJ^ if Td < 2 * Tgr 
TR — TPJ^ if PR < P{Td)  
TR — k *  {TQ + T95) Otherwise 
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FIGURE 6.4. QoS-aware replica selection in scheduling qoslet. 

medium. The added latency caused by cryptography can be factored in by deducting the 

measured encryption and decryption overhead from T4. 

6.2.5 Dependability Mechanisms 

Dependability attributes are implemented by a collection of qoslets that implement data 

collection to calculate the CDFs, encryption, retransmission, and request scheduling. As 

already mentioned, the History qoslet maintains the response time history for each target 

service using a sliding window algorithm similar to that described in [KSC03]. This qoslet 

provides the other dependability qoslets with operations for getting a service's estimated 

Tp and P{t )  for  g iven  va lues  of  p and t .  

The cryptographic qoslets, AESPrivacy and DESPrivacy, encrypt and decrypt the re

quest and reply if indicated in the Transforms attribute. Note that key distribution is simpli

fied by the fact that both the front- and back-end proxies are under the same administrative 

domain. 

The Scheduling qoslet implements replica selection and retransmission to satisfy the 

timeliness and reliability requirements. Specifically, as shown in figure 6.4, this qoslet 

maintains a single arrival queue in which requests are placed when they arrive, and sep

arate service queues for each back-end proxy to which requests are moved when they are 
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scheduled for a given service instance. Requests in the arrival queue are ordered based on 

T'A, while those in the service queues are ordered FIFO. Service queues hold two types 

of requests: outstanding requests that have been transmitted and are awaiting replies, and 

pending requests that have been allocated to this service instance based on timeliness and 

reliability calculations (below) and are awaiting transmission. The number of outstanding 

requests in a service queue i is always less than or equal to the current window size pa

rameter Wi- Similarly, the length of the entire queue is always less than or equal to the 

maximum queue length parameter Li. In general, the maximum number of pending re

quests in a service queue (i.e., Li — Wj) is kept small in order to increase the predictability 

of the wait time in the queue. Outstanding requests are removed from a service queue when 

the matching reply arrives or if a timeout occurs. 

A request at the head of the arrival queue gets evaluated for possible movement to one 

or more service queues whenever there is space for another pending request in some service 

queue. When and to where the request gets moved depends on the request requirements (TR 

and PR), the number of pending requests in each service queue QI, the maximum queue 

length Li, the average drain rate of the queue A , and the response time distribution (CDF) 

of the service instance. Note that T'A is only used to order requests; request processing 

itself is done based on TR. If the deadline TR has already been missed when the request is 

processed, the Scheduling qoslet drops the request and returns an error. 

We use the QoS-aware replica selection algorithm (figure 6.5) to allocate requests from 

the arrival queue to the service queues. It first calculates the time available to serve this 

request, leadTime = TR - Tcurrent- The service instances are then sorted based on the prob

ability of meeting the deadline, taking into account the expected queuing time (Qi/Di) and 

the expected response time with the required probability PR. The service instance with 

the best fit (i.e., the first that meets the requirement) is chosen. Note that this approach 

minimizes the resources used by a request to maximize the number of requests that can 

be handled, at the cost of slightly decreasing the probability that a request will meet its 

requirements. If the calculations indicate that no single service instance can satisfy the re-
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Input: 
TR, the request's desired deadline. 
PR, the request's target probability. 

Result: selectedSet OR WAIT 

Steps: 

leadtime = TR — TcurrenU serviceList = empty; 
for (all service instance with id i) 

i f  ( Q i  <  L i )  serviceList.add(j); 
if (serviceList is empty) return WAIT; 
selectedSet = empty; N = serviceListlength; 
for (all service i in serviceList) { 

waitingtime = Ttimeou,t,i + Qi/A; 
r= [{leadtime I waitingtime) 
remainTime = leadtime - r*waitingtime; 
serviceProbi = 1 — (1 — Pumeout)^ 0- ~ C-Di^(remainTime)); 

sort serviceList by serviceProbi in ascending order; 
for {i = 0; i < N; i + +) { 

serviceld = serviceList[i].id; % get service id for this service 
if (serviceProbid > PR) { 

selectedSet.add(serviceId); 
return selectedSet; 

J-
} 
if (selectedSet is empty) { 

cumuProb = 0; 
for (i = N — l;i >= 0; i ) { 

serviceld = serviceList[i].id; 
cumuProb = 1- (1 -cumuProb)( 1 -aerviceProbid ); 
selectedSet.add(serviceId); 
if (cumuProb > PR) return selectedSet; 

} 
} 
return WAIT; 

FIGURE 6.5. QoS-aware replica selection algorithm for selecting service instances 

quirements, the request is sent to more than one back-end proxy for forwarding to separate 

service instances. In that case, a set of instances is selected so that a response is expected 

by the deadline from at least one based on the CDF and current queuing times. If no service 

instance is selected, the request needs to wait until there is a change in the service queues. 

As noted above, each service queue is managed using a window-based flow control 

mechanism governed by the current number of outstanding requests and the window size 
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Wi. The window size, which can be changed during execution, is set so that there will be 

little or no queuing at the back-end proxy or application servers, ensuring that the response 

time distribution and drain rate remain as stable as possible. When the transmission win

dow is not full and there are pending requests in the service queue, the Scheduling qoslet 

calculates a timeout value Tto for the first pending request and raises event ReadyRequest 

that causes the corresponding channel qoslet to transmit the request. If there is still enough 

time to retransmit the request later, the timeout value is set to T95 for this service instance. 

If not, the timeout value is set to TR—Tcwrent- The timeout value Tto is added to the request 

as a message attribute read by the channel qoslet. If the reply is not received in time and 

the channel qoslet raises a timeout event, the Scheduling qoslet reinserts the request at the 

tront of the arrival queue to be reprocessed by the replica selection algorithm. Note that 

this approach allows a request to be transmitted to one back-end proxy first and and then 

later to two or more concurrently if a timeout occurs. 

6.3 Experimental Evaluation 

We have implemented the above scheme in iMobile. Based on the high-level policy, Policy 

Determination sets a number of attributes in the request, including: 

• Accepted: request accepted or not according to the policy 

• Reliability: required probability of successful execution 

• Security: low, medium, high 

• Timeliness: required response time 

Policy Enforcement uses these values to determine TR, TA, and Transforms, and then sets 

the appropriate attributes in the request. 

We focus our experimental evaluation on the effectiveness of the Scheduling depend

ability qoslet in increasing the timeliness and reliability of requests. Specifically, we eval

uate the impact of the QoS-aware request ordering algorithm for calculating TA and the 
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FIGURE 6.6. Experiment configuration. 

effectiveness of the QoS-aware replica selection algorithm for assigning requests to service 

queues. 

6.3.1 System Setup 

We configured the iMobile system using one HTTP gateway and three iMobile servers, 

as shown in figure 6.6. Each iMobile server connects to a different application server 

providing an LDAP service. We simulate the different QoS characteristics—i.e., service 

time and loss rate—of these different service instances by dropping and delaying requests. 

In our experiments, we assumed that failures are temporary, and simulate request loss by 

dropping 5%, 1%, and 10% of the requests for replicas 0,1, and 2, respectively. To simulate 

different response time at each replica, we delay requests for 50 ms at replica 1 and 100 ms 

at replica 2 in addition to the actual service execution time (approximately 20 ms) of the 

LDAP servers. The machine used in these tests for simulating a set of clients using mobile 

devices was a dual processor 2.4 GHz Xeon with 1 GB of memory; the HTTP gateway 

executed on a similar dual processor machine; the iMobile servers were running on a 1.8 

GHz Pentium 4, a 700 MHz Pentium 3, and a 2 GHz Pentium 4; and the application LDAP 

servers were running on three 1.8 GHz Pentium 4s. All machines run different versions of 

Red Hat Linux, and were connected by 100 Mb/sec Ethernet. 
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FIGURE 6.7. Client types 

6.3.2 Workload and Metrics 

We simulate client requests using nine different types of clients, each with different dead

line and reliability requirements as shown at the right of figure 6.7. Client types are la

beled based on their deadline and reliability requirements; for example, "a500/90" refers 

to clients with a deadline of 500ms and reliability of .90. The system load is increased by 

creating more instances of each client type. Each simulated client executes a loop where it 

sends a request and after receiving a reply, sleeps a random duration of exponential distri

bution with mean of one second before repeating the loop. 

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using three metrics: MeetRate, Relative

MeetRate and AverageRelativeMeetRate. MeetRate is the percentage of a client's requests 

that meet their deadline. RelativeMeetRate is MeetRate divided by the client's reliability 

requirement. For example, if 95% of a client's requests meet their deadline and the clients 

reliability requirement is .95, the RelativeMeetRate is 1.0. AverageRelativeMeetRate is 

the average of the RelativeMeetRates for all the clients in an experiment (weighted by the 

number of requests from each client if necessary). 

6.3.3 Impact of QoS-aware Request Ordering 

To evaluate the impact of request ordering, we compare our QoS-aware request ordering 

algorithm to a FIFO approach, where the requests are simply processed in arrival order, and 

a basic EDF approach, where requests are ordered based on their deadline TR. Everything 

else—including replica selection and selective retransmission—remains the same. The ex
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periments use the same number of clients of each type. We measured the MeetRate for each 

client type given the different system loads. Figure 6.8 presents the results for the clients 

with a .99 reliability requirement and deadline requirements of 500 ms, 1000 ms, and 1500 

ms; the graphs from left to right are our approach based on T4, the FIFO approach, and the 

basic EDF approach. The results for different reliability levels are generally similar. As ex

pected, MeetRate decreases as the system becomes more highly loaded, but our approach 

generally performs better than either FIFO or simple EDF. Overall, it provides a better 

MeetRate, but in particular, it provides a much more uniform MeetRate for the different 

client request types. Since the FIFO approach does not factor in the deadline tightness and 

reliability until a request is ready to be allocated to a specific service queue, the requests 

with shorter deadlines (and higher reliability requirements) get better service using our ap

proach. Similarly, the basic EDF approach does not allocate extra time for retransmission 

nor does it allocate more time for requests with stricter reliability requirements. These 

differences appear to have a considerable impact on the MeetRate. 

6.3.4 Impact of QoS-aware Replica Selection 

To evaluate our QoS-aware replica selection algorithm, we compare our approach with 

two other approaches: the Random approach, which uses a randomly selected replica, and 

the ActiveRep approach, which sends each request to all service instances for maximum 

reliability. Note that these two approaches only differ from our approach in the replica 

selection algorithm; that is, they use the same queuing algorithm, selective retransmission, 

and server response time measurements as our approach. We compared the AverageRela-

tiveMeetRate of all three approaches with increasing load; these results are shown in figure 

6.9. The x-axis in the figure indicates the number of instances of each of the client types. 

Each client instance in these tests sends 600 requests and the response time for the first 

100 are ignored. Although the AverageRelativeMeetRate decreases for all approaches, our 
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FIGURE 6.8. Impact of processing order for client types with .99 reliability 

approach performs better than the other two approaches. 

6.4 Related Work 

The work in [KSC03] provides some of the foundation for our approach to dependability. 

This paper presents the ideas of using online performance monitoring and dynamic replica 

selection to meet a client's timeliness and reliability requirements. However, while we per

form the dependability enhancement in a gateway shared by many clients, in [KSC03] each 

client directly performs the response time monitoring and replica selection. The fact that 

the gateway processes multiple requests concurrently gives us a greater ability to control 

the system's overall behavior. Specifically, we can order request processing to optimize re

source usage and to increase the probability of meeting requirements. We also implement 
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flow control mechanisms to reduce the amount of queuing at the servers and thus, keep 

the response time distribution as stable as possible. We also use a different replica selec

tion algorithm that finds the best, or tightest, fit in order to optimize the resource usage 

per request. Finally, we combine the replicated execution in [KSC03] with selective re

transmission when feasible, resulting in the ability to process more requests due to a lower 

resource utilization per request. 

6.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have presented policies and mechanisms for customizing dependability 

in mobile service platforms using the QBox approach. Besides describing specific qoslets 

and policies, we have also developed a technique for implementing different tradeoffs 

among requests. Specifically, the technique uses probability-based selective retransmis

sion and execution redundancy to satisfy a request's dependability requirement, which is 

achieved using QoS-aware request ordering and replica selection algorithms. Our experi

mental results with iMobile have shown the effectiveness of these algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary 

This dissertation has addressed the problem of providing customizable multi-dimensional 

QoS in distributed systems. Different issues related to supporting QoS, including fault 

tolerance, security, and timeliness have been extensively studied over the years, but they are 

just now starting to be considered in many new areas such as distributed object platforms, 

Web Services, and mobile service platforms. Even though many existing techniques can be 

applied directly, these emerging distributed computing platforms, and the new applications 

and services running on these platforms, still present new challenges. One of the most 

critical of these challenges is the need for customizable multi-dimensional QoS support 

to meet the variety of QoS requirements and rapid changes in execution conditions and 

resource availability. This dissertation is targeted towards the general problem of providing 

such support for these types of systems. 

Designing and implementing QoS architectures for distributed service platforms is one 

approach to addressing the above challenges. These architectures must, however, be able 

to provide QoS for existing platforms in a way that minimizes the impact on the platforms' 

basic functionality. Therefore, the approach used to accomplish this integration is crucial to 

the success of a QoS architecture, and should be portable, transparent, and efficient. These 

architectures also need to provide flexible support for customizable multi-dimensional QoS. 

For this, a QoS architecture must deal with four major issues: specification and mapping, 

reusable software modules, highly configurable QoS, and resolving requirement conflicts. 

The ways to address these issues depend on whether the service platform uses the endpoint 

or the network approach, and whether the QoS is session based or message based. 

Prior research on QoS architectures in the areas of distributed service platforms, net
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works, and multimedia communication systems was described in chapter 2. We identi

fied four approaches that have been used for adding QoS to CORBA and other distributed 

service platforms. These include the service approach, the integrated approach, the inter

ception approach, and the gateway approach. We also summarized the approaches used 

for implementing customizable multi-dimensional QoS, and concluded that, while many 

of the systems reviewed address important issues, none provides a complete solution to the 

problem. 

This dissertation addressed challenges beyond those of these other systems by introduc

ing two QoS architectures to facilitate customizable multi-dimensional QoS in distributed 

systems. The first is the CQoS architecture, which integrates QoS into existing platforms 

that use the endpoint approach such as CORBA and Java RMI, and addresses session-based 

QoS. The second is the QBox architecture, which integrates QoS into service platforms that 

use the network approach such as the AT&T iMobile system, and addresses message-based 

QoS. Both architectures support QoS in a transparent, portable, and efficient way, and allow 

tradeoffs to be made among the various QoS attributes. 

Chapter 3 presented the CQoS architecture as a single unified framework for providing 

customizable combinations of multiple QoS attributes across multiple middleware plat

forms. The customizablity is achieved by implementing the QoS attributes using Cactus 

micro-protocols, while the portability is achieved by dividing CQoS into two separate com

ponents, one that implements the general QoS attributes and the another that addresses 

the specific details of the underlying middleware platform. We also described the imple

mentation of this architecture on both the CORBA and Java RMI platforms, and showed 

experimental results. 

Chapter 4 presented micro-protocols that implement fault-tolerance, security, and time

liness attributes in the CQoS architecture, and discussed how to configure these micro-

protocols in different combinations to support multi-dimensional QoS. We evaluated the 

performance of these combinations through experiments, and showed that the overhead 

caused by combining orthogonal attributes using Cactus is reasonable. 
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Chapter 5 described the overall design and implementation of the QBox architecture. 

The fundamental concept here is a QBox, a software component based on a Cactus com

posite protocol that is added to a service platform to enforce QoS. A QBox is configured in 

turn firom fine-grain qoslet modules constructed from Cactus micro-protocols that imple

ment the actual QoS for service requests, and a policy engine that evaluates and manages 

QoS policies. This architecture allows fine-grain QoS customization for individual re

quests rather than for flows or sessions, and provides a clear separation between policies 

and mechanisms. The former allows it to be used to implement a variety of QoS attributes, 

while the latter makes it easy to change both the policies and mechanisms. We presented 

the implementation of this architecture on the AT&T iMobile system, and showed its flex

ibility in supporting QoS for mobile service platforms. 

Chapter 6 uses the QBox approach to provide customizable dependability in mobile ser

vice platforms. One major issue in providing such fimctionality is resolving requirement 

conflicts, both between requests and between QoS attributes of a single request. To address 

such contention, we extended our QBox approach with policies and mechanisms that at

tempt to maximize the number of requests whose requirement are satisfied, and developed 

a technique for implementing different tradeoffs among requests. Specifically, to satisfy 

a request's dependability requirements, the technique uses probability-based selective re

transmission and execution redundancy, which are based on QoS-aware request ordering 

and replica selection algorithms, respectively. We showed the effectiveness of these algo

rithms through experiments with the iMobile system. 

7.2 Future Work 

The QoS research in this dissertation can be expanded in many different directions. These 

include applying the QoS architectures to other systems, working on significant QoS re

quirements, improving policy processing, and expanding the work on tradeoffs. 

Both QoS architectures presented in this dissertation can be applied to other systems. 
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CQoS can be used in Web Services and Grid Services, for example, to customize the multi

dimensional QoS in these services. Most of the micro-protocols developed here, in fact, 

can also be reused for these systems directly. However, as with CORBA and Java RMI, 

one key issue for such systems is to intercept the requests and replies in a transparent, 

portable, and efficient way. The QBox approach can also be applied for many other proxy-

based services besides mobile service platforms. Again, many of the existing qoslets can 

be used directly, including retransmission, rerouting, and DES qoslets. In addition, many 

new qoslets are possible, such as caching qoslets for improving performance, and filtering 

qoslets for blocking unwanted traffic. 

Addressing the most important QoS requirements is critical to showing the usefulness 

of our QoS architectures. In the case of mobile service platforms, our research on providing 

customized dependability used a simplified system model. More work needs to be done 

on more complex situations, such as when cascading proxies are involved in the service 

path. Also, research is still needed on supporting other combinations of QoS requirements, 

such as security and energy optimization, especially for wireless environments with mobile 

devices and multimedia applications. 

Improving policy processing for QoS architectures is also an important research area. 

The QBox approach has already demonstrated the potential of using policy to increase the 

customizability and adaptability of QoS control. However, the issues of poHcy specifica

tion, evaluation, and reconciliation/negotiation must be addressed to take full advantage of 

these opportunities. 

In chapter 6, we showed that taking tradeoffs into consideration when doing policy 

processing and qoslet execution is important to meeting QoS requirements efficiently. More 

work needs to be done on this topic. First, our research only considered tradeoffs among 

the requests; it is also important to consider tradeoffs among QoS requirements of a single 

request, such as meeting a timeliness requirement by relaxing security. Second, we only 

considered a system model with one front-end proxy. If multiple front-end proxies are 

involved, we need to consider how to coordinate the tradeoffs among these proxies. Third, 
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in our research, we only considered the time versus space tradeoff (i.e., retransmission 

versus redundant execution). It is important to design a general model that can express the 

tradeoffs based on any type of resource. Such a model would be useful, for example, for 

designing mechanisms that can be used for other resources such as energy, CPU, memory, 

and bandwidth. 

Although this dissertation focuses on QoS, many of the addressed problems such as 

software architectures, tradeoffs, and customization are fundamental issues in more general 

areas. Accordingly, this research can be extended to other related areas such as autonomous 

service discovery, composition, coordination, and management in middleware and grid 

systems; self-organization in sensor networks; and adaptive wired and wireless network 

protocols for multimedia applications. 
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